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1. Introduction
In the frame of the NEHAP, the WIV-ISP was requested to formulate a proposal for a
feasibility study for establishing a registration system for studying the relationship between
childhood cancer and environment. Differents aspects were successively aboarded to achieve
this specific goal and include:
• A literature review concerning the associations between childhood cancers and
possible environmental sources.
• A presentation of the data source of childhood cancers in Belgium, the Belgian Cancer
Registry: structure, data acquisition, validation & overview of the available data to
date.
• An investigation of data sources concerning possible environmental exposures.
• A methodological proposition to taking into account inquiries from the public (Is there
more cancer in my neighborhood because of source X?)
• A description of the methodology of spatial epidemiology illustrated by the feasibility
evaluation itself.
Taking into account the conclusions of the literature review and the investigation of
the possible environmental exposures, the feasibility evaluation focuses on the risks of
childhood leukemia around class 1 nuclear sites in Belgium.

2. Literature review:
environmental sources

association

between

childhood

cancers

&

In most industrialized countries, about one child out of 500 will have cancer before
reaching 15 years of age (Lacour 2009). Although cancer is uncommon among young
individuals, the mortality related to this class of disease is relatively high. Cancer is the
second leading cause between 1 and 14 years, after accidents (Lacour 2009).
The International Classification of Childhood Cancer (ICCC) is based on tumor
morphology and primary site with an emphasis on morphology rather than the emphasis on
primary site for adults (Steliarova-Foucher et al 2005). Among the 12 major types of
childhood cancers defined by ICCC under the auspices of the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) (see Tab. 1), leukemias (Group I) and cancers of the brain and
central nervous system (CNS; Group III) account for more than half of the new cases (data
from 19 European countries; Cancer Research UK 2009) (Fig. 1). About 30% of childhood
cancers are leukemias and 20% are brain tumors (Boydston et al 2009). Brain tumors are the
most common solid tumors in children, with other solid tumors (e.g., neuroblastomas1,
Wilms’ tumors2, and sarcomas3) being less common (Ghadirian et al 2000).

1

Neuroblastoma is a neuroendocrine tumor, arising from any neural crest element of the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS). It most frequently originates in one of the adrenal glands, but can also develop in nerve tissues in
the neck, chest, abdomen, or pelvis. Neuroblastoma is also the most common extracranial solid cancer in
childhood. Close to 50 percent of neuroblastoma cases occur in children younger than two years old. Source:
Wiener et al 2008.
2
Wilms' tumor or nephroblastoma is cancer of the kidneys that typically occurs in children, rarely in adults.
Source: Wiener et al 2008.
3
Sarcoma is a cancer of connective tissues. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
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Table 1. Classification Table of childhood cancers from ICCC-3 based on ICD-O-3 (adapted from
Kramárová et al. 1996).
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Table 1. Continued.

*For this monograph, any cases with site codes C00.0-C69.9, C73.9-C75.0, C75.4-C77.9 were removed from this
group.
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Figure 1. Percentage distribution of childhood cancer in Great Britain,
1989-1998. Source: Cancer Research UK, 2009.

2.1. Leukemia
2.1.1. Definitions
Leukemia (from the Greek words leukos, meaning “white,” and haima, meaning
“blood”) is a cancer of the marrow and blood (LLS 2009a). Over the past 40 years, many
different classifications have been used to classify leukemias (FAB; Bennet et al 1976). For
The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society (2009a), the major forms of leukemia can be divided
into four categories. The terms “myelogenous” or “lymphocytic” denote the cell type
involved. Myelogenous and lymphocytic leukemia each have an acute or chronic form. Thus,
the four major types of leukemia are acute or chronic myelogenous leukemia and acute or
chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Acute leukemia is a rapidly progressing disease that primarily
affects cells that are not fully developed or differentiated. These immature cells cannot carry
out their normal functions. Chronic leukemia progresses slowly and permits the growth of
greater numbers of developed cells. In general, these mature cells can carry out some of their
normal functions. Leukemia is the most common types of cancer in children from 0 to 19
years of age, just before cancers of nervous tissue (including brain), and Hodgkin lymphoma
(Wartenberg et al 2008, LLS 2009a).
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML), also known as “acute myelogenous leukemia”, is
characterized by the rapid growth of abnormal white blood cells that accumulate in the bone
marrow and interfere with the production of normal blood cells (LLS 2010a). Although AML
is the most common acute leukemia affecting adults (LLS 2010a), it remains a particularly
rare childhood disease (Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009).
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Acute lymphoid leukemia (ALL) is synonymous with “acute lymphoblastic
leukemia”; the latter term is used more frequently to describe this disease in children (LLS
2009b). ALL is a malignant neoplasm of the precursor cells of the lymphocytes (i.e.,
lymphoblasts); both T-cell and B-cell4 precursors can give rise to ALL (Wartenberg et al
2008). Leukemic lymphoblasts have exaggerated and uncontrolled growth, fail to mount a
normal immune response, and cause a drop in production of normal bone marrow cells that
leads to a deficiency of circulating red cells (anemia), platelets (thrombocytopenia), and white
cells other than lymphocytes (especially neutrophils, or neutropenia) (LLS 2009b). Even it is
a rare disease, ALL represent approximately 80% of cases of acute leukemia in children, and
more than 80% of them imply B-cell precursors (i.e., B-cell ALL or B-ALL) (Guyot-Goubin
& Clavel 2009).

2.1.2. Epidemiological Patterns
2.1.2.1. Incidence
The age-standardized incidence of leukaemia in children aged under 15 years in
Europe (44.8 cases per million per year for the period 1988-1997; Coebergh et al 2006) was
close to the incidence measured in the United States (47.8 cases per million per year for the
1975-2003 period, SEER Program database5; Ries et al 2006).
Taken together, hematologic malignancies account for 40% of all new cancer
diagnoses occurring in children before 15 years of age (Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009).
In industrialized countries, the age distribution of leukemia shows a major peak at preschool age with a slow decline toward adolescence (Fig. 2; Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009).
This “pre-school peak” reaches its maximum between 2 and 5 years of age but is still clearly
visible after 6 years of age (Gurney et al 1995). The contribution of the AML incidence to this
pre-school peak remains particularly low. AML incidence is characterized by a maximum at
less than one year of age and then a sharp decrease (Fig. 2; Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009).
The pre-school peak is mostly constituted by ALL cases, usually with B-cell ALL as
dominant sub-type (Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009). In developing regions like Gaza strip,
Egypt and India, however, T-cell leukemia (T-ALL) accounted for as much as 50% of the
total childhood leukemia cases (Ramot & Magrath 1982, Ramot 1988). At worldwide level, a
secondary peak can be observed after age 60 for AML (LLS 2010a) and ALL (Wartenberg et
al 2008). Considering total leukemia in adults only, median patient age at diagnosis is 66
years (LLS 2009a).

4

B-cells and T-cells are lymphocytes, essential components of the immune system (Alberts et al 2002).
B-cells (“B” stands for Bursa of Fabricius where they mature in birds) play a large role in the humoral immune
response. The principal functions of B cells are to make antibodies against antigens, perform the role of antigenpresenting cells (APCs) and eventually develop into memory B cells after activation by antigen interaction.
T-cells or T lymphocytes (“T” stands for Thymus where they mature in mammals) play a central role in cellmediated immunity. They can be distinguished from other lymphocyte types, such as B-cells and natural killer
cells (NK cells) by the presence of a special receptor on their cell surface called T-cell receptors (TCR). Several
different subsets of T cells have been discovered, each with a distinct function.
5
The SEER program collects and publishes cancer incidence and survival data in the USA. However, the SEER
program database covers approximately 26 percent of the US population by merging data from 14 populationbased cancer registries and three supplemental registries.
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Figure 2. Incidence of acute leukemia by age in France (data from the “Registre National des
Hémopathies malignes de l'Enfant” for the years 2000-2004; from Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009).

In the USA, ALL represent approximately less than 1% of adult cancers, but 25% of
all childhood cancers and 79.5% of all childhood leukemias (Wartenberg et al 2008). Among
American children, incidence rate of total leukemia increased at rate of about 1% per year
from 1975 to the late 1980s, apparently driven by ALL, which increased at about 1.8% per
year during this same period (Ries et al 2006). From the late 1980s on, incidence rates of total
leukemia and ALL increased only at a rate of about 0.3% per year (Ries et al 2006).

Figure 3. European age standardised incidence rates for leukemias, neoplasms of the
central nervous system (CNS) and other cancers diagnosed at ages 0-14 (Data from
European cancer registries - incidence period 1993-1997; from Cancer Research UK 2009)
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Figure 4. Evolution of five-year relative survival rates for childhood ALL (squares) and
AML (circles). The “best fit” curve was drawn by the author (from Kersey 1997).

In Europe, comparison of records from large cancer registries indicates that incidence
rates of childhood cancers slightly vary between European countries (period 1993-97, Cancer
Research UK 2009; Fig. 3). Data from all these registries confirmed that leukemia, and
mainly ALL, was always the most common cancer in children aged 0-14 years (from 35.7
cases per million per year in Slovakia to 55.7 cases per million per year in Finland, Cancer
Research UK 2009) followed by neoplasms of the central nervous system (CNS). On
Figure 3, the high rate for “other cancers” in Belarus can be explained by a sharp increase in
thyroid cancer resulting from the Chernobyl incident in 1986 (Cancer Research UK 2009).
In Eastern Europe, the incidence of ALL was somewhat lower than in the west and the
peak in early childhood was less marked (Williams 1984, Greaves et al 1993). A
multinational study related to the effects of Chernobyl accident showed an attenuated preschool peak in all post-communist countries (Parkin et al 1996). During the 1980s and 1990s,
however, ALL incidence among 1-4 years children increased 1.5 times in some central
European post-communist countries characterized by very low foreign migration and
centralized statistics (offering reliable data) (Hrusak et al 2002). No significant change was
observed in other age groups (0, 5-9, 10-14, 15-17 years or all others combined).
In African countries, just like in other less developed countries, there is no pre-school
peak (Williams 1984, Greaves et al 1993). This situation can mostly be explained by underreporting but also by the existence of competing causes of death (Guyot-Goubin & Clavel
2009) since the incidences in older (aka non-peak) ages are usually comparable (Williams
1984, Greaves et al 1993).
2.1.2.2. Survival
In 1964, the 5-year childhood ALL survival rate was only 3% (Zuelzer 1964).
Progresses in chemotherapy raised this rate to 57% in 1975-1975, 75% in 1990 (Kersey
1997), and 87% in 1996-2002 (Ries et al 2006) (Fig. 4). The 5-year relative survival rates for
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AML followed a similar evolution during this period but not with the same success (Kersey
1997) (Fig. 4). By comparison, nowadays, less than half of all adult leukaemias survive 5
years after diagnostic, and nearly two-thirds of all adult ALL cases survive at least 5 years
after diagnostic (Wartenberg et al 2008).
2.1.2.3. Mortality
AML and ALL are relatively rare diseases, accounting for approximately 1.2% and
1.1% of total cancer related deaths respectively (Ries at al 2006). However, ALL alone
represents 28.9% of all leukaemia deaths in the United States. Among US children, ALL
represents 16% of total cancer mortality and 50% of leukaemia deaths (Ries et al 2006). Total
leukaemia mortality rates decreased from the 1980s through 2002 in white children of both
sexes. However, total leukaemia mortality rates increased in black children after 1975,
peaking in 1983 among females and in 1991 among males, the decreased trough 2002
(Wartenberg et al 2008). Globally, mortality rates for total leukaemia and, more specifically,
for ALL declined between 1975 and 2005 but the rate of decrease was greater in the 1990s
(Ries at al 2006, LLS 2010b).
2.1.2.4. Sex differences
Incidence rates for total leukemias, and by extent for ALL, in adults are higher among
males than among females (Wartenberg et al 2008). Males account for more than 57% of the
new cases of leukemia in the United States (LLS 2009a). In the same way, the incidences of
all leukemia, and of ALL, in children are also slightly higher in males than in females (Linet
et al 2003). The sex ratio is 1.2 boys for 1 girl (Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009). During the
1980s and 1990s, when the ALL incidence among children of 1- to 4-years-old increased in
post-communist countries, this increase was more prominent in females than in males (Hrusak
et al 2002). Mortality data display a similar sex pattern for all leukemias and for ALL where
male rates show an even greater excess (Ries et al 2006).
2.1.2.5. Ethnic differences
As summarized by The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society (LLS 2009a), leukemia is
one of the top 15 most frequently occurring cancers among humans but its incidence display
some variations between ethnicities. In the USA, leukemia incidence is highest among Whites
(12.8 per 100,000) and lowest among American Indians/Alaskan Natives (7.0 per 100,000),
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (7.3 per 100,000).
Although leukemia rates are higher in Americans of European descent than among
those of any other ethnicity, incidence rates for all types of cancer combined are more than
5% higher among Americans of African descent than among those of European descent. The
incidence rate for all cancers among African Americans, from 2002 to 2006, was 493.6 per
100,000 individuals, averaging about 190,356 cases each year. Nowadays, the incidence of
ALL in the USA remains still significantly lower among Blacks than among Whites (Ries et
al 2006).
From 1997 to 2006, incidence rates for leukemia have shown the greatest decline in
Whites, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. In the early 1990s, ALL incidences were also
lower in Asian countries than in Western countries (Guyot-Goubin & Clavel 2009).
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Leukemia rates are substantially higher for children from Hispanic, American
Indian/Alaskan Native, White and Asian/Pacific Islander communities than for African
American children. Hispanic children under the age of 20 have the highest rates of leukemia
independently from the country they live in.
2.1.2.6. Parental & birth characteristics
Epidemiologic studies have revealed some statistical relations between parental and
birth characteristics and ALL cases. Among them, researchers have noticed that higher risk of
ALL can be associated to (1) first-born babies and high-birth-weight babies (Ross et al 2005),
(2) babies whose mothers are over 35 years of age, and mothers who have had prior foetal
loss (Ross et al 1994). Maternal cigarette smoking and certain parental dietary constituents
were also associated to increased risk of ALL, although the underlying mechanisms are not
clearly understood (Wartenberg et al 2008). Breast feeding was thought to be protective
against ALL (Greaves 1997), but more recent studies do not confirm this effect (Parkin et al
1996, Lightfoot & Roman 2004).
2.1.2.7. Socioeconomics factors
Sacks and Seeman (1947) were the first ones to suggest a relationship between certain
social and/or economic factors and the incidence of leukemia. In their study including both
adults and children, they showed a rising leukemia rate in Baltimore between 1939 and 1943
paralleling a rise in economic status. Later, Walter and Gillian (1956) found that the leukemia
mortality rate in the USA for White and non-White children under 1 year was similar but that
the rate of non-White children decreased throughout the childhood years while that of the
White children increased until 4 years of age then declined. This was confirmed by the works
of Slocumb and MacMahon (1963).
During the second half of the twentieth century, several other studies revealed an
apparent excess of ALL in Whites and other ethnic groups compared to Blacks. Several
investigators suggested then that incidence of ALL may be directly associated with higher
socioeconomic status (SES) (Wartenberg et al 2008). While SES is probably not a direct
cause, it may be a useful marker for underlying risk factors. Different SES factors were used
from data on individuals (e.g., head of household or family) to aggregate data (e.g., averages
from census regions) involving a wide variety of metrics (e.g., means, medians, percentage
below poverty line, etc.) (Wartenberg et al 2008). Census data provide other economic and
social indicators like, for example, mean per-capita income, median household income,
percentage of persons below the poverty level, percentage of high-school graduates and
college graduates, percentage of individuals on unemployment, and percentage of individuals
on work disability (Grosset & Hawk 1986). In “ecological” studies, those indicators are
combined to construct various indices more or less representative of the socio-economic
status (Grosset & Hawk 1986).
A review of pre-1983 studies involving mostly individual data reported that a positive
association between SES and childhood ALL was found in five of the six considered studies
(Greenberg & Shuster, 1985). It was later criticized that the higher rate of ALL in areas of
higher SES was due to diagnostic bias, possibly attributable to greater access to good medical
care (Borugian 2005). In a more recent review of pre-2002 studies, Poole and colleagues
(2006) noticed that studies performed during the 1980s and the 1990s yielded more mixed
results. Individual-level measures of family income and parental education are consistently
16

associated with childhood leukemia in the negative direction, with higher rates associated
with lower SES levels. Occupational class, whether measured at the aggregative or individual
level, is associated with childhood leukaemia just as consistently in the opposite direction,
with higher rates associated with higher SES. For Poole and colleagues (2006), connections of
SES measures to childhood leukaemia may vary with place and time. They also suggest that
different SES measures (such as income and education) collected at different scales
(individual or community) may represent different risk factors and therefore should be
reported separately rather than in summary indices of social class.
Buffler and colleagues (2005) indicated that SES factors can also play the role of
confounders in various mechanisms implying environmental exposures, such as pesticides,
traffic and diet. Adjusting the importance of SES in some studies may remove actual
confusions between sociologic context and environmental exposure, obscuring potential
etiologic associations.

2.1.3. Etiology
Considering the fact that leukemia occurs more commonly among Whites and in the
Western, reaches peak incidence among children, a population of great concern, and often is
reported in concentrated clusters, it is somewhat surprising how little is known about
leukaemia etiology.
Cancer occurs when a cell, or a group of cells display uncontrolled division and, in
some case, invasive behavior (viz. intrusion on and destruction of adjacent tissues) and
sometimes metastasis (spread to other locations in the body via lymph or blood) (Wiener et al
2008). Cancer is by nature a genetic disease because it implies alterations in the genetic
material of cells (Vogelstein & Kinzler 2002). However, genetic factors by themselves are
thought to explain only about 5% of all cancer (Venitt 1994). The remainder can be attributed
to external factors that interact with human body, the so-called “environmental factors”
(Wang & Chen 2001). Since the 1950s, numerous carcinogens of varied natures have been
identified in the working environment (viz. asbestos fibres, heavy metals, soot and tar,
arsenic, benzene, aromatic amines, vinyl monochloride, ionizing radiation, etc.), and in the
overall environment (residential radon, UV radiation, aflatoxin, viruses, etc. ) (Clavel 2007).
Although so many environmental factors may play a role in carcinogenesis, the individual
response to them shows significant variation corresponding to subtle but important
differences between individual genomes (Wang & Chen 2001). For each individual, cancer
susceptibly results from complex processes in which genes AND environmental factors
intervene with multiple interactions between genetic polymorphisms, between environmental
factors, and between genetic polymorphisms and environmental factors (Clavel 2007).
2.1.3.1. Genetic factors
It is well known that single-gene mutations predispose to solid tumors. Inherited
germ-line mutations in either BRCA-1 or -2 (BReast CAncer gene #1 or 2) confer a
significant lifetime risk of developing breast or ovarian cancer (Boulton 2006). No such
single-gene mutations have been linked to childhood ALL, which tends instead to be
associated with chromosomal anomalies (Wartenberg et al 2008).
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Chromosomes that are known to be involved in karyotypic abnormalities found in
childhood ALL are 1, 4, 6–9, 11, 12, 14, 19, 21, and 22. Neither X nor Y is known to be
involved with childhood ALL (Mandrell 2009). Cytogenetic abnormalities frequently found
in ALL cases include germ-line karyotypic abnormalities, somatic karotypic abnormalities,
translocations, and deletions (Mandrell 2009).
a. Germ-line karyotypic abnormalities
The germ-line karyotypic abnormalities predisposing children to the development of
ALL include Down syndrome (Trisomy 21 is strongly associated with both childhood ALL
and AML; Avet-Loiseau et al 1995), Bloom’s syndrome6 (Krivit & Good 1957),
neurofibromatosis7, Shwachman-Diamond syndrome8, Ataxia-telangiectasia9 (Le et al 2006),
Fanconi anemia10 and Klinefelter syndrome11 (Greaves 1999).

6

Bloom’s syndrome (BLM), also known as Bloom–Torre–Machacek syndrome, is a rare autosomal recessive
chromosomal disorder characterized by a high frequency of breaks and rearrangements in an affected person's
chromosomes. The condition was discovered and first described by dermatologist Dr. David Bloom in 1954.
Bloom syndrome is characterized by short stature and a facial rash that develops shortly after first exposure to
sun. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
7
Neurofibromatosis (NF) is a genetically-inherited disorder in which the nerve tissue grows tumors (i.e.,
neurofibromas) that may be harmless or may cause serious damage by compressing nerves and other tissues. The
disorder affects all neural crest cells (Schwann cells, melanocytes, endoneurial fibroblasts). Cellular elements
from these cell types proliferate excessively throughout the body forming tumors and the melanocytes function
abnormally resulting in disordered skin pigmentation. The tumors may cause bumps under the skin, colored
spots, skeletal problems, pressure on spinal nerve roots, and other neurological problems. Source: Wiener et al
2008.
8
Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (SDS), also known as Shwachman–Bodian–Diamond syndrome, is a rare
congenital disorder characterized by exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, bone marrow dysfunction, skeletal
abnormalities, and short stature. After cystic fibrosis (CF), it is the second most common cause of exocrine
pancreatic insufficiency in children. This syndrome shows a wide range of abnormalities and symptoms. The
main characteristics of the syndrome are exocrine pancreatic dysfunction, haematologic abnormalities and
growth retardation. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
9
Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T), also known as Boder-Sedgwick syndrome or Louis–Bar syndrome, is a rare,
neurodegenerative, inherited disease that affects many parts of the body and causes severe disability. Ataxia
refers to poor coordination and telangiectasia to small dilated blood vessels, both of which are hallmarks of the
disease. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
10
Fanconi's anemia (FA) is a genetic disease resulting from a genetic defect in a cluster of proteins responsible
for DNA repair. As a result, 20% or more of FA patients develop cancer, most often acute myelogenous
leukemia, and 90% develop bone marrow failure (the inability to produce blood cells) by age 40. About 60-75%
of FA patients have congenital defects, commonly short stature, abnormalities of the skin, arms, head, eyes,
kidneys, and ears, and developmental disabilities. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
11
Klinefelter's syndrome is a condition in which human have an extra (an aneuploidy) X sex chromosome.
Because of the extra chromosome, individuals with the condition are usually referred to as “XXY Males”. In
humans, Klinefelter's syndrome is the most common sex chromosome disorder and the second most common
condition caused by the presence of extra chromosomes. The principal effects are development of small testicles
and reduced fertility. A variety of other physical and behavioral differences and problems are common, though
severity varies and many boys and men with the condition have few detectable symptoms. Source: Wiener et al
2008.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the MLL-AF4, MLL-AF9 and MLL-ENL fusion gene transcripts
covered by two forward primers and two probes in the MLL gene and two, three or two reverse
primers in the AF4, AF9 and ENL genes, respectively. The numbers below the primers and probes
refer to their 5’ nucleotide position according to accession numbers L04284 (MLL), L13773 (AF4),
L13744 (AF9) and D14539 (ENL) in the normal gene transcript. Sequences of primers and probes are
listed in the table (F= forward primer, R= reverse primer, T= hydrolysis probe, LC= hybridization
probe). The arrows as well as the letters indicate the position of the previously reported intronic
breakpoints (from Jansen et al 2005).

b. Somatic karyotypic abnormalities
Somatic karotypic abnormalities are characterized by variation of the modal number12
of chromosomes within the leukemia blasts cell population (Mandrell 2009). Conventional
and molecular cytogenetic allows to detect such kind of chromosome abnormalities including
gain or loss of chromosomes or structural changes within the blasts cell population (Mandrell
2009). Terms used to classify this modal number or the chromosome numbers within the
leukemia blast are hyperdiploid, pseudodiploid, diploid, and hypodiploid.
- Hyperdiploid leukemia: referring to tumor cells having a modal number of 51–68
chromosomes, occurs in 20-30% of pre-B ALL and about 90% of early pre-B ALL (Pui
et al 1990, Sandler & Ross 1997).
- Pseudodiploid leukemia: pseudodiploid cell has a modal number of 46 chromosomes;
however, the leukemia cell has numeric and/or structural rearrangement like
translocations. Pseudodiploid describes a very heterogeneous leukemia and occurs in
41.5% of childhood ALL cases (Raimondi 1993).
- Diploid leukemia: manifests no cytogenetic abnormalities and occurs in 10% to 15% of
childhood ALL cases (Rivera et al 1991).
12

Modal number: the most common chromosome number (“ploidy”) within a cell population.
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- Hypodiploid leukemia: infers a modal number ≤45 due to an unbalanced translocation or
loss of a chromosome. Hypodiploid is less common and occurs in 7%–8% of childhood
ALL (Rivera et al 1991).
c. Translocations
Translocations, resulting from the transfer of a segment of one chromosome to another
one, within leukemia cell have long been known (Mandrell 2009).
The t(12;21) chromosome translocation, generating the TEL-AML1 (also known as
ETV6-RUNX1) chimerical fusion gene is the one the most frequently found within leukemia
cell, and occurs in 20–25% of B-lineage childhood ALL (Borkhardt et al 1997, Golub et al
1995, Mikhail et al 2002, Mori et al 2002, Rubnitz et al 1997). TEL-AML1 is found in about
1% of cord blood specimens, yet only about 1% of those with this translocation will develop
ALL in childhood (Mandrell 2009).
Translocations of the MLL (Myeloid/lymphoid or mixed-lineage leukemia; aliases
ALL1 and HRX) gene located on the chromosome band 11q23 can be found in about 70–80%
of infant leukemias (Katz et al 1990, Morgan et al 1992, Cimino et al 1993, Pui et al 1995,
Sandler & Ross 1997), but less commonly in other leukemias, both childhood and adult. To
date, more than 50 different translocations involving the MLL gene have been described, and
so far up to 37 different partner genes have been cloned (Jansen et al 2005). The
t(4;11)(q21;q23) results in the MLL-AF4 fusion gene (Fig. 5) and is the most frequent MLL
translocation in ALL (causing exclusively B-cell lineage ALL), but is rare in AML (Jansen et
al 2005). The t(11;19)(q23;p13.3) generates the MLL-ENL fusion gene (Fig. 5) and is
observed with equal frequency in AML and ALL, whereas t(9;11)(p21–22;q23), resulting in
the MLL-AF9 (or MLLT4) fusion gene (Fig. 5), is the most common MLL abnormality in
AML (Jansen et al 2005).
d. Deletions
Deletion of 6q occurs in 11% of childhood ALL cases (Pui et al 1990). Among
childhood ALL cases with translocation t(12;21) (presenting the TEL-AML1 fusion gene),
77% also have 12p12–13 deletions (Cave et al 1997).

2.1.3.2. Environmental factors
Biological, physical and chemical factors can be associated to an increase of leukemia
risk in children.
a. Biological factors
Some viruses can play a key role in the carcinogenic processes as summarized by
Clavel (2009). One of the most common viruses in humans, the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV),
also called human Herpesviridae 4 (HHV-4), is implicated in Burkitt's lymphoma, Hodgkin's
lymphoma and the very rare nasopharyngeal cancer. On some rare occasions, hepatitis C and
B viruses may also induce hepatocarcinoma during childhood (Wu et al 1987). During the
1960s, scientists discovered that retrovirus and herpes-type virus were involved in leukemia
for cats, chickens and cattle (Onions 1985, Payne & Fadly 1997, Miyazawa 2007). So far, no
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virus has ever been implicated in human childhood leukemia. However, it is still possible that
the infectious agent has degenerated at the time of diagnosis (Clavel 2009).
b. Infectious etiology
Epidemiological evidences allow to suspect an infectious cause for several cancers,
especially ALL (Clavel 2009). The findings of space-time clustering and seasonal variation
support a role for infection (McNally & Parker 2006). The pre-school peak of ALL emerged
just at the beginning of the twentieth century in the developed world (McNally et al 2000).
The correlation between socioeconomic status and ALL incidences support also the
hypothesis of an infectious etiology of childhood ALL associated with a decreased immune
function (Kinlen 1995, Greaves 1999). The hypothesis of a direct or indirect role of infections
in childhood leukemia gained new impetus in the late 1980s, leading to three different models
proposed by Kinlen (1988), Smith (1997) and Greaves (1988), respectively (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the three proposed models explaining the
possible relations between infections and human childhood ALL.

Kinlen’s Model – populations mixing
According to Kinlen’s hypothesis (Kinlen 1988, 1995), major population movements
result in an increased contact between infected subjects and subjects susceptible to a causal
infectious agent, otherwise endemic and/or frequent in remote regions. If ALL is a rare
outcome of this infection, “outbreaks” of ALL can follow those epidemics. So far, most
studies conducted in different situations leading to large population movements have
strengthened this hypothesis (Kinlen et al 1990, 1991, 1993, 1995, Kinlen 1995, Kinlen &
Petridou 1995, Stiller & Boyle 1996).
At a national level in France, it was demonstrated that leukemia incidence appeared
more than doubled among children born in isolated regions that have experienced highest
migration rates from other regions (Rudant et al 2006, Bellec et al 2008). In the United States,
a study using data from the SEER13 program showed that rural countries with the greatest
increase in population from 1980-1989 had the highest childhood leukemia incidence rates
13
The Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results Program (SEER) of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) is
an authoritative source of information on cancer incidence and survival in the United States.
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(Wartenberg et al 2004). Other studies performed in Honk Kong (Alexander et al 1997) and
Canada (Koushik et al 2001) established the same link between population migration and
leukemia incidence.
One of the hypotheses allowing to explain the excess risk of childhood leukemia
observed during the 1980s around nuclear sites (Sellafield in U.K., Dickinson & Parker 1999;
La Hague & Flamanville in France, Boutou et al 2002) imply the “population mixing”
resulting from the massive influxes of population generated by the creation and the
development of those sites during the modern period.
High childhood leukemia mortality rates were measured in Italy and Greece during the
period 1958-1987, which have been attributed to high levels of population mixing associated
with massive rural-to-urban migrations in the years following World War II (Kinlen &
Petridou 1995, Petridou et al 1996). In U.K., a statistically excess of leukemia mortality was
also seen in rural towns for the period 1946-1965 but not for the period 1966-1985, which is
consistent with the population mixing hypothesis during the period following the end of
WWII (Kinlen et al 1990).
Smith’s Model – prenatal specific infections
In Western countries populations, improved hygiene conditions have gradually
decreased the age of first contact with infectious agent increasing then the likelihood of
woman infection during pregnancy, infection that can be secondary transmitted to the foetus.
According to Smith’s hypothesis, high rates of ALL are attributable to in utero exposures to a
specific infectious agent that result mainly in cases of precursor B-cell ALL (Smith 1997,
Smith et al 1998a). Smith hypothesised that the latency period of this prenatal specific
infectious agent was two years (Smith 1997).
Human polyomaviruses were suspected but finally dismissed after that several small
studies failed to detect the human JC and BK polyomaviruses in leukemia cells or stored
newborn (Guthrie) blood spots (McKenzie et al 1999, Perzova et al 2000, Priftakis et al 2003,
Smith et al 1999); one also failed to detect simian virus 40 (Smith et al 1999).
Results of the different epidemiological studies performed so far are equivocal.
Steward and colleagues (1958), in England and Wales, found that children of mothers ill with
an infective disease during pregnancy had increased rates of childhood malignancies
(including leukemia). In a more recent and more focused matched case-control study in
Scotland, McKinney and colleagues (1999) showed, however, that infection (any, respiratory
tract, viral, genitourinary, or fungal) during pregnancy did not statistically significantly affect
the risk of ALL in children ages 0 to 14. On another hand, more recent studies were able to
find significant association between ALL in children and maternal infections (lower track
genital infection, Naumberg et al 2002; Epstein-Barr virus, Lehtinen et al 2003).
Greaves’ Model – “Two Hits Model”
Greaves (1988) hypothesized that common ALL is a consequence of two independent
mutations; the first occurring in utero or shortly after birth (“preleukemic clone”), and the
second occurring between 2 and 6 years of age that may be triggered by infection.
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Studies in childhood leukemia have shown that chimerical fusion genes derived by
chromosome translocation were common molecular abnormalities and that the majority of
chromosome translocations aroused in utero during foetal haemopoiesis (Greaves 2006). As
explained at the Point 2.1.3.1., the majority of childhood ALL cases were found to have the
TEL-AML1 fusion. In a recent study, a pair of twins were diagnosed with TEL-AML1positive ALL and shared the same TEL-AML1 sequence in their neonatal blood, confirming
the status of in utero mutation (Wiemels & Greaves 1999). This is interpreted to be the first of
the two mutations in Greaves’ theory.
Greaves’ theory supposes that a second mutation occurs in early childhood, causing
ALL. The second mutation may be promoted by common infections. Further, relative
isolation, as in Kinlen’s hypothesis, may delay exposures to common infections, enabling the
susceptible preleukemic cells to multiply, and increases the likelihood of occurrence of the
second mutation (Wartenberg et al 2008). The direct influence of common infections in
childhood leukemia was only poorly investigated (see review by Greaves 2006). Most studies
showed negative associations (in USA: Neglia et al 2000, in France: Perrillat et al 2002,
Jourdan-Da Silva et al 2004), only one indicated a positive association (in New Zealand,
Dockerty et al 1999). If the attendance at day nurseries may be considered a proxy for early
common infections, it is always negatively associated with leukemia (Greaves 2006,
Wartenberg et al 2008).
c. Vaccination
The possible association of infant vaccinations with risk of childhood leukaemia has
been of interest for more than 30 years (Groves et al 1999). In a small hospital-based casecontrol study of childhood leukaemia in Australia, an excess of diphtheria, tetanus and
pertussis (DTP) vaccinations was first observed among the cases (Innis 1965). Subsequent
studies, however, did not confirm this finding. The large, population-based Oxford Survey of
Childhood Cancer reported protective effects from smallpox, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,
measles, rubella, poliomyelitis and BGG (bacille Calmette- Guérin) vaccines among 5636
children with all forms of leukaemia (Kneale et al 1986). A similar protective effect was
reported in other case-control studies implying different vaccines performed in U.K. (all
leukemia types, McKinney et al 1987), Japan (ALL, Nishi & Miyake 1989), Germany (all
leukemia types, Kaatsch et al 1996) and USA (ALL, Groves et al 1999).
2.1.3.3. Physical factors
a. Ionizing radiation
The association between ionizing radiation and leukemia has been known since the
early 1900s from studies of radiologists (Berrington et al 2001). However, the most reliable
evidences come from studies of survivors of the atomic bomb blasts in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki (Preston et al 1994) and patients treated by X-rays for ankylosing spondylitis14
(Darby et al 1987). For both exposures, acute leukemias were diagnosed as early as 3 years
14

Ankylosing spondylitis (AS), previously known as Bekhterev's disease or syndrome, is a chronic,
inflammatory arthritis and autoimmune disease. It mainly affects joints in the spine and the sacroilium in the
pelvis. As the inflammatory condition dies down, new bone forms replacing the more flexible tendons and
ligaments between the vertebrae. Eventually the individual bones of the spine may link up (fuse) resulting in
stiffening of the spine (ankylosis). Source: Wiener et al 2008
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after exposure, with peak incidence occurring 5–10 years after exposure, and additional cases
were diagnosed even 30 years after exposure (Kipen & Wartenberg 2005). Treatment for
ankylosing spondylitis affects more the rate of AML than the one of ALL.
Among the atomic bomb survivors, studies showed that the risk of leukemia
calculated per unit of dose was 5-10 times higher when it was absorbed by children before
5 years of age than by adults, and that this excess of risk persisted for several decades (Clavel
& Laurier 2009). Cancers also occur after a shorter period when exposure to radiation took
place during childhood than at adult age (Preston 2004). An integrative review of the studies
concerning fallout from bomb testing (Marshall Islands, US Nevada Test Site, Russian
Semipalatinsk Test Site) and accidents in Russian nuclear plants (Mayak in 1957, Chernobyl
in 1986) showed small increases in cases of leukemia, particularly acute leukemias among
children (Gilbert et al 2002).
There also is evidence for leukemia risk associated with occupational exposure to
ionizing radiation, particularly in nuclear industries (Linet & Cartwright 1996). The
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) found statistically significant excess of
relative risks for leukemia (excluding chronic lymphocytic leukemia) among nuclear workers
(IARS 1994, Cardis et al 2005). The BEIR V report from the National Research Council
indicated that leukemia exposure-response effect among nuclear workers was consistent with
but smaller than the values estimated from the studies concerning atomic bomb survivors
(NRC 1990).
Consequences of prenatal exposures to radiation were first investigated in the 1950’s.
A British study showed then that radiography of a pregnant woman’s abdomen increased the
child’s risk of leukemia by about 50% (Stewart et al 1958). A later British survey of more
than 10,000 matched cases-controls of children born from 1943 to 1976 revealed an excess of
leukemia after in utero exposition from the dose of 10 miliGray (Ahlbom et al 2000). Studies
of prenatal exposure from atomic bomb blasts did not show increased risk (Yoshimoto et al
1988).
Nuclear sites
Descriptive studies were used to identify possible excess of leukemia around specific
nuclear sites. The studies simply implied the count of cases in the neighborhood of nuclear
site (more often determined by concentric circles) but did not allow to identify the factors that
might explain an accumulation of cases (Laurier et al 2008b). Descriptive results are actually
available for 198 nuclear sites in ten different countries: Britain, Germany, France, Sweden,
Spain, United States, Canada, Japan, Switzerland and Israel (Hubert 2002). Descriptive
studies can be local or multisite: local descriptive studies focus to a specific site and multisite
descriptive studies simultaneously focus to a set of sites within a country and, therefore, for a
wider population.
Among those 198 nuclear sites, local descriptive studies revealed excesses of leukemia
cases, or “clusters”, among young peoples at (1) Seascale (UK [Wales]; Black 1984,
COMARE 1986), (2) Thurso (Scotland; Heasman et al 1986, COMARE 2005) and (3)
Elbmarsch (Germany; Grosche 1992, Wichmann & Greiser 2004, Hoffmann et al 2007)
(Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Nuclear sites for which an excess of childhood leukemia is confirmed [red circle], possible
[orange circle] or not confirmed [yellow circles] (from Laurier et al 2008b).

 Seascale: village 3 km away from Sellafield, the principal nuclear reprocessing plant in the
UK (Black 1984). In this village, there was 5 observed cases of leukemia among the
“children” (less than 10 years of age) and 7 among the “young peoples” (less than 25 years of
age) between 1963 and 1982 when the corresponding expected cases were, respectively, 0.45
and “less than one” (Black 1984). This excess was limited to children born to mothers
resident in Seascale (Gardner et al 1987). The Committee on Medical Aspects of Radiation in
the Environment (COMARE) initially suspected that the “Seascale cluster” was a direct effect
of environmental pollution with radioactive waste (COMARE 1986). However, the study of
the discharges from the plant showed that the doses that people were likely to have received
were far too small to have caused such a large excess of cases, the maximum estimate of their
likely effect being a 15% chance of producing one case (COMARE 1986). Further
information available 10 years later (COMARE 1996) indicated that:
(1) 8 cases of leukemia were observed among young peoples of less than 25 years of age
in the “Sellafield cluster” between 1963 and 1992 (corresponding expected cases: 0.65).
There was no statistically significant excess for other cancers during the same period.
(2) The measurements of Plutonium (Pu) and Caesium-137 (137Cs) in the bodies of
exposed people revealed that the models previously used to estimate the doses received
by those people had, for the most part, overestimated them. The doses received by
Seascale residents that were attributable to discharges from Sellafield were less than
10% of their total dose and about 200 times too small to account for the observed excess
of leukaemia.
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 Thurso: town on the north coast of Scotland, near the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant of
Dounreay. The “Dounreay cluster” was characterised by a statistically significant excess of
leukemia among young peoples of less than 25 years of age (5 observed cases for 0.6
expected cases) during the period 1979-1984 (Heasman et al 1986). These leukemia cases
were all observed into a circular perimeter of radius 12.5 km centred on the nuclear facility of
Dounreay but, at the difference of the Sellafield cluster, were not limited to children born in
the zone (Black et al 1992).
 Elbmarsch: a "collective municipality" (Samtgemeinde) in the district of Hamburg, in
Lower Saxony, Germany. Elbmarsh is located on the banks of the River Elbe opposite the
Kruemmel nuclear power plant (start-up in 1985). Between February 1990 and May 1991, an
unusual number of childhood leukemia cases were reported by a physician practicing along
the Elbe River: five cases of acute leukemia were diagnosed during a 16 months period
among children living within 5 km of the nuclear power plant and adjacent nuclear research
facility (expected cases: 0.01; Hoffmann et al. 1997). Routine environmental sampling in the
region provides evidence consistent with an accidental release of radionuclides in September
1986 (Schmitz-Feuerhake et al. 2005).
During the last 20 years, studies allowed to document other possible “clusters”,
particularly in UK [Burghfield and Aldermaston] and in France [La Hague] (IRNS 2008), but
the current evidence does not confirm the existence of leukemia excess (Laurier et al 2008b).
In France, all the epidemiologic studies performed in Nord-Cotentin (Normandy) in relation
to the nuclear sites of La Hague and Marcoule were negative (Laurier & Bard 1999). During
the period 1978-1992, Viel and colleagues (1995) observed 4 cases of leukemia among young
peoples of less than 25 years of age (expected cases: 1.4) in the zone of radius 10 km. This
was not statistically significant (p= 0.06) but very close to the limit. In a radio-ecological
study including all the local nuclear facilities in Nord-Cotentin (i.e., La Hague, Flamanville,
and Cherbour), Laurier and colleagues (2000) showed that the dose received by the
population attributable to discharges from these facilities was by far inferior to the one
attributable to other sources of exposure (natural exposure, medical exposure, atmospheric
testing fallouts, etc.).
In addition to descriptive local studies, 25 multisite studies have been published for
eight countries (United Kingdom, France, USA, Germany, Canada, Japan, Sweden, and
Spain; see review by Laurier et al 2008b). A large variability was noticed in the quality of the
data as well as in the definition of the study population and in the methods of analysis. Many
studies present important limits that make the results difficult to interpret. For most of them,
descriptive multisite studies have not detected any global excess of leukaemia or cancer in
children living near nuclear installations, even if some official clusters of childhood
leukaemia cases were previously identified at a local level (Hubert 2002, Laurier et al 2008a,
Clavel & Laurier 2009). In France, a systematic national study showed no increased incidence
of leukemia in children of less than 15 years of age near the 29 French nuclear sites (WhiteKoning et al 2004). The use by Evrard and colleagues (2006) of an index of exposition to
radiation based on the modelling of the dispersion of gaseous discharge dose, instead of the
distance from the facility, leads to the same conclusions.
In 2007, the KiKK-study (Kinderkrebs in der Umgebung von Kernkraftwerken –
Childhood Cancer in the Vicinity of Nuclear Power Plants) reported that in Germany there
was a positive relationship between proximity of residence to a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)
and the risk that a child will develop leukemia before reaching 5 years of age (Kaatsch et al
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2008). The KiKK-study was a case-control study performed in 41 German administrative
districts (Landkreise) in the vicinity of 16 NPP15. This study focused on children under 5
years of age diagnosed with a malignant disease in the study region between 1980 and 2003.
The connection holds only for the leukemias; for all other previously established diagnoses
(brain tumors, embryonal tumors), no statistically significant results were found (Kaatsch et al
2008). Few studies have provided results specific for the age group 0-4 years and, at this time,
the results of the KiKK-study are not backed up by studies in other countries. Studies
conducted in UK (Bithell et al 2008) and France (Laurier et al 2008a) does not show an
increased risk of leukemia among children 0-4 years around nuclear power plants.
Many studies were launched to investigate possible origins of the confirmed clusters
but, up to now, none of the proposed hypotheses have explained them (Laurier & Bard 1999).
Concerning the Sellafield cluster, initial studies have suggested that paternal employment
exposure to radiation was a risk factor (Gardner et al 1987, 1990, Gardner 1991). Many
elements have later led to the abandonment of this hypothesis of preconceptional exposure
(Doll et al 1994, Little et al 1995). Other hypotheses have been proposed, in particular that of
an infectious etiology (see Point 3.2.1.a.). Kinlen (2000) suggested that this situation supports
his population mixing theory, but its validity at an individual level has yet to be proven
(Laurier & Bard 1999).
Background radiation & Radon
A background level of ionizing radiation is constantly present in the environment.
This background level is emitted from a variety of sources: most primary sources are natural
[including earth (soils and building radioactive materials incorporated to the body by
ingestion of food and water), space (cosmic rays) and atmosphere (radon gas)] but there are
also man-made sources [including the global radioactive contamination due to historical
nuclear weapons testing or emissions from burning fossil fuels, normal operations in nuclear
facilities and nuclear medicine] (UNSCEAR 2008).
As reference, the annual global average per caput dose estimated by the UNSCEAR
(United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation) in 2008 was
2.4 mSv from natural sources and 0.6 mSv from man-made sources. However, exposure rates
due those sources may vary considerably from place to place, and can range up to 100 times
the averages (UNSCEAR 2008). In an ecologic study conducted in Florida, leukemia was
associated to the ingestion of radium-containing groundwater (Lyman et al 1985). However,
subsequent studies seeking to clarify this issue provided limited support (Fuortes 1990,
Collman et al 1991, Auvinen et al 2002).
Radon-222 (222Rn) is a naturally occurring radioactive gas found in granitic basement
that may concentrate in dwellings (UNSCEAR 2008). Inhalation of radon gas accounts for
about half of the average exposure to natural radiation sources (about 1.26 mSv) and to more
than 40% of the total exposure to background environmental radiation (UNSCEAR 2008)
(Fig. 8). It is well known that exposure to high levels of radon, and to its daughter breakdown
products, increases the risk of lung cancer in miners (Xiang-Zhen et al 1993) and
domestically exposed populations (Letourneau et al 1994, Lubin 1994).
15

Two NPP, Lingen and Emsland, were built at the same site with different operating periods; thus, the study region

comprised 15 sites with 16 NPP.
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Figure 8. Relative contribution (in percentage) from all sources to the annual
average per caput dose of ionizing radiation (Source: UNSCEAR 2008).

Elevated domestic radon levels have also been linked to the development of other
cancers including leukemia, more particularly acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) in adults
(Henshaw et al 1990). Leukemia incidence was then explained by a hypothesized mechanism
of irradiation to the bone marrow: absorbed radon is known to be much more soluble in the
lipid components of tissues where its decay products may promote damage to DNA at deeper
locations such as the haemopoietic tissue in bone marrow (Laurier et al 2001). Exposure to
radon gas may vary depending of the professional activity (example: miners can be exposed
to annual average per caput dose of 2.4 mSv in a coal mine to 4.8 mSv in an uranium mine;
UNSCEAR 2008) or of the residential area (example: Devon and Cornwall [UK] are “hot
spots” of radon exposure with a annual average per caput dose of 9 mSv; Parker & Craft
1996).
Since the 1990s, the results of the different ecological studies designed to evaluate the
effect of radon exposure suggest an association between radon concentrations and the risk of
leukemia at a geographic level (Laurier et al 2001). Case-control studies do not show any
significant association between radon exposure and leukemia risk (Lubin et al 1998, Kaletsch
et al 1999, Steinbuch et al 1999, UK-CCSI 2002). However, a significant association between
exposure to radon and the incidence of childhood leukemia was established by some recent
studies in France (AML, Evrard et al 2005) and Denmark (ALL, Raaschou-Nielsen et al
2008).
b. Non-ionizing radiation
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMF) are produced
by power lines, electrical wiring, and electrical equipment. ELF fields include alternating
current (AC) fields from 50 Hz and other electromagnetic, non-ionizing radiation from 1 Hz
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to 300 Hz (OSHA 2006). Unlike ionizing radiation and ultraviolet light, there is no
experimental evidence supporting a direct carcinogenic effect of ELF fields. Indeed, it was
proven that even at high doses they do not induce genome damages (Clavel & Laurier 2009).
However, apparent elevated leukemia incidence was documented (1) among workers
exposed to EMF (NRC 1997, NIEHS Working Group 1998) and (2) among children who had
lived in homes with high magnetic fields (case-control study: Wertheimer & Leeper 1979;
population-based studies: Savitz et al 1988, London et al 1991, Feychting & Ahlbom 1993).
Some other studies did not show this association (Fulton et al 1980, Tomenius 1986, Linet et
al 1997). From this point, a series of occupational mortality studies were undertaken focusing
on workers in electrical, electronic, and telecommunication occupations and showed increased
risks for leukemia occurring inconsistently across studies (see review by Wartenberg et al
2008). The interpretation of these studies remains controversial. Because no viable
mechanism has been postulated for EMF to cause leukemia, there is much controversy over
the definition of relevant exposure and, therefore, interpretation of the results (Wartenberg et
al 2008). Many reviews of available data leads concluded that ELF EMF exposures are
“possibly carcinogenic to humans” (Group 2B carcinogens16) (NIEHS Working Group 1998,
IARC 2010). The considered in vitro and mechanistic data implied very high levels of
exposure (more than 100 micro Tesla; NIEHS Working Group 1998).
Meta-analyses and pooled analyses were conducted to statistically combine the
available published data and provide an average risk estimate for the set of studies as a whole.
Some of these studies have suggested an increased leukemia risk associated with magnetic
field exposures related to electric power lines. According to the estimation made by Ahlbom
and colleagues (2000), the risk of childhood leukemia in children is twice as great after
exposure to 0.4 micro Tesla fields or more, which would concern less than 1% of children.
The analysis of Greenland and colleagues (2000) is based on a slightly different subset of
studies, leads to a relative risk estimate of 1.7 for fields from 0.3 micro Tesla. At this stage,
meta-analysis studies never have confirmed a dose-risk relationship.

2.1.3.4. Chemical factors
a. Solvents
Among solvents, benzene is an established leukemogen (IARC 2010). Studies have
reported increased risks of leukemia among workers exposed to benzene in a variety of
occupations (Wartenberg et al 2008). Most of these studies report excesses of AML rather
than ALL (Kipen & Wartenberg 2005). From this point, it was speculated that exposure to
other solvents may also cause leukemia, although most data are inconclusive and may not
report to typical leukemia subtypes (AML, ALL, etc.) (see review by Wartenberg et al 2008).
A few studies have suggested an association between parental exposures to solvents
and childhood leukemia. Colt and Blair (1998) suggested that direct toxic exposures of
parents to solvents, paints and pigments, but also motor vehicle related occupations were
associated with childhood leukemia but not ALL. In case-control studies, mothers of ALL
cases report more likely occupational exposure to paints or thinners prior to conception
16
Substances, mixtures and exposure circumstances possibly carcinogenic to humans are classified by the IARC
as “Group 2B”. Source: IARC’s Monographs. http://monographs.iarc.fr/
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(Schüz et al 2000) or during pregnancy (Shu et al 1999, Schüz et al 2000) but not during the
postnatal period (Schüz et al 2000). Maternal exposition to solvents during pregnancy was
reported in the study of Shu et al 1999 but not in the one of Schüz et al (2000). It was noted
that solvents, paints, and thinners are all likely to cross the placental barrier, suggesting a
mechanism of action depending on the type of hydrocarbon and the timing of the exposure
(Shu et al 1999).
An overriding concern with studies of the risks of parental exposures is the possibility
of recall bias in the self-reported exposure assessment (Colt and Blair 1998, Meinert et al
2000).
b. Pesticides
A pesticide is any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing,
destroying, repelling or mitigating any pest. Pests include insects (insecticides), weeds
(herbicides), fungi (fungicides) etc. Pesticides are used for farming and non-farming
occupations, for gardening, or at home (against mosquitoes for example). Although there are
benefits to the use of pesticides, there are also drawbacks, such as potential toxicity to
mammals, including humans. According to the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants, 10 of the 12 most dangerous and persistent organic chemicals are pesticides
(Gilden et al 2010).
Most of the studies from the 1970s and the 1980s focused on parental occupational
exposures that since have become rarer and more difficult to study (Clavel et al 2009a). The
relative interest for the potential effects of domestic exposures to pesticides grew during the
last 20 years. More recent studies suggest a link between maternal use of pesticides and
childhood leukemia (Rudant et al 2007, Clavel et al 2009a), mostly ALL (Wartenberg et al
2008). A recent meta-analysis combining the results from 25 studies published between 1985
and 2008 (Van Maele-Fabry et al 2010) indicated that:
(1) The strongest evidence of an increased risk of childhood leukaemia comes from studies
with maternal occupational exposure to pesticides.
(2) The associations with paternal exposure were weaker and less consistent.
The rate of childhood leukemia can be twice as high when future mother used pesticides
(Clavel et al 2009a). Infante-Rivard and colleagues (1999) revealed that the rate of childhood
ALL was even higher among carriers of the CYP1A1m1 and CYP1A1m2 mutations.
In a very complete study performed by Ma and colleagues (2002) in Northern
California, it was shown that:
(1) The use of professional pest control services any time from 1 year before to 3 years after
birth was associated with a significantly increased risk of childhood leukemia, with the
highest risk associated with exposure during the second year.
(2) Children with the most frequent exposure to insecticides had the highest risk of
leukemia, and leukemia risk was elevated for exposure to indoor insecticides
(3) Exposures to outdoor insecticides or herbicides were not associated with leukemia risk.
Actually, all these questionnaire-based studies do not have allowed to clarify the
circumstances of the maternal exposure to pesticides (Clavel et al 2009a). An association with
professional use of pesticides by parents has also been reported (Buckley et al 1989, Magnani
et al 1990, Infante-Rivard & Weichenthal 2007) but it was not possible to incriminate any
specific pesticide in particular.
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c. Outdoor air pollution
Some researchers have suggested that outdoor air pollution may be a risk factor for
leukemia. Various hypotheses exist, most notably that the risk is attributable to benzene, a
component of automobile exhaust. To investigate this, several studies were conducted in the
USA and Europe, assessing the possible association between leukemia incidence or mortality
and various measures of traffic density, a crude surrogate for air pollution (Savitz & Feingold
1989, Knox & Gilman 1997, Nordlinder & Jarvholm 1997, Feychting et al 1998, Pearson et al
2000, Raaschou-Nielsen et al 2001, Reynols et al 2001, 2004, Langholz et al 2002,
Crosignani et al 2004, Steffen et al 2004, Visser et al 2004). Some specifically analyzed ALL
risk. Of these studies, eight reported a positive association for childhood leukemia; five did
not. It is difficult to draw a conclusion as studies varied by design, exposure measure and
adjustments for confounding.
From a more general point of view, the WHO noticed in 2005 that accumulated
epidemiological evidence is insufficient to infer a causal link between childhood cancer and
the levels of outdoor air pollution typically found in Europe. However, the number of
available studies is limited and their results are not fully consistent. The WHO (2005)
observed that future studies, considering exposure during different periods from conception to
disease diagnosis, may help to support a clearer conclusion about the role of childhood
exposures to air pollution in causing cancers in both childhood and adulthood.
d. Tobacco smoke
Tobacco smoke contains at least 60 known human or animal carcinogens, with the
major chemical classes being volatile hydrocarbons, aldehydes, aromatic amines, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, and nitrosamines (Hecht 2003). Among these chemicals, only
benzene is an established leukemogen (see Point 2.1.3.4.a.). It was hypothesized that other
chemicals in the tobacco could interact with one another in a complex way to jointly attain a
significant carcinogenic effect on the development of leukemia (Chang 2009).
Tobacco smoke is an established risk factor for adult lympho-hematopoietic cancers;
the most consistent association implies non-Hodgkin lymphoma but not leukemia (Adami et
al 1998, Stagnaro et al 2001). Case control studies and cohort studies looking for an
association between passive smoke exposure and childhood leukemia reported inconsistent
results (see review by Buffler et al 2005). Limitations of these studies include imprecise
exposure estimates and limited adjustment for potentially confounding variables.
The studies of association between parental smoking and childhood leukemia have
also produced inconsistent results. The majority of the studies on maternal smoking and
childhood leukemia did not find a significant positive association (Robison et al 1989,
Severson et al 1993, van Duijn et al 1994, Pourtsidis et al 1997, Infante-Rivard et al 2000,
Pang et al 2003, Menegaux et al 2005, Trivers et al 2006, Rudant et al 2008) and some even
reported an inverse association (Shu et al 1996). Only two studies found a positive association
between maternal smoking and childhood ALL, including one which has been widely
discussed because diabetic subjects were used as controls (Stjernfeldt et al 1986, John et al
1991).
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In contrast to studies of maternal smoking, studies of paternal smoking reported more
positive associations with childhood leukemia. Carcinogenic processes could be associated
with observed changes in spermatic quality induced by paternal tobacco smoking (abnormal
sperm motility, acrosome reaction, increased DNA fragmentation, and apoptosis in the semen;
Arabi & Moshtaghi 2005, Sepaniak et al 2006). Among the fifteen studies which have
explored association between paternal smoking during the preconception period and
childhood leukemia, seven of them found a significant positive association with ALL (John et
al 1991, Sorahan et al 1995, 2001, Shu et al 1996, Ji et al 1997, Rudant et al 2008) or AML
(Chang et al 2006, Rudant et al 2008).
e. Diet
Sedentary lifestyle, and excess weight are currently known to be associated with
increased risk of various types of cancer, without their role in carcinogenesis having been
clearly elucidated (Clavel 2007).
There have been only a limited number of studies investigating the role of diet in the
occurrence of leukemia among adults (Kwiatkowski 1993, Ross et al 2002, Fritschi et al
2004). Their results indicate that a decreasing risk of leukemia could be associated to the
consumption of vegetables and fishes.
There is still little evidence that diets of mothers and children may affect the risk of
childhood leukemia (Clavel et al 2009b). A lower risk of leukemia seems to be associated
with child’s consumption of fruits (bananas & oranges, Kwan et al 2004) or cod liver oil (Shu
et al 1988), which both contains high level of vitamins. In another study, a statistically
significant association appeared between leukemia and child’s consumption of hot dogs
(Peters et al 1994), which may have been due to confounding by socioeconomic status
(Buffler et al 2005).
Available studies suggested that maternal consumption of vegetables, fruits, fish and
seafood decreases the child’s risk of leukemia (Jensen et al 2004, Petridou et al 2005) while
consumption of meat and sugar increases the risk (Peters et al 1994, Petridou et al 2005).
Some mechanisms implying food preservatives (Peters et al 1994, Sarasua & Savitz 1994) or
enzymes (Ross et al 1996, Ross 1998, Spector et al 2005) were suggested but still need to be
experimentally demonstrated.
f. Pharmaceutical use
Only one study suggest that certain parental medication use immediately before and
during the pregnancy may influence risk of leukemia (ALL) in offspring (Wen et al 2002).
This study indicates that maternal use of vitamins and iron supplements only during the index
pregnancy was associated with a decreased risk of ALL. Parental use of amphetamines or diet
pills and mind-altering drugs before and during the index pregnancy was related to an
increased risk of childhood ALL, particularly among children where both parents reported
using these drugs. Maternal use of antihistamines or allergic remedies was also associated
with infant ALL.
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2.2. Cancers of the brain and central nervous system
2.2.1. Definitions
There are morphological and topological differences between adult and pediatric
tumors of the central nervous system (CNS): adults usually develop high-grade gliomas17 and
meningiomas18 while children develop well differentiated tumors in the infratentorial area19 of
the brain (Désandes & Lacour 2009). According to Packer & Vezina (2002), about 50% of all
childhood brain tumors arise in this posterior area of the brain. The most common
infratentorial tumors in children are cerebellar astrocytomas20, primitive neuroectodermal
tumors (PNET) like medulloblastomas21, ependymomas22, and brainstem gliomas (Tab. 2;
Gurney et al 1999, Désandes & Lacour 2009). The correct assessment of these for types of
childhood tumors remains problematic (Packer & Vezina 2002). Up to 20% of childhood
tumors arise in the supratentorial area19 and comprise in majority craniopharyngiomas23,
visual pathway gliomas, and germinomas24 (Packer & Vezina 2002). The majority of
childhood cortical tumors are gliomas, with a predominance of low-grade tumors17 (Packer &
Vezina 2002). Among childhood CNS cancers, 57% are malignant tumors, 36% are tumors
with relatively unpredictable trends (pilocytic astrocytoma in more than 71% of cases) and
7% are benign tumors (dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor [DNET]25 in 60% of cases)
(Désandes & Lacour 2009).

17

Glioma: cancer of the brain that begins in glial cells (cells that surround and support nerve cells). Low-grade
gliomas [WHO grade II] are well-differentiated (not anaplastic); these are not benign but still portend a better
prognosis for the patient. High-grade gliomas [WHO grade III-IV] are undifferentiated or anaplastic; these are
malignant and carry a worse prognosis. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
18
Meningioma: type of slow-growing tumor that forms in the meninges (thin layers of tissue that cover and
protect the brain and spinal cord). Source: Wiener et al 2008.
19
The infratentorial region of the brain is the area located below the tentorium cerebelli which contains the
cerebellum, while the supratentorial region contains the cerebrum. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
20
Astrocytoma: tumor that begins in the brain or spinal cord in small, star-shaped cells called astrocytes.
Source: Wiener et al 2008.
21
Medulloblastoma: malignant brain tumor that begins in the lower part of the brain and that can spread to the
spine or to other parts of the body. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
22
Ependymoma: also called ependymal tumor, a type of brain tumor that begins in cells lining the spinal cord
central canal (fluid-filled space down the center) or the ventricles (fluid-filled spaces of the brain).
Ependymomas may also form in the choroid plexus (tissue in the ventricles that makes cerebrospinal fluid).
Source: Wiener et al 2008.
23
Craniopharyngioma: a benign brain tumor that may be considered malignant because it can damage the
hypothalamus, the area of the brain that controls body temperature, hunger, and thirst. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
24
Germinoma: type of germ cell tumor still not differentiated upon examination that may be benign or
malignant. The term germinoma most often referred to a brain tumor which was histologicaly identical to two
other tumors: dysgerminoma in the ovary and seminoma in the testis. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
25
A Dysembryoplastic NeuroEpithelial Tumor or DNET is a benign mass of the cerebral cortex and usually
evokes seizures. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
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Table 2. Relative proportions of main CNS tumors in children of less than 15 years of age in France
(data from the French Cancer Register, 2000-2004; Désandes & Lacour 2009) and in the United States
(SEER data, 1975-1995; Gurney et al 1999) by histologic group.
ICCC group of CNS Tumors

United States
(1975-1995)
49.6%

France
(2000-2004)
38-50%

PNETs (including medulloblastomas)

22.9%

16-25%

Ependymomas

9.3%

6-10%

Other gliomas

15.4%

less than 10%

Astrocytomas

2.2.2. Epidemiological Patterns
2.2.2.1. Incidence
Brain tumors are the most common childhood solid tumors (Kodota et al 1989).
Central nervous system tumors represent 20% of all childhood malignancies when, in
contrast, adult brain tumors represent only 1 to 2% of all new cancers (Warnick & Edwards
1991). In Europe, the age-standardized incidence of CNS tumors (29.9 cases per million per
year for the period 1978-1997; Peris-Bonet et al 2006) is comparable to the incidence
measured in the United States (31.9 cases per million per year for the 1975-2003 period,
SEER Program database; Ries et al 2006).
In France, the average incidence of childhood brain tumors increased from 29.1 cases
per million children for the period 1990-1999 to 36.2 cases per million for the period 20002004 (Désandes et al 2004). During the last 40 years, the reported incidence of childhood
brain tumors regularly increased in Europe (+ 1.7% per year between 1978 and 1997) and in
the United States (+ 1.3% per year between 1973 and 2000) (Ries et al 2006). It is unclear
whether this reported increase in incidence is representative of an actual increase in the
number of tumors occurring in childhood or whether it is due to improved diagnosis and
reporting (Packer & Vezina 2002). Differences in coding practices, improvement of
registration over time and changes in childhood brain tumors classification clearly played a
role in these global incidence increases (Peris-Bonet et al 2006). The increased incidence
trends are also correlated with the increased use of CT (Computer Tomography), MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and biopsy procedures (Smith et al 1998b, 2000). The low
incidence rates observed in Asia, in South America and especially in Africa could partially be
related to differences in access to diagnostic techniques and recording methods. However, the
increase appears to be continuing and not leveling off (Bleyer 1999). If part of the increase
were due to improved methods that find cases earlier, one would expect to see a reduced rate
later. As this does not appear to have occurred, researches focus now on both genetic and
environmental factors (Fisher et al 2007, Infante-Rivard & Weichenthal 2007, Nielsen et al,
2005, 2010).
As summarized by Packer and colleagues (2005), the incidence of CNS tumors is high
among children between 0 and 4 years of age, remains relatively steady until 7, and drops
(about 40% in incidence) after age 7. The lower incidence occurs among children between 10
and 14. There is another decrease at age 18 (Gurney et al 1999).
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Figure 9. Incidence of brain tumors by age in France (data from the “Registre National des
Tumeurs Solides de l'Enfant” for the years 2000-2004; from Désandes & Lacour 2009).

For the years 2000-2004, 39% of childhood CNS tumors registered in France were
diagnosed in children of less than 5 years of age (Désandes & Lacour 2009). Their age
distributions vary depending on their type: the incidences of ependymomas and of embryonic
tumors decrease progressively with age while the ones of astrocytomas and other gliomas are
more stable, with only a small peak between 2 and 7 years of age (Fig. 9, Désandes & Lacour
2009). This astrocytomas peak was also observed among children between 5 and 9 years of
age in the USA (Packer et al 2005).
2.2.2.2. Survival
Although survival differs by histology, behavior, size and location of the malignancy,
children with CNS cancer do not share in general the favorable prognosis of those with many
other common pediatric neoplasms (Gurney et al 1999). Additionally, for children who do
survive CNS cancer, long term morbidity can be substantial (Gurney et al 1999). In the
United States, survival rates slightly increased between the period 1975-1984 and the period
1985-1994 (Tab. 3; Gurney et al 1999).

Table 3. 5-year relative survival probabilities by CNS tumor type (ICCC group) within 2 time periods
in the United States (SEER data for age <20; Gurney et al 1999).
ICCC group of CNS Tumors

Group
1975-1984
60%

Group
1985-1994
65%

Astrocytomas

70%

74%

Other gliomas

47%

57%

Ependymomas

39%

56%

PNETs (including medulloblastomas)

52%

55%

All CNS Cancer
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The higher survival rates were observed for astrocytomas, while the lower survival
rates are observed for PNETs and ependymomas. For the period 2000-2004 in France,
astrocytomas and medulloblastomas were characterized by survival rates of 78% and 56%,
respectively (Désandes & Lacour 2009).
2.2.2.3. Mortality
The aggressiveness of treatment against all cancers inevitably induces iatrogenic
deaths among treated children. However, Freycon and colleagues (2008) reported the
reduction of the number of early iatrogenic deaths (viz. within 5 years after diagnosis) in
children between two periods, 1987-1992 and 1996-1999. The comparison of these two
periods indicated that the global survival rate (viz. for all cancers) increased from 71% to
77.2%. The authors explain this difference by the rigorous follow-up of formalized treatment
guidelines and the increasing quality of adherence to the treatment.
2.2.2.4. Sex differences
The incidence of brain tumors is higher in boys than in girls, with a ratio of
approximately 55:45 (Gurney et al 1999, Packer et al 2005). This gender difference is
primarily accounted for by a male predominance of PNET and ependymomas (Fig. 10;
Gurney et al 1999).

Figure 10. Age-adjusted incidence of CNS tumors by histological group and sex
among children of less than 15 years of age (Incidences adjusted to the 1970 US
standard population, SEER data, 1990-95; from Gurney et al 1999).
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2.2.2.5. Ethnic differences
Until recently, it was accepted that there was no association between ethnicity and the
incidence of SNC cancers (McKinney et al. 1998). However, the analysis of SEER data
reported that, for still unknown reasons, this incidence was more common (18%) in white
peoples than in black peoples in the United States (Gurney et al 1999).
2.2.2.6. Socioeconomic factors
No significant association was characterized between socioeconomic status and CNS
tumors (McKinney et al 1998).
2.2.2.7. Parental characteristics
At this time, evidences of the association between some parental characteristics and
the incidence of childhood CNS tumors are still suggestive but not conclusive (Gurney et al
1999). There is some evidence that certain dietary components during pregnancy may either
raise or lower risk, but the relevant aspects have not yet been clarified (Gurney et al 1999).
Having a sibling or parent with a brain tumor has usually been associated with a 3-9 fold
increased risk of CNS tumor in children. It is not known yet if this excess can be explained by
specific genetic condition, environmental exposures, or both (Kuijten & Bunin 1993, Kuijten
et al 1993, Preston-Martin & Mack 1996, Preston-Martin et al 1996). An increased risk of
CNS tumor was associated to family history of bone cancer, leukemia and lymphoma (Miller
1968, Draper et al 1977, Farwell & Flannery 1984, Kuijten & Bunin 1993, Preston-Martin &
Mack 1996). This excess risk may be completely explained by the Li-Fraumeni syndrome26
(Gurney et al 1999).
An increased risk of childhood SNC cancers was associated to some parental
occupations like agriculture and jobs involving automobiles vehicles (Cordier et al 1997) or
chemical industry (McKean-Cowdin et al 1998). Limited or inconsistent evidences exists for
others parental occupations like aircraft industries, electronics manufacturing, petroleum
industry, painter, paper or pulp mill worker, printer, (Kuijten & Bunin 1993, Bunin et al
1994a, Preston-Martin & Mack 1996). Evidences are particularly inconsistent when family
history of epilepsy, seizures and mental retardation were taken into account (Kuijten & Bunin
1993, Kuijten et al 1993, Gurney et al 1997).

2.2.3. Etiology
There is no specific risk factor that explains a substantial proportion of brain and CNS
tumor occurrence, but there are a set of factors that each explain a small proportion (Gurney et
al 1999).

26

The Li-Fraumeni syndrome is a rare autosomal dominant hereditary disorder that greatly increases
susceptibility to some cancer (breast cancer, brain tumors, acute leukemia, soft tissue sarcomas, bone sarcomas,
and adrenal cortical carcinoma). The syndrome is linked to germline mutations of the p53 tumor suppressor
gene, which normally helps control cell growth. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
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2.2.3.1. Genetic factors
Selected rare heritable syndromes are established risk factors of childhood SNC
cancers (Fisher et al 2007). These rare syndromes include the phakomatoses, a group of
familial disorders of the CNS also known as the "neurocutaneous syndromes" because they
additionally result in lesions on other organs like skin and eye. The most famous
phakomatoses are neurofibromatosis, tuberous sclerosis, Von Hippel–Lindau disease and
Strudge-Weber syndrome. These diseases were recently reviewed by Boydston and his
colleages (2009) in the context of the problematic of childhood SNC tumors.
o Neurofibromatosis. The most common phakomatosis has two distinct forms known as
type 1 (formerly known as “von Recklinghausen disease”) & type 2 (or bilateral
acoustic neurofibromatosis):
 Neurofibromatosis type I (NF-1) is characterized by spinal neurofibromas,
plexiform neurofibromas, optic gliomas, meningiomas and intracranial gliomas. There
may be associated macrophaly, seizure disorders and learning disabilities. The
cutaneous manifestations include neurofibromas, café-au-lait spots and axillary
freckling, and the ocular findings include iris hamartomas. Other manifestations
include hemihypertrophy, scoliosis and pheochromocytomas. The genetic marker is on
chromosome 17.
 Neurofibromatosis type II (NF-2) is characterized by bilateral acoustic
neuromas, meningiomas, spinal neurofibromas and gliomas. The cutaneous and ocular
manifestations include neurofibromas and congenital cataracts, respectively. The
genetic defect is on chromosome 22.
o Tuberous sclerosis. This disease is frequently diagnosed by the hallmark cutaneous
lesions of adenoma sebaceum, ash-leaf spots, shagreen patches and subungual
fibromas. Abnormalities of the brain include subependymal astrocytomas, cortical
nodules and malignant gliomas. Other features of this syndrome include tooth pitting
and cardiac rhabdomyomas. Genetic defects are on chromosomes 9 and 11.
o Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) syndrome/disease. This disease is characterized by
hemangioblastomas of the cerebellum, spinal cord and brain stem. These patients
frequently have retinal angiomas as well as angioma of virtually any other solid organ
of the body. In addition, renal hypernephromas and pheochromocytomas are
characteristically accompanied by lesions. The genetic defect results from a mutation
in the von Hippel–Lindau tumor suppressor gene on chromosome 3p25 (Wong et al
2007).
o Sturge-Weber syndrome. This is the most common neurocutaneous angiomatoses27.
These patients can be readily diagnosed by the characteristic facial hemangiomas
(port-wine stain). Typically, the central nervous system tumor is a parieto-occipital
angioma. Often there is associated glaucoma. The genetic defect responsible for
nerocutaneous angiomatoses remains unknown.
Basal cell nevus syndrome (also known as "Nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome" or
NBCCS), Turcot syndrome28 and Li-Fraumeni syndrome are other syndromes that have been
consistently associated with an increased risk of CNS tumor in children (Gurney et al 1997).
27
Other neurocutaneous angiomatoses include Oster-Rendu-Weber syndrome, characterized by central nervous
system angiomas and hemorrhage, and Kippel-Trenaunay-Weber syndrome, characterized by spinal
hemangiomas (Boydston et al 2009).
28
Turcot syndrome is the name of an association between familial polyposis of the colon and brain tumors like
medulloblastoma, malignant glioma.
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Recent works in molecular genetics has shown NBCCS to be caused by mutations in the
PTCH (Patched) gene found on chromosome arm 9q (Johnson et al 1996). The "Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man" (OMIM29) currently includes Turcot syndrome under the
"Mismatch repair cancer syndromes" (MMRCS). Turcot syndrome is a condition associated
with biallelic mutations of genes involved in the DNA mismatch repair pathway (Wiener et al
2008).
These genetic conditions account for less than 5% of all childhood brain tumors. Thus,
from a population perspective, known inherited genetic factors explain only a small
percentage of childhood CNS cancer incidence (Gurney et al 1997). However, children with
these genetic conditions have a greatly increased risk of brain tumors: 50-fold for
neurofibromatosis and 70-fold for tuberous sclerosis (Gurney et al 1997).
2.2.3.2. Biological factors
One study of the Connecticut Tumor Registry noted an increase in brain tumors
among children who were exposed to the SV40 virus30-contaminated polio vaccine given to
pregnant mothers (Mueller & Gurney 1992). If this finding suggested a casual role for viruses,
a definitive relationship between viral agents and brain tumors has not been found in any
large study (Boydston et al 2009).
2.2.3.3. Physical factors
a. Ionizing radiation
Ionizing radiation is an established cause of brain tumors in children (Ron et al 1988,
Karlsson et al 1997). The relationship between ionizing radiation and brain tumors was first
documented in survivors of the atomic bomb attacks (Kodota et al 1989). Doses of ionizing
radiation were also used, at small scale, for the treatment of Tinea capitis31 and, at large scale,
for the treatment of head lice (Kodota et al 1989, Gurney et al 1997). It was shown later that
these therapeutic doses of ionizing radiation to the head increase the risk of brain tumors in
children (Shore et al 1976, Ron et al 1988). However, this exposure is largely historical in
nature because therapeutic head X-rays are now used very sparingly and with much greater
caution than in the past (Gurney et al 1997).
b. Non-ionizing radiation
Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are a form of non-ionizing radiation emitted by many
modern devices (electric appliances, cellular phones, electric power lines, etc.). With the
proliferation of computer, home appliance and telecommunication technology, there has been
an exponential increase in exposure to this environmental factor (Kheifets et al 1999).
Concern over possible health effects of EMFs has prompted studies looking at the
relation between increased risk of brain tumors and EMFs emitters; mostly power lines (i.e.
29

Source: http://www.omim.org/
SV40 (abbreviation for Simian vacuolating virus 40 or Simian virus 40) is a polyomavirus found in both
monkeys and humans. Like other polyomaviruses, SV40 is a DNA virus that has the potential to cause tumors,
but most often persists as a latent infection. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
31
Tinea capitis is a superficial fungal infection of the scalp. Dermatophytes from the Trichophyton and
Microsporum genera cause the disease by invading the hair shaft. Source: Wiener et al 2008.
30
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power frequency EMFs or PF-EMFs) and cell-phone usage (i.e. radio frequency EMFs or RFEMFs) (Wrensch et al 2002).
More specific concerns about the potential vulnerability of children to PF-EMFs and
RF-EMFs have been raised because of the potentially greater susceptibility of their
developing nervous systems; in addition, their brain tissue is more conductive, EMFs
penetration is greater relative to head size, and they will have a longer lifetime of exposure
than adults (Kheifets et al 2005).
Power Frequency (PF) EMFs
The potential health effects of power frequency (50-60 Hz) EMFs (PF-EMF) have
received substantial scientific attention (Wrensch et al 2002). Occupational studies have
shown that workers exposed to PF-EMFs have higher incidence and mortality rates associated
with brain tumor (Johansen & Olsen 1999). Meta-analyses of occupational studies suggest a
statistically significant increased risk of 10% to 20% for brain malignancy among electrical
workers (Kheifets et al 1995, NIEHS 1999).
Few studies reported increased risk of CNS tumors in children exposed to high PFEMF at home (Meinert & Michaelis 1996). However, laboratories evidences remain weak –
for brain tumors like for all other cancer types (Kheifets et al 1999, Wrensch et al 2002).
Radio Frequency (RF) EMFs [Mobile phone use & base]
Human exposures to radio frequency (30 kHz–300 GHz) EMFs (RF-EMF) can occur
from use of personal devices (e.g., mobile telephones, cordless phones, bluetooth, and
amateur radios), from occupational sources (e.g., high frequency dielectric and induction
heaters, and high-powered pulsed radars), and from environmental sources such as mobilephone base stations, broadcast antennas, and medical applications (IARC Working Group
2011). Intense speculation and investigation into the relationship between mobile phone usage
and cancer - mostly brain tumors - has led to the publication of numerous, often contradictory,
reports on this subject (Elliott et al 2010).
The potential effects on tissue of EMFs associated to mobile phone use include
thermal and non-thermal effect.
• Thermal effects just imply that tissues close to the phone are induced to heat by
radiation and then promote DNA damages. Repeated heating events can lead to DNA
damages. A small amount of experimental evidence suggests phone energy can impact
DNA in mice and rats (see review by Holmberg 1995). However, the doses
administered in these animal studies were much larger than the exposure in humans
and may have no relevance to cell phone use at all.
• Non-thermal effects due to long term low level exposure to high frequency EMF may
result in number of symptoms - headache, fatigue, sleep disorder and memory
impairment (Schüz et al 2009).
From large studies implying mostly adults, evidences are still limited and inconsistent:
some studies suggest that there is an association (case-control study: Hardell et al 2001) when
some other do not (case-control studies: Hardell et al 1999, Muscat et al 2000; cohort study:
Johansen et al 2001). Authors noted that the brain tumors most often occurred on the same
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side of the head as the ear used for the cell phone (Muscat et al 2000, INTERPHONE study
group, 2010).
Surveys of the general public indicate high levels of concern about the potential risks
of living near mobile phone base stations (Siegrist et al 2005, Blettner et al 2009). The few
reports of apparent cancer clusters near a mobile phone base station (Eger et al 2004, Wolf &
Wolf 2004, Oberfeld 2008) are difficult to interpret because of small numbers and possible
selection and reporting biases (Elliott & Wartenberg 2004, Schüz et al 2009). Two recent
epidemiologic studies investigating the risk of brain cancer in relation to EMFs exposures in
the context of mobile phone use are summarized in Tables 4 & 5.
In May 2011, the IARC Monograph Working Group re-evaluated the available
literature concerning human exposures to RF-EMFs including the personal exposure
associated with the use of wireless telephones. On basis of this new literature review, the
IARC working Group decided to move up RF-EMFs in the IARC’s classification of agents
from Group 3 (Not classifiable as to its carcinogenicity to humans) to Group 2B (possibly
carcinogenic to humans). This decision was based on an increased risk for glioma, a
malignant type of brain cancer, associated with wireless phone use. These assessments were
published as Volume 102 of the IARC Monographs (2011). According to their own definition
of agent classes, the IARC working group recognized with this new classification that
evidences of RF-EMFs’carcinogenicity are still “inadequate32 or limited” in humans and “less
than sufficient” in experimental animals.
Considering mostly the lack of convincing biologic plausibility of effect (Wrensch et
al 2002), it may be important to continue study in this area because cellphone usage is
becoming increasingly common. Many studies were conducted during a time when analog
phones were the predominant type of cell phone. Total duration of phone use was lower, and
the number of cell-phone users was smaller. Moreover, long-term studies are probably needed
because some brain tumors may take a long time to develop (more than 10 years).
2.2.3.4. Chemical factors
a. Solvents
Solvents have been suggested as contributing to the incidence of CNS tumors. At this
time, evidences are very limited. One study performed in Europe (Italy, France, Spain) found
that children with brain cancer were more likely to have mothers who worked in jobs
involving use of solvents (Cordier et al 1997).
b. N-Nitrosamide compounds
N-nitroso compounds (NOC, aka the nitrosamides, in particular the nitrosoureas) are
effective in causing brain tumors experimentally after systemic administration of low doses in
a variety of species including monkeys (Rice et al 1989, Lijinski 1992). NOC are ubiquitous
in the environment of developed societies (rubber products, tobacco smoke, cosmetics, etc.)
and are also found in cured meats, such as bacon, ham, and sausages (Magee et al 1976).
32

IARC’s definition of “Inadequate evidence”. In human: uncertainties that surround the interpretation of case
reports, case series and correlation studies. In experimental animal: too short duration, too few animals, poor
survival, etc. (IARC 2006).
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Table 4. Summary of the “Case-control study: Mobile phone base stations” (Elliot et al 2010).

OBJECTIVES:

DESIGN:
SETTING:
PARTICIPANTS:

MAIN OUTCOME
MEASURES:
RESULTS:

CONCLUSIONS:

DETAIL:
To investigate the risk of early childhood cancers associated with the mother's exposure
to radiofrequency from and proximity to macrocell mobile phone base stations (masts)
during pregnancy.
Case-control study.
Cancer registry and national birth register data in Great Britain.
1397 cases of cancer in children aged 0-4 from national cancer registry 1999-2001 and
5588 birth controls from national birth register, individually matched by sex and date of
birth (four controls per case).
Incidence of cancers of the brain and central nervous system, leukaemia, and nonHodgkin's lymphomas, and all cancers combined, adjusted for small area measures of
education level, socioeconomic deprivation, population density, and population mixing.
Mean distance of registered address at birth from a macrocell base station, based on a
national database of 76,890 base station antennas in 1996-2001, was similar for cases and
controls (1107 m (SD 1131) v 1073 m (SD 1130), P=0.31), as was total power output of
base stations within 700 m of the address (2.89 kW (SD 5.9) v 3.00 kw (SD 6.0), P=0.54)
and modelled power density (-30.3 dBm (SD 21.7) v -29.7 dBm (SD 21.5), P=0.41). For
modelled power density at the address at birth, compared with the lowest exposure
category the adjusted odds ratios were 1.01 (95% confidence interval 0.87 to 1.18) in the
intermediate and 1.02 (0.88 to 1.20) in the highest exposure category for all cancers
(P=0.79 for trend), 0.97 (0.69 to 1.37) and 0.76 (0.51 to 1.12), respectively, for brain and
central nervous system cancers (P=0.33 for trend), and 1.16 (0.90 to 1.48) and 1.03 (0.79
to 1.34) for leukaemia and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (P=0.51 for trend).
There is no association between risk of early childhood cancers and estimates of the
mother's exposure to mobile phone base stations during pregnancy.

Table 5. Summary of the “INTERPHONE: brain tumors in adults & mobile phones” (INTERPHONE
study group 2010).

BACKGROUND:
DESIGN:
SETTING:
PARTICIPANTS:
RESULTS:

CONCLUSIONS:

DETAIL:
Increasing concern about possible health risks related to radiofrequency electromagnetic
fields from mobile telephone use.
Case-control study.
Based on interviews conducted in 13 countries using a common protocol.
2708 glioma and 2409 meningioma cases with matched controls.
A reduced odds ratio (OR) related to ever having been a regular mobile phone user was
seen for glioma [OR 0.81; 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.70-0.94] and meningioma (OR
0.79; 95% CI 0.68-0.91), possibly reflecting participation bias or other methodological
limitations. No elevated OR was observed > or =10 years after first phone use (glioma:
OR 0.98; 95% CI 0.76-1.26; meningioma: OR 0.83; 95% CI 0.61-1.14). ORs were <1.0
for all deciles of lifetime number of phone calls and nine deciles of cumulative call time.
In the 10th decile of recalled cumulative call time, > or =1640 h, the OR was 1.40 (95%
CI 1.03-1.89) for glioma, and 1.15 (95% CI 0.81-1.62) for meningioma; but there are
implausible values of reported use in this group. ORs for glioma tended to be greater in
the temporal lobe than in other lobes of the brain, but the CIs around the lobe-specific
estimates were wide. ORs for glioma tended to be greater in subjects who reported usual
phone use on the same side of the head as their tumour than on the opposite side.
Overall, no increase in risk of glioma or meningioma was observed with use of mobile
phones. There were suggestions of an increased risk of glioma at the highest exposure
levels, but biases.
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Frequent consumption of cured meat by mothers during pregnancy has been consistently
associated with a 1.5-2.0 fold increased risk of CNS tumor in children (Bunin et al 1994b,
Preston-Martin et al 1996). It was also suggested that observed increase of CNS tumor
incidence in children may be explained by other forms of NOCs’ like paternal occupation in
the aerospace industry, maternal use of certain make-up products during pregnancy, and the
use of rubber baby bottle nipples or pacifiers (Boydston et al 2009).
c. Pesticides
Some epidemiologic studies have observed increased risk of childhood brain tumors in
relation to home pesticide use, farm residence, or parental occupation in agriculture (Bunin et
al 1994a; Cordier et al. 2001; Davis et al. 1993; Efird et al. 2003; Holly et al. 1998;
Kristensen et al. 1996; Pogoda & Preston- Martin 1997). These epidemiologic studies were
reviewed by Infante-Revard & Weichenthal in 2007 (See Tab. 6).
In few studies, a modest but significant risk of childhood brain tumors was also
associated with parental exposures to herbicides (van Wijngaarden et al 2003, Shim et al
2009). Such increase is not observed after exposure to fungicides or molluscicides (Pogoda &
Preston-Martin 1997).
The major classes of insecticides used by man (organophosphorus, carbamate,
organochlorine, and pyrethrin/pyrethroid) readily cross the blood–brain barrier and target the
nervous system, whereas herbicides and fungicides inherently rely on different mechanisms of
action (Nielsen et al 2010). How pesticides may influence the development of brain tumor in
children is still a vast subject of study (Nielsen et al 2010).
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3. Data source of childhood cancers in Belgium: the Belgian Cancer
Registry
3.1. Presentation of the Belgian Cancer Registry
This section was rediged in collaboration with Dr Julie Francart from the Belgian
Cancer Register (BCR) who provided accurate incidence values of concerned cancers
allowing international comparisons. Illustrations and facts from the brochure “Cancer
Incidence in Belgium 2004-2005”33 edited by the BCR in 2008 were also used in this section.

3.1.1. History
Founded the 28th June 2005, the Belgian Cancer Registry is intended to provide to
public-health-care authorities a clear insight in cancer incidence in Belgium. Then, the
primary purpose of the Registry is to establish a comprehensive inventory of new cancer cases
(aka incidence) recorded across the country. Beyond the simple cases collection, the Registry
tries to improve data quality by extending the data validation procedure, publishes manuals
describing cancer registration procedures, organizes training sessions, etc.
The Cancer Registry is the result of the integration of two existing institutions: the
“National Cancer Registry” and the “Flemish Cancer Registry Network”. These institutions
were founded in 1983 and 1997, respectively, and were still active until the creation of the
Belgian Cancer Registry in 2005. Historical data collected by these two early institutions are
currently managed by the Belgian Cancer Registry but do not exhibit the same level of
completeness. The National Cancer Registry received and managed data obtained from the
seven Belgian Health Insurance Companies. Evaluation of these data showed a considerable
under-registration. The data collected by the Flemish Cancer Registry Network are more
complete because this Flemish Network integrated the existing registration initiatives via the
“Flemish League against Cancer” (Vlaamse Liga tegen Kanker). Thus, the Flemish network
included all seven national Health Insurance Companies, local Cancer Registries (LIKAR in
Limburg and ARK in Antwerp), University Departments of Oncology (Leuven & Ghent),
Jules Bordet Institute in Brussels (since the incidence year 2000) and, at the end, some
laboratories of pathological anatomy from Flanders, Brussels and Wallonia. Complete
incidence data are available at the Belgian Cancer Registry since 2000 for the Flemish Region
and since 2004 for Brussels-Capital and Wallonia.

3.1.2. Data Flow
The data flow relied on all information (notifications) coming from the Oncology Care
Programs and from all Anatomical Pathology laboratories related to hospitals (Fig. 11).
Oncology Care Programs provide information to the Belgian Cancer Registry through
a network of clinical sources. This network has grown considerably between 2005 and 2008.
Since the royal decree of 2003, hospitals have to register all new cancer diagnoses. Each
tumour has to be recorded by means of a standard form including a confined set of variables.
33

Source: http://www.coldfusionwebhostings.be/PSK/Upload/GENERAL//Brochures/KIB20042005/CancerInc_book.pdf
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To code tumour characteristics (primary localization and histology), this data set used the
International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, third edition (ICD-O-3). The staging of
the tumour has to be defined according to the TNM Classification of Malignant Tumours,
sixth edition. The form is then forwarded to the Belgian Cancer Registry. In the future,
registration by the hospitals only based on paper will be discouraged. Sending an electronic
file with all data on a yearly basis, or direct registration via the online “Web Based
application for Cancer Registration” (WBCR) is more straightforward.

Figure 11. Data flow to Belgian Cancer Registry.

According to article 39 of the Health Law 2006, the Belgian Cancer Registry was
authorized to use the Belgian Social Security Identification Number (INZS: Identificatie
Nummer van de Sociale Zekerheid, NISS: Numéro d'Identification de la Sécurité Sociale) as a
unique identifier for each reported patient.
As the data base of the Belgian Cancer Registry contains sensitive and confidential
information, the online application of the Belgian Cancer Registry has to work under strict
safety conditions. Therefore, the Belgian Cancer Registry collaborates since September 2007
with the eHealth service platform34 for the user authentication and the user management
procedures.
The creation of a network of Anatomical Pathology (AP) laboratories was first
initiated by the Flemish Cancer Registry Network. This AP laboratories network was later
completed by the Belgian Cancer Registry and eventually finalized in late 2007, which
corresponds to the registration of cases for the year of incidence 2004. Specimens sent to the
Cancer Registry are encoded by the AP laboratories following classification rules approved
by the Consilium Pathologicum Belgicum that may vary by region. Every diagnosis is
encoded and yearly transferred to the Belgian Cancer Registry, accompanied by the
“anonymized” protocols as foreseen by law. After quality control, the specimen classification
is converted to a tumour registration in ICD-O-3 by the Registry itself.

34
eHealth platform: public institution dedicated to promote and to support secure electronic exchange of data
between all heath-care actors (physicians, hospitals, pharmacists, patients, ...).
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3.1.3. Quality control
In a first step, every tumour record is subjected to an automated quality control in
which the format and the contents of each field of the standard form are checked. In addition,
the contents of the fields are checked for inconsistencies against the other fields.
Relationships are checked between topography and gender, topography and histology and age
and tumour characteristics. These checking procedures were based on the IARC guidelines. A
number of manual interventions are also carried out e.g. all liver tumours are manually
checked.
In a second step, the individual tumour records from clinical sources and pathological
anatomy laboratories are linked by means of the unique patient identifier35. If these tumour
records contain data on the same tumour, the data from the various sources are combined to
form one definitive tumour record (merging process). The linkage of the data is largely an
automated process, but in 17% of the data links, manual intervention is necessary.

Figure 12. Combination of source types by region (year 2005).

When the two sources of information of the Registry (AP laboratories/clinical biology
versus hospitals/Health Insurance Companies) were taken into account, 52% of all invasive
tumors were notified by both sources in Belgium for the year 2005. For the same period, this
percentage raised to 60% in the Flemish Region (Fig. 12).
The Cancer Registry has also developed an external quality control that involves
comparing with independent data sources. This method assumes the availability of data
sources that are not used by the Cancer Registry itself, but does permit comparison with (the
35

Before 2006, the identifier was a hash code based on patient characteristics (date of birth, name and gender).
This identifier was irreversibly encrypted at the source, before the transfer of the information to the Registry.
Writing errors in the name or date of birth caused serious linkage errors that could only be detected and corrected
by means of a labour-intensive correction procedure. After 2006, the case identification was facilitated by the
use of the national social security number as identifier.
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completeness of) its data. For example, the comparison with the independent database of the
national multidisciplinary project on cancer of the rectum (PROCARE) allowed to trace
98.6% of cases of this specific cancer reported in 2005 in the Registry.
Moreover, the accuracy of cancer registry data is monitored and assessed using
conventional methods that involve, for example, re-evaluation of cases (re-abstacting) or
comparison of the diagnose techniques (percentage of microscopically verified tumours or
MV%).

3.1.4. Data Availability
The Cancer Registry data are regularly published in the form of static databases. As a
result of delays in notification, the number of cases registered for a given year will generally
increase over time. The slight changes in absolute numbers are the result of a thorough data
cleaning which revealed for example incorrect registration of multiple primary tumours.
The results presented in the next section are based on the more recent static database,
named CIB08, was made available the 7th February 2011. This database contained data from
2000 till 2008 for Flanders and from 2004 till 2008 for Brussels and Wallonia. Available
variables are a.o. year of diagnosis, sex, age at diagnosis, commune of patients’ residence at
diagnosis and ICD-0-3 codes.

3.2. Overview of the available data
Childhood cancers concern children from 0 to 14 year-of-age. As explained in the
Point 3.1., complete cancer incidence data are available for the whole Belgian territory for the
period 2004-2008. In the different tables included in this chapter, datas are always presented
at the national level (pooled results of the 3 regions) and for the available period (pooled
results of the years 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008).
3.2.1. Leukemias
3.2.1.1. Absolute numbers
The absolute numbers of leukemia diagnosed in Belgian children during the period
2004-2008 are presented in Table 7. Datas were classified by diagnosis (in accordance with
the ICCC classification) and by sex.
During the period 2004-2008, 420 childhood leukemias were diagnosed in Belgium.
The most represented ICCC sub-groups were ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia, ICCC Ia1)
with 326 cases and AML (acute myeloid leukemia, ICCC Ib) with 61 cases. During this time
interval, ALL accounts for 77.62% of leukemia cases diagnosed in Belgian children. Among
those ALL cases, the sex ratio was 1.38, a value close to the international average value of
1.2.
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Table 7. Absolute number of leukemia by diagnosis and by sex in Belgian children (2004-2008).
CODE
Ia1
Ia2
Ia3
Ia4
Ib
Ic
Id
Ie

DIAGNOSIS
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Mature B-cell leukemia
Mature T-cell Leukemia
Lymphoid leukemia NOS
Acute Myeloid Leukemia
Chronic Myeloproliferative dis.
Myelodysplastic syndromes
Other & unspecified leukemia

TOTAL

Female
137
3
0
0
32
2
6
0

SEX
Male
189
4
0
0
29
4
12
2

Total
326
7
0
0
61
6
18
2

180

240

420

As in other industrialized countries, the age distribution of leukemia in Belgian
children shows a major peak of ALL at pre-school age (from 2 to 5, Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Age-world-standardized incidence rate (ASR) of ALL (blue line) & AML
(pink line) in Belgian children (2004-2008). The pre-school ALL peak is limited by the
red box.

3.2.1.2. International comparisons
Table 8 summarizes the available international datas to date. The world-standardized
rate of leukemia in children of less than 15 years in Belgium (4.94) is slightly higher but close
to the ones measured in the USA (4.78, Ries et al 2006) and in the entire territory of Europe
(4.50, Coebergh et al 2006). However, datas from these foreign studies implied larger
populations followed over longer periods of time (at least 20 years against only 5 years for
Belgium). Among these leukemia cases, proportion of ALL in Belgium is also close to the
ones observed in France (4.59, Sommelet et al 2009) and Sweden (5.10, Dreifaldt et al 2004).
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Table 8. International comparison: world-standardized rates of leukemia. The crude numbers of case
during the period 2004-2008 in Belgium are figured in blue.
COUNTRY
Source
Period
ALL
AML
Other
TOTAL

BELGIUM
Belgian Cancer
Registry
20042008
326
3,87
61
0,71
33
0,36
420
4,94

FRANCE
Sommelet
et al 2009
20002004
3.42
0.72
0.45
4.59

SWEDEN
Dreifaldt et
al 2004
19601998
4.01
0.49
0.60
5.10

USA
Ries et al
2006
19752003
4.78

EUROPE
Coebergh
et al 2006
19781997
4.50

3.2.2. Cancers of the brain & CNS
3.2.2.1. Absolute numbers
The absolute numbers of brain & CNS cancers diagnosed in Belgian children during
the period 2004-2008 are presented in Table 9. Datas were classified by diagnosis (in
accordance with the ICCC classification) and by sex.
During the period 2004-2008, 375 childhood cancer of the brain & CNS were
diagnosed in Belgium. The most represented sub-types were Astrocytoma (167 cases),
Medulloblastoma (40 cases) and Ependymoma (29 cases); without considering the sub-group
of "Mixed & unspecified glioma" (30 cases). During this time interval, Astrocytomas alone
account for 44.53% of all cases of cancer of the brain & CNS diagnosed in Belgian children.

3.2.2.2. International comparisons
Table 10 summarizes the international data related to incidence of brain & CNS
cancers available to date. The world-standardized rate of such types of cancer in children of
less than 15 year-of-age is slightly higher in Belgium (4.26) than in USA (3.19, Ries et al
2006) and Europe (2.99, Coebergh et al 2006). Once again, it needs to be noticed that the
datas compiled during these foreign studies concern larger populations during longer periods
of time.
The relative percentages of the main forms of brain & CNS cancers in children
observed in different countries were summarized in Table 11. The percentage of astrocytoma,
the most common form of childhood brain cancer in children, is in Belgium (44.53%) close to
the ones measured in the USA (52%, Ries et al 2006) and in France (38-50%, Sommelet et al
2009).
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Table 9. Absolute number of brain & CNS cancers by diagnosis and by sex in Belgian children
(2004-2008).
CODE
IIIa1
IIIa2
IIIb
IIIc1
IIIc2
IIIc3
IIIc4
IIId1
IIId2
IIIe1
IIIe2
IIIe3
IIIe4
IIIe5
IIIf

DIAGNOSIS
Ependymoma
Choroid plexus tumor
Astrocytoma
Medulloblastoma
PNET
Medulloepithelioma
Atypical teratoid-rhabdoid tumour
Oligodendroglioma
Mixed & unspecified glioma
Pituitary adenomas & carcinomas
Tumours of the sellar region
Pineal parenchymal tumors
Neuronal & mixed neuronal glial
Meningiomas
Unspecified intracranial & intraspinal neoplasms

TOTAL

Female
15
12
91
14
4
0
3
4
15
1
9
1
3
3
3

SEX
Male
14
10
76
26
6
0
2
7
15
6
11
0
16
5
2

Total
29
22
167
40
10
0
5
11
30
7
20
1
19
8
5

178

197

375

Table 10. International comparison: world-standardized rates of cancers of the brain & CNS. The
crude numbers of case during the period 2004-2008 in Belgium are figured in blue.
COUNTRY
Source
Period
Female
Male
TOTAL

BELGIUM
Belgian Cancer
Registry
20042008
178
4.13
197
4.38
375
4.26

FRANCE
Sommelet
et al 2009
199020001999
2004
2.91
3.62

USA
Ries et al
2006
19752003
3.19

EUROPE
Coebergh
et al 2006
19781997
2.99

Table 11. International comparison: crude percentages of the different forms of cancers of the brain
& CNS.
COUNTRY
Source
Period
Astrocytoma
Medulloblastoma
Ependymoma
Other glioma

BELGIUM
Belgian Cancer
Registry
20042008
44.53
10.66
7.33
-

USA
Ries et al 2006
19752003
52
21
9
15

FRANCE
Sommelet et al
2009
20002004
38-50
16-25
6-10
<10
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4. Data source concerning possible environmental exposures in Belgium
To be relevant for this project, the environmental sources of exposures must present
3 characteristics: (1) their impact on human health must be sustained by medical and/or
epidemiological evidences, (2) datas must be available and attainable (existing database,
report, scientific article, etc.), and (3) datas must be compatible with a Geographic
Information System [GIS36] environment. Possible exposure sources presenting all these
characteristics are: (1) Nuclear Facilities, (2) Pesticides, (3) Radon, and (4) Power lines.

4.1. Nuclear Facilities
The nuclear sites of primary interest in the current study are the four nuclear
installations of the ARAB/VLAREM Class 1 (harmful to dangerous facilities) located at the
Belgian territory. These nuclear sites are the electricity-generating nuclear sites (EGNS) of
Doel and Tihange, the Nuclear Research Center (SCK-CEN) located at Mol-Dessel37 and the
institute for Radio-elements at Fleurus. Epidemiological studies of cancer incidence among
children in relation with nuclear power plants mainly focus on residents living within a
distance of 20km (France: White-Koning et al 2004, Laurier et al 2008a) to 25km (UK:
COMARE 2005) of nuclear facilities. If a disc of radii 20km centered on each nuclear site is
defined as its “proximity area”, two other non-Belgian nuclear sites need to be considered in
the study because part of the Belgian territory lies within this area. These sites are the EGNS
of Chooz (France) and Borssele (the Netherlands). The six different nuclear sites are
discussed in detail below. A Belgian map indicating the exact location of the nuclear sites is
given in Figure 14.

4.1.1 Doel Nuclear Power Plant
The EGNS of Doel is one of the two nuclear power plants actually in activity in
Belgium. Its construction began in 1969. Actually, the plant covers an area of 80 hectares
along the Scheldt estuary, near the village of Doel (Province of East Flanders). The Belgian
energy company Electrabel is the plant's largest stakeholder. The plant consists of four
second-generation pressurized water reactors with a total capacity of 2839 Mwe (capacity by
unit: Doel 1: 392 Mwe, Doel 2: 433 MWe, Doel 3: 1006 Mwe, Doel 4: 1008 Mwe). Doel 1
and Doel 2 units came online in 1975, while Doel 3 and Doel 4 units came online in 1982 and
1985, respectively. All of them have a planned activity period of 40 years.

4.1.2. Tihange Nuclear Power Plant
The EGNS of Tihange is the second nuclear power plants actually in activity in
Belgium. Its construction began during the 70’s. The plant is located on a bank of the Meuse
River, in the district of Tihange (Province of Liège). The primary stakeholder in the plant is
the Belgian energy company Electrabel; the French energy company EDF acquired 50% stake
36

GIS. Geographic, Geographical or Geospatial Information System is the merging of cartography, statistical
analysis, and database technology.
37
In the same area are also located the Belgonucléaire SA fuel plant (BN), the FBFC-International and the
Belgoprocess (BP) in Dessel and the Institute of Materials and Measurements (IRMM), in Geel.
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Figure 14. Localization of nuclear power plants and nuclear facilities extending their areas of
influence over the Belgian territory. These 20km radius areas of influence correspond to the
circular zones around each site (in orange for the power station, in grey for the nuclear facilities).

of the unit Tihange 1. The plant consists of three pressurized water reactors with a total
capacity of 2985 Mwe (capacity by unit: Tihange 1: 962 Mwe, Tihange 2: 1008 MWe,
Tihange 3: 1015 Mwe). Tihange 1, 2 and 3 came online in 1975, 1983 and 1985, respectively.
All of them have a planned activity period of 50 years.

4.1.3. Nuclear Research Center (SCK-CEN) at Mol
The SCK-CEN (originally named ‘Studiecentrum voor de Toepassingen van de
Kernenergie’, abbreviated to STK) was founded in 1952 in the municipality of Mol (Province
of Antwerp). The SCK-CEN is a foundation of public utility with a legal status according to
private law, under the guidance of the Belgian Federal Ministry in charge of energy. The
statutory mission gives priority to research on problems of societal concern such as safety of
nuclear installations, radiation protection, safe treatment and disposal of radioactive waste,
fight against uncontrolled proliferation of fissile materials, and education and training. From
1956 to 1964 four nuclear research reactors became operational: the BR1, BR2, BR3 and
VENUS:
• The BR1 (Belgian Reactor 1): the first operational nuclear reactor in Belgium was
operational for the first time on May 11, 1956. The BR1 is an air-cooled reactor with
graphite as moderator. It is a flexible instrument for fundamental research and
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•

•

•

training. The original reactor's thermal power was 4 MW (4,000 kW). The reactor now
only works on request of the experimenters at a maximum power of 700 kW.
The BR2 (Belgian Reactor 2): the second Belgian reactor was first operational in
January 1963. BR2 is one of the most powerful research reactors in the world, used for
the testing of fuels and materials for different reactor types and for the European
fusion programme. It is also a main instrument for the production of radio-isotopes for
medical and industrial applications and for the production of Neutron Transmutation
Doped (NTD) silicon (Si) for the electronics industry. BR2 gained importance over
time as the number of research reactors is mondially declining.
The BR3 reactor was the first pressurized water reactor (PWR) in Western Europe and
was also the first one to be decommissioned (BR3 became operational for the first
time on August 19, 1962, and shut down on June 30, 1987). During its activity period,
BR3 was a demonstration unit of an 11 MW industrial power station and served as a
test reactor for prototype nuclear fuels. It was also an education centre for the
operating personnel of the nuclear power plants at that time in Belgium.
The VENUS (Vulcain Experimental Nuclear Study) is an experimental low-powered
reactor of the ‘zero-power critical facility’ type. It was critical for the first time in
1964 with a water-moderated core. VENUS was converted in 1968 to carry out
neutron studies of new reactor congurations. The VENUS reactor was successively
modernised in 1991 and in 2000-2001.

The SCK-CEN also includes the Belgian Underground Research Laboratory named
HADES (High Activity Disposal Experimental Site). This Research Laboratory is located at a
depth of -223 m in Boom Clay. It allows the in situ characterization of this clay layer
presently studied as a reference host formation for the geological disposal of nuclear waste.
At the same site are also implanted:
• Belgoprocess, ex-Eurochemic reprocessing plant (OECD), founded in 1984 and now
in charge of the operational waste management for Ondraf/Niras.
• The Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM; former Central
Bureau for Nuclear Measurements or CBNM) located in Geel was founded in 1957.
The IRMM is implied in a wide range of measurement problems from food safety to
environmental pollution (including nuclear safety).
• FBFC-International (Franco-Belge de Fabrication de Combustible) making various
nuclear fuel assemblies.
• BelgoNucléaire, an ancient MOX38 factory, stopped in 2006 and that will be
decommissioned by 2012-2013.

4.1.4. Institute for Radioelements (IRE) at Fleurus
The Institute for Radio-elements (IRE) was built in 1971 on the industrial estate of
Fleurus (Province of Hainaut). The IRE is the Walloon counterpart of the SCK-CEN. IRE
produces radioactive isotopes widely used in nuclear medicine either for diagnostic purposes
(i.e., molybdenum-99, technetium-99, and xenon-133) or for cancer therapy (i.e., iodine-131
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MOX fuel (Mixed Oxide) is nuclear fuel containing more than one oxide of fissile or fertile materials. It
usually refers to a blend of oxides of plutonium and natural uranium, reprocessed uranium, or depleted uranium
which behaves similarly (though not identically) to the low-enriched uranium oxide fuel for which most nuclear
reactors were designed.
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and yttrium-90). IRE is also a source of rhenium-188. Those radioisotopes are extracted of
fission products from highly enriched uranium targets irradiated in nuclear reactors from Mol
(BR-2) or other foreign nuclear plants. IRE also produces equipment for measuring
radioactivity and provides expertise in the field of nuclear safety. IRE itself is deprived of
nuclear reactors.

4.1.5. Chooz Nuclear Power Plant
The EGNS of Chooz (France) covers an area of 200 hectares along the Meuse River
between Charleville-Mézières (France) and Dinant (Belgium). The primary stakeholder in the
plant is the French energy company EDF. The Chooz nuclear site includes three reactors
shared out between two power plants: Chooz A and Chooz B. The Chooz A Nuclear Plant
included the first French pressurized water reactor with a total capacity of 305 Mwe. This
reactor came online in 1967 and was deactivated in 1991. It will be decommissioned by 20202025. The Chooz B Nuclear Plant consists of two pressurized water reactors with a total
capacity of 1450 Mwe. Chooz B1 and 2 came online in 1996 and 1997, respectively.

4.1.6. Borssele Nuclear Power Plant
The EGNS of Borssele (the Netherlands) is located along the Scheldt estuary, near the
village of Borssele in the district of Borsele. The Borssele reactor was built by Siemens and
has been operational since 1973. It was designed to produce electricity at lower cost for the
aluminum producer Pechiney. The plant includes a single pressurized water reactor with an
initial capacity of 449 Mwe increased to 485 Mwe in 2006 after the modernization of the
turbine.

4.2. Pesticides
The Flemish Institute for Technological Research (FITR; VITO in Flemish),
collaboration with the Catholic University of Louvain (KUL) and the University
Birmingham (UK), developed two GIS-based indicators providing a relative measure
potential exposure to environmental pesticides because of living in the neighborhood
agricultural fields (Cornelis et al 2009).

in
of
of
of

These indicators allow to assess the exposure of residents to agricultural pesticide use
either directly or indirectly. The indirect indicator was defined as a measure of potential
exposure of residents to corps (Crops pressure indicator, PESTcrop). “Crop pressure” is then a
surrogate for pesticides specific to a certain crop. The direct indicator was defined as a
measure of potential exposure of residents to pesticides when it can be estimated (Pesticide
pressure indicator, PESTpest).
Needed informations are at three scale levels: (a) information at individual's level,
such as distance to crop fields; (b) information at the level of the municipality, such as timeseries of crop area; and (c) regional information, such as pesticide use. Pesticide use data were
only available per group of pesticides (viz. fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, growth
regulators and group of other pesticides).
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Indicators can be calculated for each individual in the case–control study design. All
indicators are calculated on a yearly basis by incorporating time-dependent variables. Timedependent factors for the subjects were the address, vegetable consumption from the garden
and use of groundwater as drinking water). Other time-dependent factors are specific per
indicator.

4.2.1. Crops pressure indicator (PESTcrop)
The Crops pressure indicator (PESTcrop) corresponds to a distance-weighted measure
of crop area for selected crops (fruit trees, fruit bushes and vegetables in open air). This first
indicator uses the density of selected crops on a municipality level as a starting point and
linked this to the subject by a measure of rural living, weighed density of crops in circular
sections around the subject’s coordinate and the distance of the subject to the sections.
PESTcrop is calculated as:

(1)
PESTicrop(C,t,Ri,t) is the crop pressure indicator for a certain crop (C) at year t connected to
the geographical coordinate of residence (Ri,t) of the person i at year t. Calculations are
performed in circular zone dp centered on the coordinate of residence (Ri,t). In this formula:
- A(C,t)y is the area of crop C in municipality y (km²) at year t,
- A(M)y is the area of municipality y (km²),
- SURFydp(Ri,t) is the fractional area of municipality y in zone dp for coordinate Ri,t,
- RURdp is the measure of rural living in zone dp,
- fdp is a correction factor for distance,
- rdp,2 and rdp,1 (in km) are the outer and inner radius of zone dp, respectively.
Data on crop area [A(C,t)y] of fruit trees, fruit bushes and vegetables can be obtained
from the National Statistics Institute. Numbers are available by crop category on a yearly
basis at the municipality level. The count of the area per municipality [A(M)y] is based on
mandatory reporting. Area per crop is assigned to the municipality of the address of the
exploitation. Some minor error (less than 1%) could result from the fact that some fields could
lay outside the municipality given by the address.

4.2.2. Pesticide pressure indicator (PESTpest)
As pesticides are not always specific to crops, a second indicator was defined,
incorporating information on pesticide use and an estimate of potential human health risk by
year. However, amounts of pesticide applied are only publicly available in Belgium at the
level of pesticide classes: fungicides, insecticides, herbicides, growth regulators and “other
pesticides”.
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Table 12. Agricultural crop groups and selected pesticide dosage (kg active substance/ha). The
category “Other (pesticides)” covers acaricides, molluscides, disinfectants & defoliants. Source :
Cornelis et al 2009.
Crop

Corn
Fruit (orchards, bushes)
Pasture
Green fodder
Industrial cultures
Potatoes
Vegetables open air
Vegetables under glass

Pesticide dosage (kg as/ha)
Fungicides

Herbicides

Insecticides

Others

0.968
28.77
0
0
0.366
24.47
1.63
40.7

2.68
5.95
0.13
2.17
3.7
3.33
2.62
1.4

0.028
1.24
0.01
0.11
0.66
0.51
0.29
3.1

0
1.16
0
0.07
0
0.84
0
1.12

Growth
regulators
0.66
0.44
0
0
0
0
0
1.8

The Pesticide pressure indicator (PESTpest) corresponds to a distance-weighted
measure of pesticide use. This second indicator uses crop area on the municipality level and
pesticide dosage per crop to calculate pesticide pressure on the municipality level for pesticide
groups (fungicides, insecticides, herbicides, growth regulators and other pesticides). Pesticide
pressure was converted to an exposure indicator in the same way as the first indicator. Time
dependence was accounted for in the crop area and in a relative risk factor accounting for
evolution of pesticide type (toxicity) and dosage over time. Main limiting factors in the
pesticide exposure indices are the weighing of the index over time (changes in pesticide type,
dosage and way of application), the determination of the distance factor - as no atmospheric
dispersion model was used - and the lack of information on individual pesticides.
PESTpest is calculated as:

(2)
PESTipest(P,t,Ri,t) is the pesticide indicator for a certain pesticide class P at year t, and for the
geographical coordinate of residence (Ri,t) of the person i at year t. RPESTy(P,t) is the riskcorrected pesticide use for pesticide class P in municipality y at year t.
Maraite et al. (2004) provides information on the application of pesticide classes on
groups of crops. Cultures selected covers 70% of the useful agricultural area and 70% of the
pesticide use. Maximum values of pesticide dosage can be taken from the ranges provided by
Maraite et al. (2004), who based their overview on reports from 1997 to 2002 for Belgium. If
no value is listed, a value of “0” can be assumed. The crop groups and dosages are given in
Table 12.
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From the calculation of pesticide indicators for each pesticide class, a total pesticide
pressure can be calculated per distance class and per pesticide group using the formula:

(3)
PESTy(P,t) is the pesticide use for pesticide class P and municipality y at year t and
PESTC(P) is the pesticide dosage for the selected crop C.

4.3. Radon
Radon-222 (222Rn) is a naturally occurring radioactive gas generated within the soil,
arising directly from Radium-226 (226Ra) (Khan 1994), a daughter element from the decay
process of Uranium-238 (238U). The main source of indoor radon is the soil gas of the
subjacent ground (UNSCEAR 2008). Ground emission of radon depends on the content of
radioactive ore in the soil and soil density (Tondeur et al 1996). Certain building material of
natural origin (e.g., granite, alum shale, and concrete) and by-products from different
industries (by-product gypsum, waste rock from mining) have been found to constitue
unusually large sources of radon. However, contribution of building material to the indoor
radon concentration is usually small (Khan 1994).

Figure 15. Radon classes per municipality in Belgium: percentage of house with level of indoor radon
above the “action level” determined by FANC-AFCN (400 Bq/m³). Source: FANC-AFCN 2011.
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In Belgium, there is a wide variation in sub-soil types: soft soils with layers of sand
and clay in the North and hard rocks (e.g., limestone, sandstone and shale rock) in the South
(FANC-AFCN 2011). These hard rocks richer in uranium are prone to be a source of indoor
radon for local houses (Zhu et al 1998). Hard rocks are also more fractured, allowing radon to
escape more easily into the atmosphere. The radon risk is mainly associated with three
Paleozoic series: Cambrian, lower Devonian, and upper Devonian, corresponding to radonaffected areas in the Ardenne Massif (mainly its southern and eastern parts), the synclinorium
of Dinant (Condroz), and the Dyle Valley (Tondeur et al 1996).
A database concerning indoor radon concentrations already exists in Belgium and is
managed by the FANC-AFCN39. Data are collected during nation-wide measurement
campaigns; samples have already been collected in more than 10,000 houses. From these data,
it appears that the average concentration of indoor radon is 53 Bq/m³ in Belgium but reachs
82 Bq/m³ in Wallonia.
An online public access tool developed by FANC-AFCN already gives acces to the
average concentration of indoor radon by municipalities in Belgium (the number of sampled
houses by municipalities is also provided by the tool).

Figure 16. Map of power lines in Belgium. Source: Elias 2010.

39

FANC-AFCN: Federaal agentschap voor nucleaire controle–Agence fédérale de controle
nucléaire.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 17. GIS maps displaying “corridors” calculated for 70 (A), 150 (B) and 380 kV (C) overhead
power lines (MIRA 2006).
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4.4. Power lines
There is an international consensus in epidemiological studies showing that risk of
leukemia will be higher in children exposed to a magnetic B-field of a minimal intensity of
0.4 µT (IARC 2010). The threshold of 0.4 µT is now often used as an impact indicator to
assess whether exposure to the B-field may or may not be regarded as risky.
The Elias’ annual report provides an updated map of power lines in Belgium (Elias
2010). It is then possible to calculate GIS maps displaying “corridors” corresponding to the
0.4 µT threshold. The model simulations are based on the 50th percentile of all variables
(current load, conductor height, line spacing, etc.) that could affect the dimention of these
“corridors” (Decat et al 2003, 2004). In Belgium, it was already done but only in Flanders.
Figure 17 shows GIS maps calculated for 70, 150 and 380 kV overhead power lines (MIRA
2006). Similar maps can be generated for entire Belgium using decat’s models with Elias’s
map as reference.
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5. Inquiries from the public
The fear that anthropogenic contamination of the environment (industrial pollution,
waste dump, etc.), may be causing “cancer clusters”—local areas where cancer is more
prevalent as a result of cancer-causing pollutants—has received a great deal of attention
recently (Robinson 2002). For concerned citizen, the main question remains “Is there more
cancer in my neighborhood because of source X?” To answer to this public concern, specific
operating procedures were developed by Health Agencies from different countries (Thun &
Sinks 2004).

5.1. Cancer cluster
"Cancer" is a term representing many diseases depending on a number of internal
factors (e.g., inherited mutations, hormones, immune conditions) and external factors (e.g.,
tobacco, chemicals, radiation, and infectious organisms) (CDC 2011). When members of a
community believe that the number of cancer cases in their community is abnormally high,
they frequently raise the specter that a localized source of pollution may be causing the
problem (van Poll 2001). Indeed, toxic exposures related to environment are presumed to be a
major cause of human cancers (Robinson 2002) although outbreaks of cancer related to an
environmental cause appears to be very rare (Queensland Health 2009)
From a scientific point of view, apparent “outbreak” of cancer must only be
considered (1) if a single cancer type may be identified and (2) if adequate latency and
biological plausibility between exposure and effect exist for these reported cancer cases (ASC
2010). Garfinkel (1987) defined that a “real” cancer “outbreak” can be suspected if (1) a great
number of a rare type of cancer occurs, (2) a “greater-than-expected” number of a common
type of cancer occurs [by comparison with a reference population], or (3) a type of cancer
occurs within a population group that is generally not affected by this cancer (e.g., a cancer
that is normally observed in adults occurs in children).
For the CDC, a “cancer cluster” can be defined as “an unusual aggregation, real or
perceived, of cancers that are grouped together in time and space and that are reported to a
health agency” (CDC 2011). The number of cases reported in such kind of “cancer cluster”
will be more than the number expected within a group of people in a geographic area over a
period of time. Statistical analysis must then be performed to confirm the existence of the
cluster (Robinson 2002).
The definition of the CDC takes also into account the distinction between “perceived
cluster” and “confirmed clusters” (Aldrich & Sinks 2002, Thun & Sinks 2004). “Perceived
clusters” have been noticed and reported to Public Health Agencies but not yet formally
evaluated. For the “confirmed clusters”, the case diagnoses and their connection to the
community have been documented, and statistical testing indicates a very low probability that
the observed clustering could occur by chance. It is however important to always remember
than, although the existence of a cancer cluster can be confirmed by a statistical testing, it
could be a chance phenomenon; it does not necessarily mean that the cancers are caused by or
even associated with some environmental agent (Neutra 1990). In practice, only a small
fraction of “perceived cancer clusters” meet statistical criteria of a “confirmed cancer cluster”.
The number of “perceived cluster” reported to Public Health Agencies is then much larger
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than the number of “confirmed clusters” (Blindauer 1997, Aldrich & Sinks 2002). Although,
the CDC considers that all “perceived cluster” must be investigated and a communication
must be addressed to the concerned public (CDC 2011).
Moreover, a cancer cluster only exists once its existence was reported to Health
Authorities by the mean of, for example, the declaration of a citizen or the observation made
by a medical doctor or by a Public Health Agency. Without appropriate declaration, many
“real” clusters can therefore be overlooked in practice (ACS 2011).

5.2. Conventional confirmation of a cancer cluster
The existence of a cluster of cancer can be confirmed by a simple three step
calculation method implying, successively, (a) to identify, (b) to validate and (c) to interpret
the cluster (Drijver & Woudenberg 1999). Most information from this point came from
Drijver & Woudenberg 1999, Aldrich & Sinks 2002, and Thun & Sinks 2004.
5.2.1. Identification step
The initial step in investigating perceived cancer clusters is straightforward and
implies to collect information on the reported cases. Those are:
• Number of cancer cases, type of cancer and date of diagnosis. The probability of the
existence of a cluster increases when cases were all diagnosed in the same family or
in a predefined group (friends, neighbors or colleagues).
• Specific information regarding the subjects (age, sex, address, occupation, family
history, period of residence in the community, etc.).
• Specific information regarding the cancer types (relative risk, risk factors, etc.).
• Geographical area. Most frequently, this calculation is performed in a very small
zone or area like a factory, a school, or a set of building blocks, although it is
sometimes used to refer to a wider geographical area or a subset of the population.
• Time interval.
• Sources of environmental exposure that may promote cancer [optional].
In many instances, perceived cancer clusters are not confirmed because cases involve
different types of cancers with no known relationship to each other or diagnoses made before
moving into the community. Discussions at this point may alleviate public concern by
documenting the absence of a cluster.
On basis of the collected information, a definition of case must be written and used as
guidelines to determine whether the cases being investigated are related to the cluster. It
implies to define accurate “time period” and “geographical area” that can be linked with
suspected environmental exposures. These limitations in time and space may allow to exclude
some cases initially included in the cluster. For example, it is possible to exclude cases
located outside of the geographical area defined by a common exposure to pollutant or cases
diagnosed at an age incompatible with the considered exposure period.
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5.2.2. Validation step
A statistical analysis can confirm the cluster existence by verifying that the “observed”
number of cancer case in the concerned “geographical area” and “time period” must be
significantly greater than the “expected” number of case, given the age, gender, and racial
distribution of the group of people at risk of developing the disease. The “expected” number
of cases is estimated by applying background incidence rates at various ages in the general
population (from cancer registry data) to the population of interest. For the comparison to be
valid, identical criteria must be used to define cases and persons at risk in the two populations.
A cluster is confirmed when the ratio of “observed number of cases” by “expected
number of cases” is greater than 1, and that the difference is statistically significant. This last
point means that there is less than 5% of chance that the number of reported case may be
explained through chance alone. If the number of cancer cases is within the expected range
for the reference population and for the time interval, these cases do not form a cancer cluster.
This validation step implies the existence of cancer registries that could provide reliable data
on the cases listed in the country for a sufficient number of years.
In practice, only a small fraction of perceived cancer clusters can be statistically
confirmed. This percentage is influenced by the size of the cancer registries providing the
data. In addition, many cases of perceived clusters are difficult to analyze statistically because
they involve different stages of tumors (benign or metastatic), or because reported cases
display limited connection with the local context, or because these cases occurred over a
period longer than the one initially evaluated. According to Robinson (2002), 85% or more of
the possible clusters reported to U.S. Health Authorities by concerned community members
are in fact not statistically significant elevations of cancer rates.
5.2.3. Interpretation step
The interpretation step involves to put into perspective the results gathered so far.
Indeed, the statistical confirmation of the existence of a cluster of cancer does not necessarily
imply the implication of an external cause. Thus, a cluster may appear in a community by
chance regardless of any identifiable cause (Neutra 1990) although this was statistically
estimated as highly unlikely (Robinson 2002).
Apart from chance, the existence of a cancer cluster can also be confirmed because of:
• A miscalculation of the “expected” number of cancer case.
• One or more differences between the definitions of “observed” and “expected” cases.
• A known cancer cause distinct from the considered environmental cause (smoking,
diet, etc.).
• An unknown cancer cause not related to the considered environmental cause.
To ensure the persistence of a cancer cluster, follow-up surveys may be conducted.
However, this approach is costly, can take years and the results are generally inconclusive. In
most cases, no cause can be found in fine (Garfinkel 1987, Caldwell 1990).
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5.3. Problems associated with cluster investigation
A variety of factors often work together to create the appearance of a cluster where
nothing abnormal is occurring (Robinson 2002).

Figure 18. “Texas Sharpshooter Fallacy”: Cancer clusters identification often
occurs following the example of a “Texas sharpshooter” who first fires his gun and
then draws the target around the bullet hole. Source : Olsen et al 1996.

It is important to notice that the identification of the “geographical area” and the “time
period” (and therefore of the population at risk) as presented at Point 5.2.1 is made at
posteriori by the epidemiologists themselves. Looking for cancers clusters is then well
illustrated by the example of the “Texas sharpshooter” who first fires his gun and then draws
the target around the bullet hole. In this situation, there is possibly a place in which a target
can be drawn that will leave multiple bullet holes in close proximity to some common center
(Figure 18, Rothman 1990). The definition of what geographic area is to be investigated in a
cancer cluster study is similarly problematic. If the hypothesis that cancer rates in a certain
area may be elevated provides the initial impetus for the study, the natural temptation is to
study only the area that includes the cases that inspired the study. This problem is called “preselection bias” because it involves researchers pre-selecting the geographic area of a study
based on what they already know an investigation of certain areas would reveal (Olsen et al
1996, Rothman 1990, Robinson 2002). Moreover, the “Texas sharpshooter Fallacy” applies
not only to space, but also to time (Robinson 2002). The tendency is then to include all years
in which cases were reported, thereby maximizing, and magnifying, any effect which may be
present (Kreiger & Reynolds 1992).
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Other problems may impede the identification of a cancer cluster (Robinson 2002).
Those include:
• The lack of long-term historic information about cancer incidence at local level.
• “Public pressure”: Community members who raise concerns about possible clusters
will frequently explain themselves in terms of a “common sense” feeling that
something is wrong. This “public pressure” can impel Public Health Agencies to
undertake an investigation they do not believe is warranted. Investigations undertaken
after experts have concluded that nothing out of the ordinary is occurring are unlikely
to produce noteworthy results.
• “Local characteristics of population”: Characteristics like similar diets and exercise
patterns may tend to be geographically “clustered” because low-income people who
eat disproportionately more fatty foods live near one-another, because healthconscious suburbanites live in the same neighborhood, or because rates of smoking
tend to differ from one community to the next. In any of these cases, a geographic
cluster might be proved to exist even if there were environmental exposure to
toxicants.
• “Unknown carcinogen”: Regardless of the number of environmental factors
considered in a cancer cluster study, it is always possible that a number of unidentified
environmental carcinogens are the cause of the validated excess of cancer.

5.4 Historically informative cancer clusters
Cancer cluster investigations demonstrated indisputable involvement of an external
“environmental” agent only in a limited number of cases (Garfinkel 1987, Thun & Sinks
2004). According to Germonneau and colleagues (2005), the common epidemiological
characteristics of these examples of validated clusters are:
• The considered cancer is a unique and clearly identified pathology.
• The affected population is different from the population usually affected by this
cancer.
• At least one risk factor is known.
• The relative risk is high.
• Exposure to specific risk factor is identified.
Such kind of conditions allowed to validate cancer clusters in association with
occupational and medical exposures but also, to a lesser extent, with environmental exposures
(Thun & Sinks 2004). Famous historical examples are listed in Table 13.
Validated historical examples of cancer clusters always relate to the appearance of a
relatively rare type of cancer in people exposed to high dose of a specific carcinogen during a
prolonged period of time (Garfinkel 1987, Thun & Sinks 2004). Such kind of exposure to
potentially harmful chemical, physical, or biological agents occurs mainly as a result of one's
occupation (occupational exposure) or in the context of a medical treatment (medical
exposure) (Thun & Sinks 2004). In these specific contexts, exposures are relatively easy to
validate, track and quantify. The exceptional nature of these historical clusters was generally
recognized by a clinician who then reported them to Health Authorities for further evaluation
(Miller 1981). However, such studies do not systematically lead to the identification of a
plausible occupational etiology despite the presence of significant excess of disease and the
existence of carcinogens (Schulte et al 1987).
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Table 13. Examples of Historically informative cancer clusters.
Classification
Occupational

Reference
Pott 1775

Environmental

Scrotal cancer in chimney sweeps exposed to soot from coal

Martland &
Humphries 1929

Osteosarcoma in watch dial painters exposed to radium

Newhouse &
Thompson 1965

Mesothelioma and lung cancer in asbestos workers

Figueroa et al 1973

Lung cancer in chloromethyl methyl ether workers

Creech & Johnson
1974

Angiosarcoma of the liver in chemical workers exposed to vinyl
chloride monomer

Ducatman et al
1986
Medical

Cancer Cluster

Germ cell tumors of the testicle among aircraft repairmen

Herbst et al 1971

Vaginal clear cell carcinoma in daughters exposed in utero to
diethylstilbestrol

Freidman-Kien et
al 1981

Kaposi sarcoma in homosexual men with AIDS exposed to
human herpes virus B

Lloyd 1978

Respiratory cancers associated with localised industrial air
pollution

Baptiste et al 1984

Skin cancers associated with radioactively contaminated gold
rings

Lagakos et al 1986

Childhood leukemia associated with chlorinated organics

Luce et al 1994

Malignant pleural mesothelioma associated with exposure to
tremolite

More recently, the number of investigations related to environmental exposures has
increased, mostly because of public pressure. Many studies have been conducted in the
vicinity of power lines, nuclear facilities, waste dumps or restricted areas like contiguous
buildings, schools or office buildings (Garfinkel 1987, Thun & Sinks 2004). Most of these
investigations have failed to identify a cause to the cancer clusters (Caldwell & Heath 1976).
Detailed investigation of eleven clusters of childhood leukemia related to nuclear sites of La
Hague, Sellafield, Woburn, and Dounreay did not provided convincing etiological indication
(Alexander 1999).

5.5 Cancer clusters operating procedures
The complex nature of cancer makes it inherently challenging to identify, interpret,
and address cancer clusters (CDC 2011). During the last decades, public health services
recognized the need to develop operating procedures that would respond to public concern
about apparent concentrations of cancer cases (Neutra 1990).
In a first time, protocols of investigation were specifically developed by Health
Authorities in charge of the management of cancer registries in the United States (Fiore et al
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1990, Bender et al 1990, Devier et al 1990) and Canada (King et al 1993). Those protocols
systematized methods allowing to validate the suspected cancer clusters using registries data
as reference (see Point 5.2).
In a second time, methodological guides were designed by Public Health Authorities
in order to investigate outbreaks of non-infectious diseases -including cancer- in the United
States (CDC 1990), in the Netherlands (Drijver & Woudenberg 1999, Drijver 2001), in New
Zealand (Reid & Borman 1997), in England (Arrundale et al 1997), and in France
(Germonneau et al 2005). All these different guides develop a step-by-step approach allowing
the evaluation of suspected clusters of various health events. They also contain information
related to:
- Epidemiological and statistical skills necessary for scientific treatment of clusters.
- Management skills enabling a systematic approach of clusters from a public health
point of view.
- Details of the organizational structure facilitating the management of clusters by
Health Agency.

5.5.1. Epidemiological & statistical requirements
Epidemiological tools. The team in charge of the investigation must be able (1) to write an
appropriate study protocol for each encountered situation and (2) to carry out investigation
based on this protocol as well as terrain analysis. The later point implies among other things
to:
• Develop and implement a sampling campaign (knowledge of different possible
designs and of materials for sample collection).
• Have access to a laboratory with the required equipment and personnel to analyze
the samples.
• Have a good knowledge of quality control procedures.
• Being able to interpret the results.
Statistical techniques. The choice of the statistical technique depends on the specificity of
the investigated cancer cluster but also on the availability of the data. Then, it is imperative
previously to clarify:
• If the cases forming the cluster are distributed in space, time or simultaneously in
both dimensions.
• The spatial and temporal boundaries of the cluster.
• The availability of data related to the cases (date of diagnosis, precise addresses,
etc.).
• The availability of the data related to the population at risk.
Moreover, there are numerous problem related to the study of clusters. Those include:
• Specifically dealing with rare cancer, there must be a very low increase of case
number that can spread over a very long period of time.
• Sometimes, clustering of case can be explained by chance alone.
• The initial choice of inappropriate sizes of “geographical area” and/or “period of
time” can reduce the statistical power of tests and, eventually, not allow validating
the presence of a cluster.
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5.5.2. Management requirements
Most of the management requirements concern mass psychology, risk communication,
and interaction with the media.
Mass psychology. The team in charge of the investigation must have a minimum of
knowledge in psychology to understand how individuals and communities respond to stressful
and uncertain situations. The team must have been sensitized to the fact that problems
perceived by a community must be resolved in a responsible manner; even if scientific
evidences indicate that there is no real health problem and therefore no cluster.
Risk Communication. The team in charge of the investigation must be able to estimate the
degree of risk inherent to the studied situation but also able to communicate this information
to the concerned community. The risk must be put into perspective (without abruptness but
without condescension) by comparing it with risks associated to more familiar activities
(statistics of everyday life accidents are a good basis).
Interaction with media. The media have now an important role in the management of cancer
clusters: they are the primary source of public information and are able to amplify the events.
The team in charge of the investigation must be aware of how the media “work”: importance
of image, highlighting of conflict or controversy, importance of strong emotional content, etc.
The team must then be prepared to be confronted with the media (see list of tips by Greenberg
& Wartenberg 1990).

5.5.3. Organizational requirements
A citizen who reports an apparent cluster [i.e. the declarer] wants assurances that the
appropriate persons will be notified and that immediate action will be taken. To achieve this
goal, methodological guides (1) define the structural components required to support the
cluster study and (2) propose an overall organizational structure to ensure the investigation
process.
5.5.3.1. Structural components
The Referent is the person identified as responsible of the investigation process. The health
agency should designate an individual with stature in the agency to serve as the identifiable
point of responsibility or Program Director. The designation will depend on local
circumstances and priorities.
The Technical Committee includes all the persons effectively in charge of the process for
evaluating clusters. Most procedures recommend some sort of “plurality of expertise” in order
to optimize the committee functioning. In some cases, external experts may be associated to
this committee.
The Expert Committee is composed of specialist with expertise in the field of cancer cluster
evaluation (Ledrans et al 2007). The Expert Committee is separate from the Technical
Committee; none of these members can be directly involved in the investigation process.
Different roles can be assigned to the expert committee, from purely advisory to being
responsible of the decision-making process, independently of the Technical Committee.
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The Advisory Committee includes representatives from the health agency, other government
agencies, private and voluntary sectors, concerned citizens' groups, and the media, as well as
selected individuals. The Advisory Committee is the interface between the stakeholders. It is
intended to facilitate the information exchange. The Advisory Committee is not directly
involved in the decision-making process. Such committee does not only respond to public
demand but also participates in the implementation of European legal framework stating that
access of citizens to information must be guaranteed and ensured in practice.
5.5.3.2. Organizational components
Health Agency should be organized to receive and respond to reports of potential
clusters. The following organizational components are recommended to assure smooth and
timely public health responses:
- A reporting process that is quick and traceable--and one in which the appropriate person is
reached regardless of the first contact made by the concerned citizen.
- A response process that is triage-oriented, that can proceed smoothly from one level of
action to the next, and that can terminate effectively when resolution is reached.
- A feedback & notification process that educates and enlightens with efficiency and
courtesy.
- A referral process that assures timely and competent field investigation and public health
response.

5.5.4. Step-by-step procedure
The step-by-step approach follows the principles of epidemiological research:
• Establish that a problem exists
• Confirm the homogeneity of the events
• Collect data on all events
• Characterize the events as to epidemiological factors
• Look for patterns and trends
• Formulate a hypothesis
• Test the hypothesis
• Write a report, obtain peer review and communicate the results.
The different investigation protocols and methodological guides designed by Health
Authorities (see above) include from 3 to 8 “steps”. In most cases, they are organized around
4 steps that may be standardized as follows:
 The first step is always dedicated to the procedure to follow when an alleged cluster is
initially reported by a Declarer to a Health Agency. This “first contact” is always
described as the most important one because it allows (1) to the Health Agency to
gather information concerning the “initial” cases that shall support its analysis and (2)
to the Declarer to be guaranteed that the report will be supported by the relevant
authorities. Thus, this first step implies the existence of a formal structure immediately
capable of offering a competent referrer to the Declarer.
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 The second and third steps always include the case definition and the analysis of the
cancer incidence. The stage at which each of these actions occurs may vary according
to the model.
• The case definition can be achieved in two stages. A first "limited" definition is
usually based on the cases reported by the Declarer. An "extended" case definition,
involving an active search for new cases (and diagnosis verification), can be later
written by the Technical Committee.
• The analysis of the cancer incidence is the conventional procedure of case
validation cases designed to compare the “observed number of cases” and the
“expected number of cases” (See Point 5.2).
 The fourth step is usually an in-deep epidemiological study. The choice of the type of
study is directly influenced by (a) the identification of at least one environmental
source of exposure and (b) the biological plausibility of a link between the supposed
source of exposure and the observed health events. If such a source of exposure was
previously identified, an etiologically oriented epidemiological study shall be initiated
to confirm the link between exposure and health events. If no source could be
identified in advance, an epidemiological monitoring must be conducted to confirm
the persistence through time of an excess of health events. Whatever the considered
type of study, this step requires considerable investment from the structure responsible
for its implementation.
At the end of each stage, a report must be written in order to judge whether it's
necessary to proceed further. The reporting process depends on the concerned stage of the
procedure. At the end of the first stage, the reporting can be reduced to a simple phone call
and/or a letter intended for the Declarer. At more advanced stages, the procedure involves the
establishment of an Advisory Committee. At those stages, the Technical Committee must
write extensive and comprehensive reports than need to be submitted to the Advisory
Committee.
In most case, further actions shall be undertaken if the following criteria are met:
• Consistency and scarcity of health events,
• Plausibility of the excess of cases,
• Plausibility of an exposure of the population,
• Specificity and severity of the problem,
• Plausibility of a link between exposure and health event,
• Potential extension of the problem, and
• Social context in which the problem takes place.
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Figure 19. Scheme of the protocol of investigation of cancer clusters proposed by the PHI.
At the end of each step, a report must be written and a decision must be taken that leads to
the next step or not. At the end of the last step, a final report must be written and validated.

5.6. Proposed procedure of clusters investigation
The integrated procedure proposed by the PHI is mainly based on the ones developed
by the CDC (1990) and the INvS (Germonneau et al 2005). The PSI proposes to address the
issue of cluster investigation using a phased approach consisting of 4four successive steps. At
the end of each step, a decision-making process is used to decide whether it's necessary to
proceed further (Figure 19). The four steps of this proposed integrated procedure are:
a. Data collection & preliminary evaluation of the cluster.
b. Evaluation of the cases and context.
c. Feasibility study of an etiologic investigation.
d. Etiological investigation.

5.6.1. Data collection & preliminary evaluation of the cluster
This first step requires few resources and does not involve any calculation. This step is
divided into four sub-steps or “Task”:
Task 1. First contact with the Declarer.
When an alleged cluster is initially reported to Health Agency, the first task is to record an
initial report. It consists to get as much information as possible about the Declarer and the
case(s). The writing of this initial report (a standardized form can be used) indicates to the
Declarer that the report is being treated seriously.
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Task 2. Cases investigation.
This second task completes the first one and can be performed in parallel. A summary of the
reported cases must be written and a literature review concerning the reported cases must be
conducted. Depending on the situation, it may be possible to contact local doctors or health
staff to validate theses cases. However, this validation step is time and money consuming and
should only be considered under exceptional circumstances (magnitude of the disease, age
group affected, etc.).
Task 3. Environmental investigation.
This task mainly involves gathering of information related to the local environment. This
research should focus on known risk factors [see the literature review performed above] that
may be associated with activities (past and present) conducted on the concerned sites and in
their neighborhoods. The local socio-political context must also be reviewed.
Task 4. First evaluation of the reported cases.
All the information gathered so far concerning the cases only provide from the Declarer. They
are used to establish a preliminary description of the cases. This preliminary cases description
is used to define the plausibility of the existence of a cluster: number of cases, type of health
event(s), geographical and temporal aspects, source(s) of exposure, plausibility of a link
between exposure(s) and health event(s), etc. This step does not involve any calculation.

5.6.2. Evaluation of the cases and context
This second step requires a more resources than the first one and does involve some
calculation. This second step is divided into three tasks:
Task 1. Estimation of the excessive occurrence of cases.
At this stage, the information concerning the suspected cases are used to calculate the
excessive occurrence of case (see method described at Point 5.2). The main problem at this
stage remains to determine the reference population by taking into account population
migration, length of residence and latency period of some cancer.
Task 2. Validation of cases and exposures.
In case of excessive occurrence, each case must be validated according to an improved case
description. This cases validation implies to contact local doctors and/or corresponding
registries.
Further investigation of the environment must be performed to identify specific contaminants
emitted by the suspected source(s). Once those contaminants identified, the associated risk
can be more precisely estimated by taking into account to their potential exposure pathways
(air, water, soil, food, etc.) but also the duration and the intensity of the exposure.
An extensive literature review could allow to assess the potential effects encountered in the
exposed population.
Task 3. Exhaustive search for other cases.
Additional cases should be collected according to the extended case definition established in
the previous task. Therefore, the Technical Committee should (1) reconsider the geographic
and temporal boundaries of the study and (2) search for other cases in these new limits.
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New calculations must be performed at the end of this task. The impact of this “extended”
approach on the concerned communities must also be taking into account in the
communication procedure, during the meeting with the Advisory Committee.

5.6.3. Feasibility study of an etiologic investigation
The main objective at this stage is to determine the feasibility of a "Case-Control"
epidemiological study in order to confirm the causal association between suspected risk
factor(s) and the now confirmed increase of cancer occurrence. This implies to:
- Review the literature and the historical data,
- Define the data to collect (population, health & environmental) and the needed
logistics to achieve this,
- Summarize a protocol analysis,
- Estimate the power of the study,
- Evaluate the social and political context,
- Determine the practical feasibility and the cost of such a study.

5.6.4. Etiological investigation
At the end of the third step, an etiological study can be recommended if the
association between risk factor(s) and increased occurrence of health event(s) can be
explained by an etiological hypothesis. Therefore, the final protocol the study could be
implemented by the Technical Committee on basis of the feasibility study.
If there is no etiological hypothesis or if an etiological study is not feasible [because of
a lack of data as confirmed by the feasibility study] or not justified, the Technical Committee
may decide to set up an epidemiological surveillance system. This system must be designed to
assess the persistence of the excess of case through time. The Technical Committee is in
charge of the planning of (1) a new protocol and (2) the field operations. Once the
surveillance system operational, the collected results must be regularly evaluated by the
Technical Committee. If the persistence of the cluster is confirmed by the surveillance
system, the Technical Committee should reconsider the possibility to implement an
epidemiological causal study.
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6. Spatial Epidemiology
Taking into account the conclusions of the literature review (Point 2) and the
investigation of the possible environmental exposures (Point 4), we performed a feasibility
evaluation focusing on the risks of childhood leukemia around nuclear sites in Belgium.

6.1. Objective
In order to propose a frame allowing the monitoring of possible health effects of living
in the vicinity of nuclear sites in Belgium, this feasibility study aims to determine if there is
an excess of incidence of acute leukemia in children aged 0-14 years around those sites as
compared to what is expected in a reference area.

6.2. Methodology
This study is an ecological study around the nuclear installations of Class 1 (as defined
by the Royal Decree of July 20, 2001 on protection of the population, the workers, and the
environment against the hazard of ionising radiations). More specifically, the study focuses on
the nuclear power plants of Doel and Tihange, the nuclear sites of Mol-Dessel and Fleurus,
and the foreign nuclear power plants of Chooz (France) and Borssele (The Netherlands); see
Point 4.1 for the description of those sites. The health outcome studied is the incidence of
acute childhood leukemia (0-14 years); see Point 2.1 for a review of the epidemiology and
risk factors of this specific cancer.
Ecological studies allow giving elements of answer to questions from the population
concerning possible excessive health risks around the nuclear sites. They are purely
descriptive in nature. As such, they don't allow inferring causal relationships on the factors at
the origin of these clusters; neither do they provide information at the individual level.

6.3. Data
6.3.1. Data Sources
6.3.1.1. Epidemiological data
a. Population data
Population data were obtained from the Belgian Directorate-general Statistics and
Economic for every year from 2000 to 2008. For each year, population counts were stratified
by sex, age groups (0-4yrs, 5-9yrs, …, 80-84yrs, +85yrs) and commune.
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Figure 20. Belgian map depicting population counts by commune in 2008.

In 2008 exemplary, Belgium had a population of 10,666,866, of which 5,224,309 were
males and 5,442,557 females. In total, 33.3% of the population was at least 60 years old and
16.7% of the population was younger than 15 years. The Belgian population is divided over
the Flemish (6,161,600), Walloon (3,456,775) and Brussels capital region (1,048,491), being
subsequently divided into 308,262 and 19 communes, yielding a total of 589 communes in
Belgium. A map of Belgium depicting the population counts by commune is given in
Figure 20, showing strong regional differences in population counts, with the Walloon region
being the least and the Brussels capital region being the most densely populated region in
Belgium. An alphabetical list of the communes by region and province is given in
Appendix A, presenting the NIS-code and the geographical location of the centroid of every
commune (see Point 6.5.1).
b. Cancer incidence data
Cancer incidence data have been retrieved from the Belgian Cancer Registry (BCR).
The BCR is a population-based registry at the national level; see Point 3.2 for a presentation
of the BCR.
The data from the Belgian Cancer Registry are regularly published in the form of
static databases. The results presented in this report are based on the most recent incidence
data, which were made available on February the 7th, 2011 (static database CIB08). This
database contained data from 2000 till 2008 for Flanders and from 2004 till 2008 for Brussels
and Wallonia, see Point 3.1.4. Available variables are a.o. year of diagnosis, sex, age at
diagnosis, commune of patients’ residence at diagnosis and ICD-0-3 codes.
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6.3.1.2. Geographical covariates
a. Socio-economic status
Income data, more precisely wealth index data, were used as an approximation to
commune level socio-economic status (SES). For each year, the wealth index was
standardized by calculating the ratio between the commune-specific average income per
inhabitant and the national average income per inhabitant, multiplied by 100. As the wealth
index in the different communes is strongly changing over time, the average wealth index
during the lifetime of each child was calculated.
Childhood leukemia incidences for children aged below 15 years were analyzed for
the incidence years 2000 to 2008. As such, income data for the period 1985-2008 were
needed to calculate the average wealth index during the lifetime of each child. These data
were obtained from the Federal Public Service (FPS) Economy, S.M.E.s, Self-employed and
Energy. Income data were directly available for the years 1993 to 2008 on the "Statbel"
website40. Income data for the years 1985 to 1992 were provided by the FPS Economy, DG
Statistics & Economic Information.
b. Index of urbanization
We obtained a geographical index concerning urbanization, derived from data of the
1991 census. The level of urbanization is based on the criteria used in the publication "La
Belgique: Diversité territoriale" (Mérenne-Schoumaker et al. 1997). This index of
urbanization, used at the commune level, is maid of four categories: "agglomeration",
"suburb", "residential zone of commuters", and "not urban area".

6.3.2. Proceeding authorization & Time table
Cancer incidence data are personal data and fall into the scope of the Privacy Act. The
Privacy Act describes with great precision how and in which circumstances personal data may
be processed or disclosed. Some processing operations are so delicate, however, that they are
only possible with specific authorization. Public authorities or private institutions working in
the general interest can submit a request for authorization before to have access to the data.
This three-spep procedure successively imply (i) the presentation of the project to the BCR,
(ii) the submission of an authorization request to the Sector Committee of Social Security and
of Health (SCSSH), and (iii) the submission of a notification to the Commission for the
Protection of Privacy (CPP).
6.3.2.1. Presentation to the Belgian Cancer register (BCR)
The Presentation of the request to the BCR should describe the aim(s) and the context
of the projet at the national level (local context in Belgium) and at the international level
(references to earlier studies, protocols and results in the scope of scientific literature). The
presentation should list the data necessary to achieve the project. The BCR will examine the
request in detail; deliberation and decision will follow.

40

http://economie.fgov.be/fr/statistiques/chiffres/travailvie/fisc/
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Required time to complete this first step may vary form 1 to 3 months depending of
the date of submission but also of the comments and complementary requests from the BCR.
6.3.2.2. Authorization request to the Sector Committee of Social Security and of Health
(SCSSH)
The Authorization request to the SCSSH has to specify (i) why access to the data is
necessary; (ii) who has to have access to the data; (iii) how long access is necessary. The
Sector Committee will examine the request in detail and weigh the citizen's interests before it
grants authorization (permission) or refuses to do so. The authorization requests have to be
submitted in writing to the Sector Committee of Social Security and of Health, chaussée
Saint-Pierre 375, 1040 Brussels. Requests have to be submitted either in French or Dutch.
Sector Committee does not provide fill-in forms anymore but its secretary provides all the
needed information to complete the request. In accordance with Article 15 of the Law on
official statistics, all requests must be completed by an evaluation questionnaire concerning
the security measures that the applicants will apply to all processing of personnal data. The
Statistical Monitoring Committee provides a fill-in evaluation questionnaire available online
on the CPP website.
Required time to complete this second step may vary form 2 to 3 months depending of
the date of submission but also of the comments and complementary requests from the
SCSSH.
6.3.2.3. Notification to the Commission for the Protection of Privacy (CPP)
As stipulated in the Privacy Act, notification to the Commission for the Protection of
Privacy (CPP) is required for each completely or partially automated treatment of personal
data. This notification should only be introduced after reception of the Sector Committee’s
authorization to process these personal data. The declaration to the CPP should include (if
applicable):
• The name of the responsible for processing [inside and/or outside EU];
• The name of the project [specific acronym];
• The purposes of the project;
• The categories of data used;
• The legal base(s) allowing the process;
• The categories of recipients and the categories of data to be transmitted;
• The general description of the security measures;
• The relations with the data’s owners (a.o., if and how these owner are informed of the
use of their personal date, etc.);
• The retention time of the data;
• The contact person in charge of the treatment.
The autorization is submitted online to the CPP using a fill-in electronic form but must be
followed to be taken into account by a writing mail including (i) a confirmation form and (ii)
a copy of the SCSSH authorization. The confirmation form can only be printed from the CPP
web-site after the submission of the electronic form and must by signed par the person
responsible of the treatment.
Required time to complete this third step may vary form 2 to 3 months depending of
the date of submission but also of the comments and complementary requests from the CPP.
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6.3.2.4. General time table
Required time to complete this complete procedure may vary form 5 to 9 months
depending of the date of submission but also of the comments and complementary requests.

6.4. Childhood Leukemia in Belgium, 2000-2008
In this Chapter, the occurrence of new cases of acute leukemia in children aged 0-14
years is explored in function of some classical epidemiological covariates, i.e. (i) age and sex
(Point 6.4.1), (ii) time trends (Point 6.4.2), and (iii) geographical distribution taking into
account age and sex differences (Point 6.4.3).
In 2008, 71 children were diagnosed with acute leukemia in Belgium. Twenty-nine of
them were girls and 42 were boys. An overview of the number of newly diagnosed childhood
leukemia cases by year of diagnosis for the Flemish, Walloon and Brussels Capital Region is
given in Table 14.

Table 14. Incidence of acute childhood leukemia (0-14 years) by year of diagnosis and region in
Belgium, 2000(2004)-2008 ( data not available).

6.4.1. Age- and sex-specific incidence rates
The number of newly diagnosed acute leukemia cases evidently depends on the size of
the population at risk. To take into account differences in population sizes, crude incidence
rates are used. These are calculated by dividing the number of new cases by the corresponding
person years at risk and are typically expressed as the number of new cases per 100; 000
person years or

(6.1)
where Ncases is the number of new disease cases in a given population for a given period of
time and the size of the population at risk Npop is calculated by summing the respective
midyear populations over these years.
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Figure 21. Age- and sex-specific incidence rates of acute childhood leukemia (014 years) in Belgium, 2000(2004)-2008.

Figure 22. Age- and sex-standardized rates (European Standard Population, ESR) of acute
childhood leukemia (0-14 years) by year of diagnosis and region in Belgium, 2000(2004)2008.
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Figure 21 shows the age- and sex-specific incidence rates of childhood leukemia in
Belgium for the period 2000-2008. The corresponding table is given in the Appendix B
(Table B.1).
As can be seen from the Figure, leukemia was occurring more often in boys than in
girls in all age groups although the age-specific sex differences were not significant. The
incidence of acute leukemia was significantly higher in the youngest age group (0-4 years) as
compared to the older age groups (5-9 years or 10-14 years). These findings are consistent
with the literature (Cancer Research UK 2009; Gurney et al. 1995; Guyot-Goubin & Clavel
2009; Howlader et al. 2011).

6.4.2. Time trends
In a following step, we have compared the time trends in childhood leukemia among
the regions. As acute leukemia is related to age and sex (see Figure 21), the use of incidence
rates to compare the disease risk in different populations may be misleading as a result of
differences in the demographic characteristics of the populations under study. To account for
differences in demographic characteristics (in particular, in age- and sex-distribution) amongst
populations, the direct standardization method is widely used. In the direct method, the agesex-standardized incidence rate is calculated as a weighted sum of age-sex-specific rates using

(6.2)
with ai being the observed age-sex-specific rate in the ith age-sex class, i = 1, 2, …, A, and
with wi being the population size in the ith age-sex class of the standard population. A
frequently used standard population in Europe is the European Standard Population. Such a
standardized rate is to be interpreted as the theoretical rate that would have occurred if the
observed age-sex-specific rates were applied to the standard population. Figure 22 depicts the
yearly age- and sex-standardized rates (European Standard Population, ESR) of childhood
leukemia per 100.000 person years at risk for the three Belgian regions separately. The
95% CIs were calculated by means of the Poisson approximation. The corresponding table is
given in Appendix B (Table B.2).
From the Figure, the following observations may be made: (1) In the Flemish region,
incidence rates for the years 2000 and 2001 were significantly lower than for the later years
(2002, 2003, ..., 2008). The most probable explanation is incomplete registration at the start of
the cancer registration. Hence, the data for Flanders for the years 2000 and 2001 were
dropped for further analyses. (2) Neither significant time trends nor significant regional
differences were observed for the remaining years.
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6.4.3. Geographical variation
In a last step, we have explored the geographical variation of childhood leukaemia in
Belgium for the period 2002-2008. To this purpose, we applied the indirect method of
standardization. In essence, this method exists in comparing the observed [O] with the
expected [E] number of cases. The expected number of cases is typically calculated by
applying a `standard' set of rates to the population of interest or

ei = aini/100.000
(6.3)
with the expected number of cases ei of age-sex class i obtained by multiplying the
corresponding “standard” rate ai with the number of persons ni within the population of
interest belonging to class i. The so-called Standardised Incidence Ratio (SIR) is then
obtained by comparing the observed number of cases oi with the expected number of cases ei
over all classes A as

(6.4)
Hence, a SIR > 1 (< 1) means that the observed number of cases is larger (smaller) than
expected and a SIR close to one means that the observed and expected number of cases are
more or less equal. Standardized Incidence Ratios (SIRs) and 95% Wald CIs were calculated.
Figure 23 presents the SIRs of childhood leukaemia calculated by commune and the
lower and upper bounds of the corresponding 95% CIs. As there were no significant
differences in incidence among the regions, the Belgian population was taken as reference
population. From the Figures, it follows that the incidence of leukaemia is generally very low
and no geographical pattern may be observed.
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(a) Lower limits

(b) Point estimates
Figure 23. Standardized Incidence Ratios (SIRs) of acute childhood leukemia (0-14 years) by
commune using the national reference population, Belgium, 2002(2004)-2008.
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(c) Upper limits
Figure 23. Standardized Incidence Ratios (SIRs) of acute childhood leukemia (0-14 years) by
commune using the national reference population, Belgium, 2002(2004)-2008 (Continued).
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6.5. Childhood Leukemia in the Vicinity of Nuclear Sites
In this chapter, we examine whether there is an excess in incidence of acute leukemia
in children aged 0-14 years around the nuclear sites in Belgium as compared to what is
expected in a reference area.

6.5.1. Proximity areas
As explained before at the Point 4.1, most epidemiological studies of cancer incidence
among children in relation with nuclear facilities focus on residents living within a distance of
20km of the site. Thus, this “proximity area” was defined as the aggregation of communes
located within a disk of radii 20km centered on each site. Only communes situated at Belgian
territory have been included.
The nuclear sites of primary interest in the current study are the civil nuclear facilities
of Class 1 (harmful to dangerous facilities), that is facilities with the highest radiological
hazard. Six different nuclear facilities were initially considered and described in Point 4.1.
Four nuclear sites of class 1 are located at the Belgian territory. These nuclear sites are the
electricity-generating nuclear sites (EGNS) or nuclear power stations of Doel and Tihange,
the Nuclear Research Center (SCK-CEN) located at Mol-Dessel and the institute for RadioElements (IRE) at Fleurus. Two non-Belgian nuclear power plants were also considered.
These sites are the EGNS of Chooz (France) and Borssele (the Netherlands).
The proximity of each of the 589 Belgian communes to these six nuclear sites (i.e.
Doel, Fleurus, Mol-Dessel, Tihange Chooz, and Borssele) was determined by calculating the
Euclidean distances between the geographical location of the nuclear sites on the one hand
and the location of the centroids of the Belgian communes on the other hand. It appeared then
that no Belgian commune has its centroid lying within this disc of radii 20km centered on the
EGNS of Borssele, so this site was not included in this study.
For the determination of the geographical location (Belgian Lambert 1972 projection)
of the nuclear sites, the reader is referred to Appendix C. For the determination of the
centroids of the communes and their geographical locations (Belgian Lambert 1972
projection), the reader is referred to Appendix D. A Belgian map indicating the communes
having their centroid lying within the circle with radius 20km centered on the nuclear sites is
given in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Belgian map depicting the communes and their centroids, nuclear sites and
the proximity areas.

6.5.2. Standardised incidence ratios
As a first approach, Standardised Incidence Ratios (SIRs) were calculated to estimate
the relative risk of acute childhood leukaemia. The SIRs compare the observed number of
cancer cases [O] within the 20km proximity area of a particular nuclear site to the expected
number of cases [E] in the Belgian reference population. The 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
were calculated using the Wald-method. To correct for multiple comparisons assuring a
familywise error rate of 5%, the CIs are recalculated using the Šidák correction (1967).
Table 15 presents the SIRs and the 95% CIs for the 20km proximity area for each nuclear site
as compared to the Belgian reference population. None of the five nuclear sites showed a
significant excess of childhood leukemia for the 20km proximity area with and without
correction for multiple testing. Around the nuclear site of Chooz, no cases of childhood
leukemia were observed at Belgian territory for the period 2004-2008.

Table 15. Standardized Incidence Ratios (SIRs, per 100.000 person years) of acute childhood
leukemia incidence (0-14 years) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the 20km proximity area
around each nuclear site. Only communes situated at Belgian territory have been included.
Nuclear
Sites

Person years
at risk

O

Chooz
Doel
Fleurus
Mol
Tihange

37406
886699
502760
463902
269732

0
32
22
21
10

E

SIRs

95% CI

95% CI
corrected for
multiple testing

1.59
38.92
21.76
19.8
11.59

0
.82
1.01
1.06
.86

/
[0.54;1.11]
[0.59;1.43]
[0.61;1.51]
[0.33;1.40]

/
[0.45;1.20]
[0.46;1.56]
[0.47;1.66]
[0.16;1.56]
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Table 16. Description of risk factors used in the Poisson regression model.

Table 17. Description of risk factors used in the Poisson regression model.

Table 18. Estimated Rate Ratios (RRs) of acute childhood leukemia (0-14 years) and 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) for the 20km proximity area 20km around each nuclear site based on single-site
Poisson regression. Only communes situated at Belgian territory have been included.
Nuclear
Sites

Parameter

Chooz
Doel
Fleurus
Mol
Tihange

expβ1
expβ1
expβ1
expβ1
expβ1

Estimate

95%CI

95% CI
corrected for
multiple testing

0.00
0.85
0.92
1.04
0.81

/
[0.59;1.22]
[0.60;1.43]
[0.65;1.67]
[0.43;1.52]

/
[0.53;1.37]
[0.52;1.64]
[0.56;1.93]
[0.36;1.85]

(+)Significant increase in incidence; (-)Significant decrease in incidence
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6.5.3. Poisson regression
In a following step, Rate Ratios (RRs) and 95% CIs have been calculated by means of
Poisson regression. The Šidák correction was used to correct for multiple comparisons.
First, only the 'classical' epidemiological covariates that proved important based on the
exploratory analyses from Point 6.4, i.e. age and sex, have been included in the Poisson
regression model. Hence, the expected number of childhood leukemia cases E(Yij) = λij within
region i with i = 1, 2,… I and stratum j with j = 1, 2,… J is modeled as

(6.5)
We used single-site analyses to investigate whether children living in the vicinity of a nuclear
site have an excess risk on acute leukemia while controlling for age and sex. As only three
age classes are to be considered, age was treated as a categorical variable. Possible interaction
between age and sex was tested. Because results were not significant, the interaction term was
dropped from the model.
Second, the covariates on socio-economic status and the urbanization index have been
added to the model. Hence, the expected number of childhood leukemia cases E(Yij) = λij
within region i with i = 1, 2,… I and stratum j with j = 1, 2,… J is modeled as

(6.6)
Again, single-site analyses were carried out. The urbanization index proved not significant
and was dropped from the model.
A brief description of the terms included in the Poisson model is given in Table 16.
Illustratively, Table 17 presents the results of the regression parameters of the final
model (i.e. according to Formula 6.6) for Doel. The estimated RRs were calculated for the
. There was no excess risk of childhood leukemia
binary variables by means of only
in the vicinity of the nuclear site of Doel (
= 0.83; 95%CI = [0.58, 1.20]). In line with the
results of the exploratory analysis discussed in Point 6.4, boys had a higher, but nonsignificant, risk of developing leukemia as compared to girls (
= 1.07; 95%CI = [.72,
1.60]). Furthermore, a significantly increased risk (
= 2.34; 95%CI = [1.65, 3.29]) was
observed for the youngest ages (0-4yrs) as compared to the reference group (10-14yrs). For
the ages 5-9yrs, the risk was still increased in comparison with the reference group, albeit less
and not significant. A significant decreasing trend in childhood leukemia with increasing
commune-specific averaged income was observed. We repeated the analyses according to
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Formula 6.5, thus without the covariates on socio-economic status and the urbanization
index; these analyses yielded similar results.
The results of main interest from the single-site analyses are the RR estimates of
childhood leukemia when living in the vicinity (≤ 20km) of a nuclear site as compared to the
reference population. Table 18 summarizes the estimated RRs for the five nuclear sites,
according to final model in Formula 6.6, as well as their 95%CIs without and with correction
for multiple comparisons. As can be seen from the Table, none of the five nuclear sites
showed a significant excess of childhood leukemia for the 20km proximity area with and
without correction for multiple testing. Around the nuclear site of Chooz, no cases of
childhood leukemia were observed at Belgian territory for the period 2004-2008. Observe that
the estimates were slightly different from the estimates of the SIRs. We repeated the analyses
according to Formula 6.5, thus without the covariates on socio-economic status and the
urbanization index; these analyses yielded similar results with RR estimates that were
comparable with the SIRs.

6.5.4. Conclusions
Ecological studies allow giving elements of answer to questions from the population
concerning possible excesses of health risks around the nuclear sites. They are purely
descriptive in nature. As such, they don't allow inferring causal relationships on the origin of
these clusters; neither do they provide information at the individual level. Furthermore,
migration phenomena are not taken into account.
We have investigated whether there is an excess of acute leukemia incidence (0-14
years) for the 20km proximity area around the nuclear sites as compared to what is expected
in a reference area. The data as available till now show no excess of acute leukemia (0-14
years) for the 20km proximity area around the nuclear sites of Mol, Fleurus, Doel and
Tihange. Around Chooz, no cases of acute leukemia were observed at the Belgian territory of
the 20km proximity area for the period 2004-2008.
These results of the present report should be cautiously interpreted. Indeed, inner
limitations are not to be neglected when interpreting these results:
1. The vicinity of nuclear sites is typically defined as the area 20km or less away from the
nuclear sites. Although crucial, the choice of the size of the proximity area is, however, to a
certain extent arbitrary. Higher incidences of childhood leukaemia around nuclear sites are
observed in circles closer to the nuclear sites (Heasman et al. 1986, Hoffmann et al. 1997,
Kaatsch et al. 2008, Laurier 2008b, Viel et al. 1995).
2. Cancer incidence data in Belgium are available over a limited period: at the beginning of
February 2011, data were available for nine years in Flanders and five years in Brussels and
Wallonia. This may lead to power and precision problems, i.e., in case of non-significant
results, this may be because there is indeed no effect or because power is lacking to obtain a
significant result. Power problems were clearly an issue in the analyses of acute childhood
leukaemia in children aged 0-14 years. It may then be advisable to repeat this epidemiological
study over five years when more data will be available.
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Figure 25. Example of geographical units in Belgium: the territory of the commune
of Leuven (NIS-code 5 digits, on the left) can be subdivized into numerous smaller
units known as statistical sectors (NIS-code 9 digits, on the right).

3. At this moment, cancer incidence data in Belgium are available at the level of the commune
(NIS-code 5 digits; Figure 25). There are 589 communes in Belgium with an average area of
51.83 km² (minimum 1.14 km² - maximum 213.75 km²) and an average population of 18,256
(minimum 85 - maximum 477,936) inhabitants. Effects of the environment on health are in
general local effects. In case geographical units at which health information is available are
large, misclassification of exposure may occur. It may be assumed that this misclassification
is non-differential, i.e., irrespective of disease, all exposed and non-exposed subjects have the
same probability of being misclassified by the limitation of large administrative units. By
comparison of two exposure categories (exposed vs. non-exposed), non-differential
misclassification will bias the effect estimate toward the null value and therefore will result in
dilution of the effect. In the case of more exposure categories, non-differential
misclassification may lead to bias toward the null value as well as away from the null value;
thus both in underestimation and overestimation of the risks. In Belgium, population data are
available at smaller geographical level, i.e. the statistical sector (NIS-code 9 digits,
Figure 25). There are 19781 statistical sectors in Belgium with an average area of 1.54 km². It
may be advisable to have cancer incidence data at this smaller geographical level and to
repeat the epidemiological investigation by then.
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7. Recommendations for the future
Popositions of further developments can be done beyond the frame of the NEHAP.
These propositions include (i) the setting up a plan of environmental surveillance and (ii) the
development of a frame of causal research on childhood cancers.
7.1. Environmental surveillance

7.1.1. Definition
Environmental surveillance is a system for monitoring environmental quality in order
to detect areas of pollution concentration in time for remedial measures. It is a descriptive
method allowing to relate observed excess of cancer cases at a local level with potential
sources of carcinogens (chemical companies, nuclear sites, etc.). A system of environmental
surveillance provides answers to questions from the public about the risks that may be
associated with these specific sources but do not help to improve knowledge on the effects of
carcinogens.

7.1.2. Method
The setting up a plan of environmental surveillance is also a step-by-step procedure.
•

•

•

First step: identification of excess cancer. Cross-comparaison based on geographic
information of data from population register (i.e., population denominators) and
cancer register (i.e., incidence data) in order to confirm the existence of localized
excesses of cancer or "clusters."
Second step: search for environmental associations. Identification of possible
associations between identified clusters and potentially contaminated sites. This step
requires the creation of a new database including (1) an inventory of the concerned
sites and (2) a list of specific types of cancer that may associated with these sites
(literature review on basis of epidemiological and toxicological data).
Third step: development of the GIS tool. Integration of the two models developed
during the previous stages with a GIS (Geographical Information System) tool to
validate and visualize possible associations between cancer excesses and sources of
polluant.

Although it is not possible to immediately deduce causal relationship from these
associations, this model will help to identify trends. Such trends can be used to guide coherent
policies of screening and prevention. During the last decade, Europe established frameworks
among its members in order to integrate the evaluation of the relationship between
environmental pollution and disease (projects EUROHEIS and EUROHEIS2).
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7.1.3. Requirements for an environmental surveillance
As it was already presented in the previous section, the first requirements needed to
achive this model are:
• Adaptation of the BCR data at the level of the statistic sector and availability at
individual level.
• Setting up of the database described in step 2.
• Capacity building in the areas of Small Area Statistics (SAS) applications and
spatiotemporal analysis.

7.2. Causal research

7.2.1. Context
If environmental surveillance allows to characterize the presence of cancer excesses at
local level, causal research programs allow to define causal links between local excesses of
cancer cases and their possible environmental sources.
Regarding the specific problematic of childhood cancer, the developpement of
multidisciplinary programs of causal research can be motivated into the framework of the
European Initiative EuSANH (European Science Advisory Network for Health). This
initiative asks for a greater integration of the different projects that already exist at the
European level.

7.2.2. Method
Classically, causal research can be organized according to two schemes: (1) the casecontrol studies and (2) the cohort studies.
7.2.2.1. Case-control studies
Case-control studies compare a group of "cases" in which a disease has already been
accurately diagnosed and a group of "control" sampled from the same source population.
These studies are usually short in time and therefore not too expensive. However, these
studies are subject to mainly selection bias and recall bias that limit their statistical power and
conclusions.
The Belgian Cancer Registry indicates that there are 200 to 300 new cases of
childhood cancer in Belgium by year; this average number includes about 1/3 of leukemia.
Considering the short period of time of effective cancer registration at the national level in
Belgium, the currently available number of cases of childhood cancers is particularly limited
for the Country. Therefore, the return on investment of a case-control study conducted in
Belgium at this time would be particularly low. Moreover, such kind of program does not
allow to study more than a disease.
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7.2.2.2. Cohort studies
Cohort studies imply to follow a group of people sharing the same characteristics
and/or experiences within a given period. In birth cohort studies, the group of people is
followed since their birth date. The risk of developing a disease within the cohort is defined
once this disease appears in accordance to the general conditions preceeding the diagnosis.
Cohort studies take more time and are more expensive than case-control studies. Their design
is then defined to take into account several pathologies. The statistical efficiency of the cohort
study design justify the higher investment required to establishment such a cohort. Cohort
study design appears to be particularly well suited to investigation about childhood cancer in
Belgium.
The most effective initiative for addressing the problem of childhood cancer in
Belgium seems to be the creation of a national birth cohort. Even if a cohort fondation is
costly, its return on investment is high mainly because the cohort design allows the
integration of multiple pathologies. Cohorts already initiated at the European level most often
associate (1) asthma and allergies, (2) developmental and neuro-physiological disorders, and
(3) obesity but also (4) neuroendocrine functions disorders and (5) pregnancy disorders. All
these issues are given priority by the European authorities.

7.2.3. Requirements for a cohort study
Childhood cancers are rare, of still unclear origin, and environmental risk factors can
be suspected in some case. The study of childhood cancer implies a multidisciplinary
approach including:
7.2.3.1. Exposure assessment
a. Data collection
Questionnaires can be addressed to parents to learn about past exposures that can
potentially complete clinical examination.
b. Environmental and biological sample collection.
The sample collection is based on biomonitoring techniques. The sampling implies the
creation of a biobank, a cryogenic unit in which are stored all these samples.
7.2.3.2. Gene/environment interaction
Derived from Public Health Genomics, these techniques are designed to assess the
health impact (i) of genes and (ii) of the interaction between genes and environment. These
genetic epidemiology techniques allow different approaches:
• Genetic approach. Corresponding to the study of the information from the DNA.
• Epigenetic approach. Corresponding to the study of changes in gene expression
induced by mechanisms other than changes in the underlying DNA sequence.
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•

Genome-wide approach. The Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) allows to
identify genes likely to be involved in a disease on basis of comparison of whole
genomes.

7.2.4. Integration to international initiatives
As Childhood cancers are rare, the number of cases available at the national level
remains limited. That’s particularly the case in small countries like Belgium. The integration
of Belgium to international programs seems to be the most effective way to tackle this issue.
Moreover, European authorities are promoting such pan-European integrations.
Since 2006, the Childhood Leukemia International Consortium (CLIC) already has
integrated 23 case-control studies from 13 countries. However, these studies are limited to the
specific problem of childhood leukemia.
Spurred on by the American NCS (National Children's Study), birth cohorts from
different contries have been associated into the International Childhood Cancer Cohort
Consortium (I4C). Founded in 2005, the consortium already had integrated 11 different
cohorts from 9 countries. As the cohort study design allows the integration of different
diseases, I4C associated childhood cancers with other disorders such like asthma or obesity.
The foundation of a national birth cohort in Belgium and its subsequent incorporation
into international consortium can be facilitated by an initial collaboration with these consortia
[e.g., IARC I4C & 7th framework project ENRIECO (Environmental Health Riskq in
European Birth Cohort)]. These consortia give to new applicants some assistance in order to
establish their own new cohort. At this point, discussion must focus on (1) the definition of
the objectives and the needs for a future Belgian national cohort on basis of the specificities of
the federal institutions and the federated entities, and (2) the study of the opportunities
allowing to promote the establishment of this cohort. This last point involves to contact the
existing consortia.
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Appendix A: Belgian Communes

Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province.
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
Brussels Capital region:
1
ANDERLECHT
21001
145492.75
169134.71
BRUXELLES/
BRUSSEL
2
21004
149091.19
172526.12
3
ETTERBEEK
21005
151989.51
169391.63
4
EVERE
21006
152774.96
173078.38
5
GANSHOREN
21008
145957.47
173826.24
6
IXELLES/ELSENE
21009
150548.53
168104.71
7
JETTE
21010
146761.11
174544.62
8
KOEKELBERG
21011
146791.66
172503.04
OUDERGEM
9
/AUDERGHEM
21002
153763.33
167190.05
SCHAERBEEK
/SCHAARBEEK
10
21015
151220.04
172479.81
SINT-AGATHABERCHEM/BERCHEM11
SAINT-AGATHE
21003
144770.71
172687.52
SAINT-GILLES
/SINT-GILLIS
12
21013
148305.34
168789.61
SINT-JANSMOLENBEEK
/MOLENBEEK-SAINT13
JEAN
21012
146644.06
171805.63
SINT-JOOSTTENNODE/SAINT21014
150034.05
171652.74
14
JOSSE-TENNOODE
SINT-LAMBRECHTSWOLUWE /WOLUWE21018
154389.74
170896.42
15
SAINT-LAMBERT
SINT-PIETERSWOLUWE /WOLUWESAINT-PIERRE
21019
154964.92
169099.91
16
17
UCCLE /UKKEL
21016
148589.72
165359.02
18
VORST /FOREST
21007
146971.10
167305.33
WATERMAELBOITSFORT
/WATERMAAL19
BOSVOORDE
21017
153098.02
165673.43
Flemish region, Antwerp:
20
AARTSELAAR
11001
151024.34
202253.54
21
ANTWERPEN
11002
152965.63
212604.37
22
ARENDONK
13001
200234.05
223532.60
23
BAARLE-HERTOG
13002
188269.24
236333.01
24
BALEN
13003
205810.64
205602.66
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
25
BEERSE
13004
182330.16
223562.63
26
BERLAAR
12002
170242.62
200313.42
27
BOECHOUT
11004
159744.57
205986.95
28
BONHEIDEN
12005
163699.71
189727.58
29
BOOM
11005
150556.40
198217.83
30
BORNEM
12007
140735.78
198443.55
31
BORSBEEK
11007
158407.50
209327.18
32
BRASSCHAAT
11008
158870.62
221956.05
33
BRECHT
11009
167603.67
224530.50
34
DESSEL
13006
202548.79
215085.40
35
DUFFEL
12009
159300.60
198372.65
36
EDEGEM
11013
154681.57
205966.96
37
ESSEN
11016
157263.93
237491.15
38
GEEL
13008
193081.00
204973.44
39
GROBBENDONK
13010
176067.11
207433.46
40
HEIST-OP-DEN-BERG
12014
174874.81
195645.91
41
HEMIKSEM
11018
148395.96
203352.51
42
HERENTALS
13011
181917.38
206062.36
43
HERENTHOUT
13012
177427.39
203418.77
44
HERSELT
13013
185423.65
193146.57
45
HOOGSTRATEN
13014
176244.88
236207.58
46
HOVE
11021
157900.11
204078.80
47
HULSHOUT
13016
180684.73
194279.58
48
KALMTHOUT
11022
157288.68
231635.98
49
KAPELLEN
11023
154382.49
224145.31
50
KASTERLEE
13017
190758.40
214535.54
51
KONTICH
11024
155577.25
202053.34
52
LAAKDAL
13053
195636.03
196896.74
53
LIER
12021
164100.76
202464.18
54
LILLE
13019
182215.17
216011.12
55
LINT
11025
159138.69
201797.96
56
MALLE
11057
174024.51
220750.17
57
MECHELEN
12025
157345.14
190671.60
58
MEERHOUT
13021
199318.91
202106.06
59
MERKSPLAS
13023
183224.42
228418.74
60
MOL
13025
202199.95
210239.48
61
MORTSEL
11029
156066.47
207156.82
62
NIEL
11030
147158.15
199889.81
63
NIJLEN
12026
170763.56
205017.66
64
OLEN
13029
185990.99
206519.22
65
OUD-TURNHOUT
13031
193405.73
223342.45
66
PUTTE
12029
168345.69
193954.72
67
PUURS
12030
145402.89
195652.23
68
RANST
11035
165014.10
208646.01
69
RAVELS
13035
194889.63
233862.29
70
RETIE
13036
199728.07
217725.13
71
RIJKEVORSEL
13037
177675.03
226319.15
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Commune
RUMST
SCHELLE
SCHILDE
SCHOTEN
SINT-AMANDS
SINT-KATELIJNEWAVER
STABROEK
TURNHOUT
VORSELAAR
VOSSELAAR
WESTERLO
WIJNEGEM
WILLEBROEK
WOMMELGEM
WUUSTWEZEL
ZANDHOVEN
ZOERSEL
ZWIJNDRECHT

NIS-code
11037
11038
11039
11040
12034

X-coordinate
152631.87
148082.97
164741.83
159323.94
140034.50

Y-coordinate
198410.94
201853.78
215246.80
216490.80
193113.83

12035
11044
13040
13044
13046
13049
11050
12040
11052
11053
11054
11055
11056

161011.80
150927.66
189931.04
178998.30
186159.99
185999.63
160389.00
149328.51
160133.50
164924.37
171097.18
170345.24
147418.43

194080.90
224228.33
223972.57
210518.19
222143.70
199356.50
213370.23
193469.11
210899.77
230926.58
210849.88
216839.12
211314.61

Flemish region, East Flanders:
90
AALST
41002
128406.66
181891.04
91
AALTER
44001
85501.77
197518.35
92
ASSENEDE
43002
104317.84
215126.78
93
BERLARE
42003
123025.12
192342.03
94
BEVEREN
46003
141131.92
214347.13
95
BRAKEL
45059
106966.72
166417.12
96
BUGGENHOUT
42004
137880.51
189104.93
97
DE PINTE
44012
100895.11
186458.63
98
DEINZE
44011
91015.06
186629.96
99
DENDERLEEUW
41011
128255.97
175626.06
100 DENDERMONDE
42006
131110.97
190525.28
101 DESTELBERGEN
44013
109900.11
192255.92
102 EEKLO
43005
93567.90
209160.36
103 ERPE-MERE
41082
120694.27
179374.81
104 EVERGEM
44019
104331.81
203107.60
105 GAVERE
44020
101454.97
179979.02
106 GENT
44021
104210.59
194294.27
107 GERAARDSBERGEN
41018
117055.35
163046.60
108 HAALTERT
41024
123319.42
175421.60
109 HAMME
42008
133744.12
196806.12
110 HERZELE
41027
116654.05
172786.26
111 HOREBEKE
45062
102683.76
169548.90
112 KAPRIJKE
43007
97505.51
212105.61
113 KLUISBERGEN
45060
89999.37
163741.56
114 KNESSELARE
44029
84629.04
202844.98
115 KRUIBEKE
46013
145134.13
204962.43
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
KRUISHOUTEM
45017
90721.02
177245.70
LAARNE
42010
116496.90
192303.88
LEBBEKE
42011
132630.84
187329.95
LEDE
41034
120770.45
184118.50
LIERDE
45063
112950.21
167274.99
LOCHRISTI
44034
114095.67
198624.29
LOKEREN
46014
122411.50
199757.03
LOVENDEGEM
44036
98227.54
199224.76
MAARKEDAL
45064
98267.76
165577.91
MALDEGEM
43010
85676.32
211132.46
MELLE
44040
109584.27
188104.58
MERELBEKE
44043
105309.56
185330.27
MOERBEKE
44045
119958.57
209957.04
NAZARETH
44048
97657.37
183543.17
NEVELE
44049
93320.39
194273.52
NINOVE
41048
124921.90
168803.44
OOSTERZELE
44052
108970.01
181137.68
OUDENAARDE
45035
96502.57
171316.03
RONSE
45041
96589.46
160174.06
SINT-GILLIS-WAAS
46020
132614.21
213280.77
SINT-LAUREINS
43014
94593.26
216975.38
SINT-LIEVENSHOUTEM
41063
115388.00
180315.99
138 SINT-MARTENS-LATEM
44064
97595.36
189858.94
139 SINT-NIKLAAS
46021
133590.07
206298.14
140 STEKENE
46024
126772.97
211102.03
141 TEMSE
46025
138227.93
202425.50
142 WAARSCHOOT
44072
96848.19
204521.87
143 WAASMUNSTER
42023
130007.62
200058.81
144 WACHTEBEKE
44073
115028.34
207461.82
145 WETTEREN
42025
115404.12
187482.19
146 WICHELEN
42026
120518.94
188338.20
147 WORTEGEM-PETEGEM
45061
91979.71
169616.71
148 ZELE
42028
126266.86
195424.57
149 ZELZATE
43018
110617.50
210173.48
150 ZINGEM
45057
97790.92
178078.47
151 ZOMERGEM
44080
93386.54
202272.59
152 ZOTTEGEM
41081
110731.97
173508.30
153 ZULTE
44081
86474.15
180968.67
154 ZWALM
45065
105408.44
174343.77
Flemish region, Flemish Brabant:
155 AARSCHOT
24001
183548.89
186763.77
156 AFFLIGEM
23105
132357.55
177186.02
157 ASSE
23002
140273.89
176454.44
158 BEERSEL
23003
145400.19
160890.04
159 BEGIJNENDIJK
24007
179285.81
188599.64
160 BEKKEVOORT
24008
193560.42
180252.83
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
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Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
BERTEM
24009
167137.27
171746.98
BEVER
23009
117140.17
156834.09
BIERBEEK
24011
177926.15
169999.84
BOORTMEERBEEK
24014
163024.22
186121.79
BOUTERSEM
24016
182763.81
169501.85
DIEST
24020
199105.69
187512.36
DILBEEK
23016
140873.07
171911.08
DROGENBOS
23098
146004.01
164700.15
GALMAARDEN
23023
121997.69
160719.36
GEETBETS
24028
202904.46
175695.80
GLABBEEK
24137
190696.39
173447.84
GOOIK
23024
129700.42
163095.46
GRIMBERGEN
23025
150216.97
180308.26
HAACHT
24033
169418.75
183054.08
HALLE
23027
140990.89
157753.75
HERENT
24038
169553.46
176946.63
HERNE
23032
126090.90
157261.82
HOEGAARDEN
24041
186993.92
163012.95
HOEILAART
23033
156908.39
161494.76
HOLSBEEK
24043
179385.68
179262.27
HULDENBERG
24045
167399.35
163750.59
KAMPENHOUT
23038
164082.84
181053.75
KAPELLE-OP-DEN-BOS
23039
149238.14
189166.81
KEERBERGEN
24048
170802.75
188253.86
KORTENAKEN
24054
195646.60
174320.31
KORTENBERG
24055
163653.05
175832.32
KRAAINEM
23099
157049.03
170959.33
LANDEN
24059
199029.50
160384.96
LENNIK
23104
135837.91
166935.22
LEUVEN
24062
173963.53
174848.08
LIEDEKERKE
23044
130681.31
173162.43
LINKEBEEK
23100
147933.69
162186.89
LINTER
24133
198540.93
168276.68
LONDERZEEL
23045
144867.86
189219.71
LUBBEEK
24066
181730.20
176045.15
MACHELEN
23047
155493.58
176675.40
MEISE
23050
145764.36
182471.14
MERCHTEM
23052
141365.64
182136.74
OPWIJK
23060
137368.22
183911.08
OUD-HEVERLEE
24086
172664.87
168310.06
OVERIJSE
23062
161311.71
162696.87
PEPINGEN
23064
134855.73
158999.29
ROOSDAAL
23097
130765.88
169826.45
ROTSELAAR
24094
175890.76
183091.72
SCHERPENHEUVELZICHEM
24134
191089.57
186947.47
206 SINT-GENESIUS-RODE
23101
149539.02
159057.69
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
207 SINT-PIETERS-LEEUW
23077
142199.05
165411.87
208 STEENOKKERZEEL
23081
159383.11
179021.33
209 TERNAT
23086
135091.51
173089.21
210 TERVUREN
24104
161216.62
168526.25
211 TIELT-WINGE
24135
187862.56
178581.13
212 TIENEN
24107
190494.00
166647.49
213 TREMELO
24109
174961.82
187886.33
214 VILVOORDE
23088
153811.67
179755.49
215 WEMMEL
23102
146215.42
177462.40
216 WEZEMBEEK-OPPEM
23103
158870.42
170273.39
217 ZAVENTEM
23094
157805.48
173987.85
218 ZEMST
23096
156565.35
185628.06
219 ZOUTLEEUW
24130
200736.03
170483.77
Flemish region, Limburg:
220 ALKEN
73001
215349.33
174701.12
221 AS
71002
235632.81
189771.92
222 BERINGEN
71004
210014.71
195336.52
223 BILZEN
73006
231717.47
174542.79
224 BOCHOLT
72003
232553.88
208362.40
225 BORGLOON
73009
218366.38
166897.71
226 BREE
72004
237554.36
203849.20
227 DIEPENBEEK
71011
224421.36
178308.07
228 DILSEN-STOKKEM
72041
245097.63
192740.50
229 GENK
71016
229919.57
185268.91
230 GINGELOM
71017
206920.83
158882.50
231 HALEN
71020
201301.05
183403.56
232 HAM
71069
205079.58
199558.77
233 HAMONT-ACHEL
72037
230337.37
216758.80
234 HASSELT
71022
217199.08
180893.13
235 HECHTEL-EKSEL
72038
220136.98
203216.89
236 HEERS
73022
216010.26
160413.06
237 HERK-DE-STAD
71024
207286.29
181944.79
238 HERSTAPPE
73028
224681.25
157914.88
239 HEUSDEN-ZOLDER
71070
215248.78
190981.37
240 HOESELT
73032
227427.32
171892.52
241 HOUTHALENHELCHTEREN
72039
223200.82
192418.86
242 KINROOI
72018
249754.18
205257.18
243 KORTESSEM
73040
222229.47
171851.65
244 LANAKEN
73042
240500.51
177081.47
245 LEOPOLDSBURG
71034
211614.24
201266.59
246 LOMMEL
72020
215731.30
213718.94
247 LUMMEN
71037
207113.94
188137.45
248 MAASEIK
72021
244974.42
198483.63
249 MAASMECHELEN
73107
243174.40
185106.22
250 MEEUWENGRUITRODE
72040
231699.07
198450.64
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
251 NEERPELT
72025
225779.19
213488.44
252 NIEUWERKERKEN
71045
209630.94
175231.07
253 OPGLABBEEK
71047
234944.42
192541.98
254 OVERPELT
72029
222332.99
211272.71
255 PEER
72030
225974.23
203035.26
256 RIEMST
73066
236451.91
166671.60
257 SINT-TRUIDEN
71053
208185.97
166696.61
258 TESSENDERLO
71057
200161.35
194235.75
259 TONGEREN
73083
227403.86
164002.09
260 VOEREN
73109
251963.98
160774.79
261 WELLEN
73098
217519.04
170407.59
262 ZONHOVEN
71066
220018.51
186918.33
263 ZUTENDAAL
71067
234327.06
180742.69
Flemish region, West Flanders:
264 ALVERINGEM
38002
31146.04
185765.61
265 ANZEGEM
34002
84049.32
168309.81
266 ARDOOIE
37020
67856.73
185831.22
267 AVELGEM
34003
85460.52
163674.79
268 BEERNEM
31003
77644.86
204349.12
269 BLANKENBERGE
31004
63715.44
222665.67
270 BREDENE
35002
52076.65
214834.28
271 BRUGGE
31005
69759.46
214101.29
272 DAMME
31006
78393.19
215485.80
273 DE HAAN
35029
57474.83
218837.51
274 DE PANNA
38008
25713.83
199113.25
275 DEERLIJK
34009
78998.43
171072.51
276 DENTERGEM
37002
82813.83
181512.29
277 DIKSMUIDE
32003
44509.41
193093.33
278 GISTEL
35005
50954.35
205916.43
279 HARELBEKE
34013
75088.54
172594.31
280 HEUVELLAND
33039
40132.99
163173.45
281 HOOGLEDE
36006
60867.78
188080.47
282 HOUTHULST
32006
47650.60
185438.17
283 ICHTEGEM
35006
55719.44
200598.44
284 IEPER
33011
44806.55
172756.61
285 INGELMUNSTER
36007
71666.84
179223.08
286 IZEGEM
36008
68460.03
179308.55
287 JABBEKE
31012
61685.60
208908.08
288 KNOKKE-HEIST
31043
74365.35
226004.74
289 KOEKELARE
32010
51186.90
198358.47
290 KOKSIJDE
38014
31166.15
201807.11
291 KORTEMARK
32011
54259.25
191570.76
292 KORTRIJK
34022
71871.29
167359.60
293 KUURNE
34023
72813.64
172696.41
294 LANGEMARKPOELKAPELLE
33040
48001.62
179169.32
295 LEDEGEM
36010
63932.53
173875.70
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
296 LENDELEDE
34025
70455.97
175475.75
297 LICHTERVELDE
36011
63805.29
191440.55
298 LO-RENINGE
32030
38348.46
183883.24
299 MENEN
34027
64323.13
165263.11
300 MESEN
33016
46181.13
162483.90
301 MEULEBEKE
37007
74080.45
182851.94
302 MIDDELKERKE
35011
41337.15
207192.14
303 MOORSLEDE
36012
59295.25
173643.71
304 NIEUWPOORT
38016
36820.73
203618.84
305 OOSTENDE
35013
48836.46
212986.33
306 OOSTKAMP
31022
70967.49
202706.53
307 OOSTROZEBEKE
37010
77650.40
180829.32
308 OUDENBURG
35014
54870.51
208568.81
309 PITTEM
37011
72311.01
188107.80
310 POPERINGE
33021
33524.20
172878.95
311 ROESELARE
36015
63275.46
181660.54
312 RUISELEDE
37012
80849.77
196111.71
313 SPIERE-HELKIJN
34043
78037.40
157707.72
314 STADEN
36019
54737.65
184430.21
315 TIELT
37015
78288.65
188396.82
316 TORHOUT
31033
60784.50
195925.52
317 VEURNE
38025
30798.75
196157.56
318 VLETEREN
33041
36468.28
179682.01
319 WAREGEM
34040
81582.08
175256.47
320 WERVIK
33029
56997.34
165255.11
321 WEVELGEM
34041
66676.80
168850.20
322 WIELSBEKE
37017
79621.98
178026.78
323 WINGENE
37018
72266.67
194558.15
324 ZEDELGEM
31040
63935.36
203624.77
325 ZONNEBEKE
33037
54188.22
173256.66
326 ZUIENKERKE
31042
65393.99
217959.50
327 ZWEVEGEM
34042
79173.62
165497.86
Walloon region, Hainaut:
328 AISEAU-PRESLES
52074
164318.36
122012.60
329 ANDERLUES
56001
143238.60
121995.33
330 ANTOING
57003
85746.83
138872.96
331 ATH
51004
107712.22
147365.66
332 BEAUMONT
56005
141718.86
102989.24
333 BELOEIL
51008
101008.42
135511.46
334 BERNISSART
51009
101419.25
130071.02
335 BINCHE
56011
136219.36
122632.92
336 BOUSSU
53014
110070.66
123948.47
337 BRAINE-LE-COMTE
55004
134339.95
145617.10
338 BRUGELETTE
51012
113738.32
143028.30
339 BRUNEHAUT
57093
81284.77
136613.21
340 CELLES
57018
85542.76
155576.69
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
CHAPELLE-LEZHERLAIMONT
52010
144259.96
128377.36
342 CHARLEROI
52011
154664.55
123137.48
343 CHATELET
52012
160675.45
121699.60
344 CHIEVRES
51014
107309.88
140433.43
345 CHIMAY
56016
146867.85
80985.30
346 COLFONTAINE
53082
112655.85
122625.83
347 COMINES-WARNETON
54010
49664.20
161094.75
348 COURCELLES
52015
149284.17
128462.57
349 DOUR
53020
108673.25
120331.59
350 ECAUSSINNES
55050
136543.05
138780.66
351 ELLEZELLES
51017
102396.53
157912.81
352 ENGHIEN
55010
126385.63
153489.67
353 ERQUELINNES
56022
132861.85
110311.42
354 ESTAIMPUIS
57027
72895.29
153718.68
355 ESTINNES
56085
130799.53
119953.99
356 FARCIENNES
52018
162288.90
125159.85
357 FLEURUS
52021
162378.50
129438.94
358 FLOBECQ
51019
105300.28
159629.67
359 FONTAINE-L'EVEQUE
52022
146969.04
122454.12
360 FRAMERIES
53028
115698.29
121168.62
361 FRASNES-LEZANVAING
51065
94874.68
152197.52
362 FROIDCHAPELLE
56029
148774.32
96178.32
363 GERPINNES
52025
160196.38
115831.99
364 HAM-SUR-HEURENALINNES
56086
153104.33
113092.69
365 HENSIES
53039
103084.80
125082.12
366 HONNELLES
53083
104694.55
115612.64
367 JURBISE
53044
118085.35
134824.10
368 LA LOUVIERE
55022
135696.62
129091.40
369 LE ROEULX
55035
130742.16
131656.35
370 LENS
53046
118229.09
139797.25
371 LES BONS VILLERS
52075
155355.91
135489.41
372 LESSINES
55023
112617.82
155325.57
373 LEUZE-EN-HAINAUT
57094
97672.32
143483.74
374 LOBBES
56044
142100.56
116605.27
375 MANAGE
52043
140120.09
131040.41
376 MERBES-LE-CHATEAU
56049
137475.47
112710.85
377 MOMIGNIES
56051
138527.65
79026.88
378 MONS
53053
120840.07
127422.76
379 MONT-DE-L'ENCLUS
57095
88526.17
159605.05
380 MONTIGNY-LETILLEUL
52048
150647.28
118638.34
381 MORLANWELZ
56087
141474.57
126641.17
382 MOUSCRON
54007
69850.99
158917.95
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
383 PECQ
57062
78109.33
153150.44
384 PERUWELZ
57064
92633.94
135157.72
385 PONT-A-CELLES
52055
151134.31
132566.21
386 QUAREGNON
53065
113507.31
125336.07
387 QUEVY
53084
119216.29
117604.47
388 QUIEVRAIN
53068
101429.06
121225.98
389 RUMES
57072
76321.33
137377.97
390 SAINT-GHISLAIN
53070
109978.61
129899.03
391 SENEFFE
52063
142093.34
136584.13
392 SILLY
55039
119492.68
148257.85
393 SIVRY-RANCE
56088
137170.47
93847.98
394 SOIGNIES
55040
125357.52
139096.49
395 THUIN
56078
145765.01
112464.50
396 TOURNAI
57081
81048.26
144874.05
Walloon region, Liège:
397 AMAY
61003
216637.80
137909.60
398 AMEL
63001
278182.81
117371.01
399 ANS
62003
230855.34
151384.22
400 ANTHISNES
61079
230141.69
131275.93
401 AUBEL
63003
254491.55
155488.77
402 AWANS
62006
227136.67
153226.78
403 AYWAILLE
62009
243939.96
128769.16
404 BAELEN
63004
265238.03
146439.63
405 BASSENGE
62011
236976.58
162639.37
406 BERLOZ
64008
207896.30
155419.93
407 BEYNE-HEUSAY
62015
241531.03
147374.81
408 BLEGNY
62119
244091.51
151734.84
409 BRAIVES
64015
205555.52
145175.83
410 BUELLINGEN
63012
290022.70
119400.85
411 BUETGENBACH
63013
280061.72
128081.48
412 BURDINNE
61010
202683.12
140791.68
413 BURG-REULAND
63087
273264.25
100647.10
414 CHAUDFONTAINE
62022
239297.64
142174.90
415 CLAVIER
61012
217672.47
124470.22
416 COMBLAIN-AU-PONT
62026
236144.00
131302.67
417 CRISNEE
64021
222675.64
156761.64
418 DALHEM
62027
247716.11
156734.86
419 DISON
63020
255609.99
145131.23
420 DONCEEL
64023
217170.27
149406.43
421 ENGIS
61080
222085.22
140238.65
422 ESNEUX
62032
235649.69
137725.77
423 EUPEN
63023
269441.57
147816.07
424 FAIMES
64076
212035.53
149718.29
425 FERRIERES
61019
238552.40
122105.03
426 FEXHE-LE-HAUT64025
222867.95
150218.21
CLOCHER
427 FLEMALLE
62120
226308.24
143618.19
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
FLERON
62038
242977.68
145889.88
GEER
64029
206755.43
151258.66
GRACE-HOLLOGNE
62118
226725.01
147456.93
HAMOIR
61024
234140.01
125857.00
HANNUT
64034
200323.26
150773.82
HERON
61028
201817.34
136939.15
HERSTAL
62051
238245.85
152423.76
HERVE
63035
250848.78
148514.63
HUY
61031
211141.78
134273.52
JALHAY
63038
262516.26
138508.81
JUPRELLE
62060
232859.40
156252.57
KELMIS
63040
266297.54
157178.03
LIEGE
62063
236595.91
147800.73
LIERNEUX
63045
251177.62
112123.14
LIMBOURG
63046
261223.19
145818.20
LINCENT
64047
196510.05
156857.29
LONTZEN
63048
265803.81
153530.08
MALMEDY
63049
267949.80
124614.30
MARCHIN
61039
211124.90
129805.44
MODAVE
61041
215708.87
130492.28
NANDRIN
61043
223441.12
134002.16
NEUPRE
62121
229258.25
137931.90
OLNE
63057
245955.28
143553.48
OREYE
64056
219330.25
157354.51
OUFFET
61048
228065.82
126190.88
OUPEYE
62079
240196.41
156735.73
PEPINSTER
63058
251622.11
141136.65
PLOMBIERES
63088
262611.31
159340.39
RAEREN
63061
273558.36
153522.09
REMICOURT
64063
218151.35
153508.94
SAINT-GEORGES-SUR64065
220436.06
142469.21
MEUSE
459 SAINT-NICOLAS
62093
231972.36
147442.62
460 SANKT VITH
63067
276080.80
109039.25
461 SERAING
62096
231506.73
143334.46
462 SOUMAGNE
62099
246061.12
147301.07
463 SPA
63072
256259.32
131865.06
464 SPRIMONT
62100
241855.24
135022.88
465 STAVELOT
63073
261657.24
123400.72
466 STOUMONT
63075
252212.65
123167.91
467 THEUX
63076
253252.07
135336.65
468 THIMISTERCLERMONT
63089
256472.92
151506.94
469 TINLOT
61081
221753.60
130386.28
470 TROIS-PONTS
63086
257620.24
117846.43
471 TROOZ
62122
243717.50
140746.17
472 VERLAINE
61063
217007.52
144267.78
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
473 VERVIERS
63079
255657.56
143078.31
474 VILLERS-LE-BOUILLET
61068
212513.02
141715.85
475 VISE
62108
243373.56
157522.55
476 WAIMES
63080
274321.39
126469.46
477 WANZE
61072
209288.03
137312.74
478 WAREMME
64074
213164.02
154197.97
479 WASSEIGES
64075
196560.46
144257.34
480 WELKENRAEDT
63084
262320.36
151137.74
Walloon region, Luxembourg:
481 ARLON
81001
253483.46
41866.29
482 ATTERT
81003
250132.15
49447.84
483 AUBANGE
81004
253757.27
29897.22
484 BASTOGNE
82003
250075.81
79628.12
485 BERTOGNE
82005
241084.48
83622.71
486 BERTRIX
84009
213674.25
60758.68
487 BOUILLON
84010
200213.68
55554.00
488 CHINY
85007
224891.63
43915.98
489 DAVERDISSE
84016
199945.20
76513.89
490 DURBUY
83012
229386.26
116650.00
491 EREZEE
83013
235093.57
110305.87
492 ETALLE
85009
238896.86
40693.88
493 FAUVILLERS
82009
245061.41
64086.92
494 FLORENVILLE
85011
215710.93
44672.69
495 GOUVY
82037
260665.65
99372.49
496 HABAY
85046
237707.00
46650.46
497 HERBEUMONT
84029
219625.46
56279.13
498 HOTTON
83028
225952.57
106614.36
499 HOUFFALIZE
82014
249260.06
93963.23
500 LA ROCHE-ENARDENNE
83031
236477.05
96119.40
501 LEGLISE
84033
235371.41
56847.33
502 LIBIN
84035
210677.70
73944.79
503 LIBRAMONTCHEVIGNY
84077
225651.82
69086.50
504 MANHAY
83055
241316.39
110210.09
505 MARCHE-EN-FAMENNE
83034
219159.44
100606.17
506 MARTELANGE
81013
248447.53
58471.78
507 MEIX-DEVANT-VIRTON
85024
230234.90
33113.45
508 MESSANCY
81015
253739.22
34570.14
509 MUSSON
85026
245386.65
27898.06
510 NASSOGNE
83040
219697.52
91388.09
511 NEUFCHATEAU
84043
227500.93
60246.12
512 PALISEUL
84050
205235.18
66207.13
513 RENDEUX
83044
231603.93
102137.52
514 ROUVROY
85047
230916.32
25788.81
515 SAINT-HUBERT
84059
220095.47
80275.90
516 SAINT-LEGER
85034
245137.95
35557.49
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
517 SAINTE-ODE
82038
234853.67
77899.54
518 TELLIN
84068
213164.28
86259.08
519 TENNEVILLE
83049
232905.81
87973.60
520 TINTIGNY
85039
232673.77
41791.77
521 VAUX-SUR-SURE
82036
238543.89
70634.08
522 VIELSALM
82032
258787.02
109610.91
523 VIRTON
85045
236985.09
28135.78
524 WELLIN
84075
201720.53
85168.10
Walloon region, Namur:
525 ANDENNE
92003
198674.99
131173.71
526 ANHEE
91005
182110.49
111068.52
527 ASSESSE
92006
195259.48
119078.06
528 BEAURAING
91013
192133.76
88568.15
529 BIEVRE
91015
196885.57
67736.54
530 CERFONTAINE
93010
154649.32
97654.02
531 CINEY
91030
202906.78
106702.79
532 COUVIN
93014
159294.11
81349.22
533 DINANT
91034
190426.19
105294.69
534 DOISCHE
93018
175216.81
92643.82
535 EGHEZEE
92035
188453.72
142022.78
536 FERNELMONT
92138
194028.13
138452.84
537 FLOREFFE
92045
177398.90
125184.47
538 FLORENNES
93022
167121.67
105763.93
539 FOSSES-LA-VILLE
92048
170500.96
120066.29
540 GEDINNE
91054
190341.11
74909.18
541 GEMBLOUX
92142
173912.87
138130.04
542 GESVES
92054
199679.86
123425.60
543 HAMOIS
91059
205743.35
114714.14
544 HASTIERE
91142
182110.62
98460.70
545 HAVELANGE
91064
212565.23
117760.96
546 HOUYET
91072
195462.39
97644.43
547 JEMEPPE-SUR-SAMBRE
92140
172060.92
128085.89
548 LA BRUYERE
92141
182026.69
134312.83
549 METTET
92087
170654.24
112371.68
550 NAMUR
92094
185385.88
127811.30
551 OHEY
92097
208093.54
125441.01
552 ONHAYE
91103
181846.35
105808.28
553 PHILIPPEVILLE
93056
166994.57
95787.46
554 PROFONDEVILLE
92101
182608.86
119427.53
555 ROCHEFORT
91114
207299.83
93727.58
556 SAMBREVILLE
92137
168422.89
125512.10
557 SOMBREFFE
92114
166633.48
134911.11
558 SOMME-LEUZE
91120
217716.28
110135.45
559 VIROINVAL
93090
167319.42
84022.20
560 VRESSE-SUR-SEMOIS
91143
189843.51
60044.51
561 WALCOURT
93088
155433.21
106326.64
562 YVOIR
91141
189826.76
113965.42
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Table A.1. Alphabetical list of Communes in Belgium by region and province (cnt).
Commune
NIS-code
X-coordinate Y-coordinate
Walloon region, Walloon Brabant:
563 BEAUVECHAIN
25005
176696.07
163237.39
564 BRAINE-L'ALLEUD
25014
149553.72
152005.45
565 BRAINE-LE-CHATEAU
25015
144161.73
152409.84
566 CHASTRE
25117
168731.52
142146.28
567 CHAUMONT-GISTOUX
25018
171712.60
153272.26
568 COURT-SAINTETIENNE
25023
162836.78
146221.95
569 GENAPPE
25031
156735.26
144609.40
570 GREZ-DOICEAU
25037
172009.23
159482.84
571 HELECINE
25118
193767.84
159195.49
572 INCOURT
25043
179413.27
155725.45
573 ITTRE
25044
141540.18
148491.18
574 JODOIGNE
25048
184373.79
157792.03
575 LA HULPE
25050
157483.85
157896.19
576 LASNE
25119
157053.67
152337.01
577 MONT-SAINT-GUIBERT
25068
167935.11
147669.89
578 NIVELLES
25072
146800.04
143076.25
579 ORP-JAUCHE
25120
192529.65
153330.01
580 OTTIGNIES-LOUVAINLA-NEUVE
25121
165201.66
151083.98
581 PERWEZ
25084
179488.04
147076.51
582 RAMILLIES
25122
186443.34
149346.13
583 REBECQ
25123
133931.04
151102.68
584 RIXENSART
25091
161046.82
156793.99
585 TUBIZE
25105
138292.00
153409.16
586 VILLERS-LA-VILLE
25107
161618.56
139600.28
587 WALHAIN
25124
173353.38
146318.87
588 WATERLOO
25110
152330.99
155071.22
589 WAVRE
25112
165663.04
155193.56
* Flanders: incidence years 2000-2008; Wallonia/Brussels: incidence years 2004-2008.
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Appendix B: Childhood leukemia in Belgium, 2000-2008

Table B.1. Age-specific crude incidence rates per 100.000 person years (CIR) of childhood
leukemia in males and females in Belgium (2000-2008) and 95% confidence intervals (CI).
Age group
Males:
0-4
5-9
10-14
Females:
0-4
5-9
10-14

New cases

Person years
at risk

CIR

95% CI

148
72
56

2136219
2209356
2308141

6.93
3.26
2.43

[5.86;8.14]
[2.55;4.10]
[1.83;3.15]

107
58
50

2043830
2116920
2203559

5.24
2.74
2.27

[4.29;6.33]
[2.08;3.54]
[1.68;2.99]

Table B.2. Age-and sex-standardized incidence rates per 100.000 person years (ESR) of
child-hood leukemia (European Standard Population) by year of diagnosis and region with
95% confidence intervals (CI).
Year

Region

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008

Flemish
Flemish
Flemish
Flemish
Brussels capital
Flemish
Walloon
Brussels capital
Flemish
Walloon
Brussels capital
Flemish
Walloon
Brussels capital
Flemish
Walloon
Brussels capital
Flemish
Walloon

New cases
5
12
49
38
10
35
33
19
44
29
10
43
22
10
39
22
8
38
25

Person years
at risk
1012767
1009820
1006226
1002629
182305
998502
616632
184390
996117
614351
187935
994767
613400
191421
993807
612501
195139
993663
611653

ESR

95% CI

.55
1.22
4.92
4.08
5.41
3.62
5.71
10.1
4.73
4.91
5.2
4.5
3.74
5.07
4.14
3.63
3.94
3.82
4.22

[0.07;1.03]
[0.52;1.91]
[3.53;6.30]
[2.77;5.38]
[2.06;8.77]
[2.41;4.82]
[3.75;7.66]
[5.56;14.64]
[3.33;6.14]
[3.11;6.70]
[1.97;8.42]
[3.14;5.85]
[2.17;5.31]
[1.92;8.22]
[2.83;5.44]
[2.10;5.15]
[1.21;6.67]
[2.60;5.03]
[2.56;5.87]
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Appendix C: Geographical Location of Nuclear Sites
In this study, the Belgian Lambert 1972 projection as defined by the National
Geographical Institute (EPSG31300) was used to determine the geographical location of the
nuclear sites. Coordinates based on the postal address of the nuclear sites were determined
using Google Maps. Manual repositioning has been performed to ensure the correct
localization of the site (using as reference aerial pictures from Google Maps). Therefore,
position precision is certainly less than 100m. An overview of the Lambert coordinates used
to localize the nuclear sites is given in Table B.1.

Table C.1. Geographical location using Lambert coordinates of the nuclear sites for which
Belgian territory lies within the area of potential exposure.
Nuclear sites
EGNS
Doel
Tihange
Borssele
Chooz
Other sites
Mol
Fleurus

X

Y

142408.79
214199.57
104794.43
180233.28

223846.75
136262.5
235867.77
86551.84

200837.74
162173.14

212509.88
126814.17
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Appendix D: Algorithm for Computation of Communes Centroid
Step 1: Geographical centroids have been computed for the 19781 statistical sectors
(version 2001Y) in Belgium. This procedure is justified by the following facts:
• The statistical sectors are designed by the Statistical & Economical Information
direction of the SPF economy (ex-INS) to be relatively `homogeneous' with respect to
the population density and socio-demographic characteristics of the population within
each sector. This implies that a centroid computation based on precise population
locations would have given equivalent results.
• More precise information was not made available for this study
The computation of the geographical centroids of the statistical sectors is made using the
following algorithm:
• Compute the geographical centroid of the statistical sectors.
• Compute `negatively-buffered-sector', by removing a 50m (value to check) buffer
around the sector.
• If a centroid falls outside its negatively-buffered-sector, compute the closest point of
the sector to the centroid, and select that point.
Please note that this method gives different results than common centroids computation tools,
by which the center for the biggest included circle is searched.
Step 2: Compute the centroids for communes and PostCode. Here, the technique used is
based on the logic of the statistical sector naming. Following this naming organization, we
selected the first statistical sector (based on alphabetic order) to be representative of the whole
area. Note that, for communes, it is generally the one containing the Administration of the
area (maison communale, gemeentehuis).
In the future, this method of localization will be compared with the results obtained using
centroid computation based on the population data per statistical sector. However, in general,
only small differences between the two methods are expected. Only exceptionally and in very
particular situations (e.g. the commune of Ottignies/Louvain-la-Neuve, containing two cities
of almost equivalent population size, for which the currently selected site is at the center of
Ottignies), the two methods might generate different results.
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